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AT DEADLINE 
MWA Expects Near 
Record Lo~ 
Deliveries from 
State in 2009-
Agency told to 
expect only 15% of 
annual entitlement 
Retail hubs at real economic risk 
B.\ PariJa B. Km·ilan-:. 
As the recessiOn leaves more reta1l casualties in 1ts wal-.e. nsing 
store banl-.ruptc1es and mall closures could have devastating econom-
ic con-,cquences. As more stores exit malls. vacancies m regional 
malls could rise pa'>l Y'r . • 1 level not hll s1nce the IJrstquarter ol~200 I. 
act:ordmg to real estate research finn Re1,. 
i\.laJor cities will be alkcted. sa1d Dav 1d Birnbre\. chairn1an and 
co-CEO of Atlanta-ha,ed The Shopping Center Gn;up. a retail real 
estate serv ICC'> fim1 
Both Birnbre; and Su-.an conlinut'd on pa~e 12 
Five Insiders Give Dire Warnings 
About China 
b_v Tony Sagami 
Because of lls rapid economic growth over the last 30 years, it's 
easy to forget that Chma 1s a communist country. The Chmese, like 
everybody else. love money. But the Communist Party is clearly in 
control. 
One of the areas controlled wl!h an iron communist fist 1s China's 
media. The main TV station. China Central Television or CCTV, 1s 
owned. operated, and controlled b) the government. And unlike the 
U.S .. Chinese government officials can't spout off the1r own opinion. 
Instead, they must speak the 'company line' of the ruling Communist 
Party and carefully choose their words. 
Chmcse officials must spcal-. the voice of the Communist Party. 
railing Interest f'IICs '''ISO-
Jmc Jnd h~mc prices ,arc~~ ~·ood 
thmg -hut not CVCI) thmg that's 
falling 1s good. Water levels in 
rcsen oirs throughout the ~tale 
contmue to drop prompting the 
Dcp.1rtment of \\atcr Resource~ 
(D\\ R) to notlf) State Water 
Contractors. mcludmg \1oJave 
Water Agenc) ( M\V \). that 
deliveries from "Jorthern 
Calilornia startmg 111 Januan 
200<} "ill inillall\ ~he onl\ IY:; 
of dcm,md. Wuh. the C'\C-eption 
ol a IWc allocation 1n 1991. 
this marks the second lowest 
1nitial alloca11on in the h1stor) 
of the State Water PrOJCCl. 
Ongomt: drought condillons 
and court ordered restrictions 
on v' ater dell\ enes from the 
Delta also influenced DWR ·, 
dccis1on. If. hmH:v er, hydrolog-
il conduions improve later in 
the year, DWR could increase 
allocations to MWA and the 
other contractors. "'This 
announcement does not come a ... 
a surprise considering the gen-
eral deteriorating state of water 
supply conditions we have seen 
over the last few years" said 
Kirby Brill, MWA general man-
ager. Of its 75,800 annual acre-
feet entitlement, MWA has been 
able to 1m port only 27,000 acre-
feet of State Water Project water 
for the 2008 water year, which 
ended Dec. 31st. "This repre-
sents only 35% of our annual 
entitlement," added Brill. '"So 
we've alread) come to expect 
reduced deliveries ... But the rem 
lies the challenge-having ade-
quate supplies to meet present 
and future demands. To meet 
these anticipated challenges And last wee!-., they had a lot to say. 
continued on pa~e 30 Frankly. I don't pay too much colllinued on paf!,e t5 
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Murrieta 
Safest City 
Murrieta 1s the safest t:il) 111 
Riverside Count) and two other 
Southern Cal1forma countiC'>, 
<Kcording to a repon released b\ 
Congressional Quanerl) Pres-, 
(CQ Press). a v\ell rc,pccted and 
a~ ard-v~ inning t:ommert:lal pub-
lisher. 
The report also rani-.-, 
Mumeta a .. the lOth -.afcst cit) II' 
the state and 42nd 111 the nation 
The ranl-.ings vv ere calcul.lted b) 
detern1inmg the amount of mur-
der. rape, roohCI"). aggravated 
assault. burglary and motor vehi 
cle theft that oct:urs 111 t:ities with 
populations of 75.000 and more 
"We worl-. \'Cf) hard at k.eep-
mg this cit; '>afe." said Captam 
M1chael Payne of the Mumcta 
Police Department. "'We attribute 
that success to Murrieta having 
its own police force and employ-
mg top-notch officers." 
Murrieta has a population of 
about I 00,000 and employs 92 
pollee officers. 
Mumeta Police Chief Mark 
Wright believes that the city\ 
low crime rate IS d1rectly related 
to a strong sense of soc1al inter-
venllon. 
"'Most of our of!icers live 
here and feel that 11 1s their per-
sonal responsibility to 1-.eep this 
community safe," Wnght said. 
"Our officers have developed 
strong partnerships with this 
conltnuecl on page 34 
Janu<H) 2009 
'Taxes' Are Raised for the General 
Revenue "Fees' Are OK for 
Regulatory Purposes 
By '/(nn Martin 
SMAC Erecutive Director and Legi,\latil·e Chairman 
"The (Appellate) court noted that. if revenue is the primal') pur-
pose. and rcgulatton is mercl; 1nc1dental. the imposition (of a fee) 1s 
a tax, hut if regulation 1s the primary purpose, the mere fact that rev-
enue is also obtained does not mal-...: the impositiOn a tax. Moreover, 
according to United Busmess, if a fcc 1s exacted lor revenue purpos-
es. and its payment giv·es the nght to Call) on business \\lthout any 
further conditions, ll is a tax." Californ1a Supreme Court on "Fees". 
June 26 I tJC)7. 
"Taxes <~re raised for the general revenue of the governmental enti-
ty to pay for a variety of public -.ervices." Most taxes are wmpulsory 
rather than imposed in response to a voluntary det:1sion to develop or 
to see!-. other government henelits or pm lieges. 
As the Appellate court observed 111 SDGE "Propo'>ition 13\ goal 
of providmg effet:tive propert) tax relief is not sub\erted by the 
increase in fees or the emiss1ons-based apportionment formula . 
CREATIVE FUND RAISING 
Cahforn1a Assembly Speal-.er Karen Bass and Senate Pres1dent 
Pro Tem Darrell Stemberg in m1d-December dec1ded that wllh the 
budget standoff continumg and the Republicans (needed to get the 
two-thirds legislative approval required under the Article XIIIA3 of 
the state Constitution) refusing to consider tax increases. the 
Democrats could raise revenue by claiming their actions were tax neu-
tral. 
Speaker Bass sa1d. " In order to address the state's loomtng budg-
et deficit, resolve Its Immediate cash crisis, avoid dera~ling trans-
portation prOJeCts and protect the jobs that go with them, the 
California State Assembly \Oted (Dec. 18) on a package of$18 billion 
in real cuts, new revenues and other solutions to the state's growmg 
fiscal emergency. Followmg repeated efforts by Republicans to block 
budget solutions requiring a 2/3 vote, the $18 billion solutions pack-
age put forward by Assembly and Senate Democrats and passed with-
out Republican votes was constructed to reqmre only a majority vote." 
TAXES THE DEMOCRATS WOULD RAISE 
Sacramento Bee reporter Shane Goldmacher wrote: 
To call the Democrats' latest tax package complex would be an 
understatement. "California law requires a two-thirds vote to increase 
taxes-meaning Republican support is necessary." But Democrats 
made an end-run around the GOP with their package. which the 
Democrats passed. 
HERE'S THE BOTTOM LINE: 
The state sales tax will nse three-quarters of a percent. Total in 
new taxes: $4.9 billion through the 2009-10 fiscal year. 
All residents will pay an additional 2.5 percent on thetr mcome tax 
bills. So if you owed the state $1,000. you would now owe $25 more. 
Total in new taxes: $1.75 billion through the 2009-10 fiscal year. 
California would implement an oil severance tax - levied at 9.9 per-
cent--Qn all oil extracted from the ground in the state. Total in new 
taxes: $845 million through the 2009-10 fiscal year. 
The current gas sales and excise taxes would be eliminated and 
replaced with higher gas "fees." The new gas fee would be 13.5 cents 
per gallon higher than users at the pump currently pay. The new funds 
would be earmarked for transporta- conlinued on page 24 
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Arrowhead Country Club Welcomes 
Steve Henthorn 
Arrowhead Country Club, one of the pn.:m1er pnvate country 
dub' in the Inland Emp1rc. is pleased to announce that Steve 
Henthorn has been named 
a-. the general manager 
Henthorn "s years of cxpe-
ncnce and experti'>e will 
be a valuable ass\!! to the 
club. 
"'Thi'> 1s an excittng 
ttme to he mvolved w 1th 
such a prestigious organi 
1at10n. I encourage an)one 
who ha~n 't played this 
wonderful course to please 
do so. We arc in the midst 
of a tremendously afford-
able membcr~hip dnve." 
Henthorn said. Prior to 
joining Arrowhead Country Club, Henthorn had been president and 
CEO of the San Bernardmo Convenllon and Visitors Bureau and 
most recently, director of operations of the National Orange Show. 
Scott Daniels, pres1dent of Arrowhead Country Club, remarked. 
"We are pleased to have Mr. Henthorn JOin our staff. We arc excit-
ed about the new year" 
M'Elle Decor Design Studios-
Expanding Instead of Downsizing 
In a time when many com-
panies are downsizmg or lay-
ing off employees M'EIIe 
Decor Design Studios has actu-
ally expanded its design studio 
with the addition of three new 
interior designers, Amber 
Roberts, Alhssa Kelly, and 
Sara Clark. With each des1gner 
bringing a different design 
background and different spe-
cialties, M'EIIe Decor Design 
Studios can provide design 
services for every market from 
residential to hospitality. 
The owner of M'EIIe Decor. 
Melissa Brewer, has a different 
approach to the economic slow 
down than most. She has cho-
sen to expand her business by 
adding new employees and 
new services at a time when 
many others are pairing down. 
She understands that when the 
marl-.et begins to come around, 
the busmesses that are pre-
pared and fully staffed will be 
capable of handling the resur-
gence of available customers. 
M'Elle Decor Design 
Studio.\, located in Corona, 
services all of Southern 
California and i.1 excited to 
announce these new hire.1 10 all 
of !he areas that thev sen·e. 
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Economic Forcast: The Cali fornia 
Report: Financial Meltdown and 
Con~umcr Uncertainty~ From Wal l 
Street to El Camino Real 
/Jy }£ rr .'Vce/Jr 
Senior Econo111i\t UCLA Aw/er,\011 Foreca.\1 
In the September Callforru.1 Report, \\C ~tru~k .1 noll' of optHnism 
.•houtlhc no\\-~:urrcnt l.JU,Jrter. \Vhat \\e did not expect \\us 1he spec-
tacular Pamc ol 2008 
Call forma con..,umers rcaued m a pn:d1ct.1ble \\a) the) stopped 
shopping and hcgan to conscf\ c their re ... ourccs. Our optm11sm 
remams onl) in t,unpenng our pessimism. 
The state is gomg to sh.tre the nation.1l recc..,smn \\ llh ncgaltve 
cconmmc gnm th through the nuddlc ot next ) e.1r and high unem-
plo)ment mto 2010. The L.S. recession \\ill he une,enl) felt across 
Calitorm.t. Inc Inland bnpire, Orange Counl), the 1-.asl Ba) .md the 
Central \'aile) \\111 he hit the h.trdest ,1.., the recession prm 1des a dou-
ble \\ lmnun) \\ nh ,1 gcncral11cd do\\ ntum 111 demand and a post 
poncmcnt of a recover) m rc Hlemial construclton. Inc c.oast.1l areas 
w•ll not he immune as ,1 l S do\\ntum means that imports l1o\\tng 
throu!!h C,tlllorma's porto;\\ •II continue to decline. and recessions in 
Europe and J.tp.m mean that export demand tor Cahforn1.1 manutac-
tunng ''Ill be muted. In shun. the forecast for the nexl three quarters 
1s one of contraction m economic actn it) folio\\ eel b) the begmnmg 
of ,1 s)O\\ reco,cr). 
llousmg h,..., become less ol ,1 drag on economic gnm th. hut 
rem.1ins •Ill important pa11 of the current California ecunom1c scene. 
Pnce dedine~ 111 the housmg ... cuor continue to accelcr.1te . Accortllng 
to the Of·HEO Home Pnce Index, (the most con..,enative of the 
measure~ of housing pnce..,). home pnce in Callfonu.1 dropped 25% 
from thei• peak at 1he heginnmg of the 3rd l.JUarter of 200o. We ha\ e 
been sa) mg that th1s accclemtmg rate of decline \\ •II burn off the 
exce" apprec.:.atJon b) c~1rl) :2001) and that prediCtion rcmams true. 
T he ca ... d Sh1IIer l ndc:-. shtm son I) an II '"?-15rt. pncc appreciation 111 
hou~mg in major C.llifomia cities O\ cr the past live years. That hcmg 
the c.1sc, onl) the excess .1pprecJ.1tion of 2001-200~ rcmams to be 
burned off. 
But. the more general dO\\ ntum 111 economic .1di\ It) .1nd con-
comitant job los..,\\ 1II soften the CJhfomJa hou~mg market e\en fur-
ther. So foreclo, urcs ' 'Ill continue ,md re,Jdential construction and 
manufactunng of home funu hmg.., and apph.mcc \\ •II contract 
through the 2nd quarter ol 200lJ ,md bcgm to tum around closer to the 
end of '09. 
T hough the Califom1a econom) \\a~ alread) weakened by the 
nearly three-year-old do\\nlurn 111 housmg and fmancc. it took .1 fall 
m consumptum to push it mer the edge. Brgmning Ia t ... ummcr. 
Cali forma consumers stm gglmg with lugh gasoline anti lood pnccs 
bcg.tn restructunng their consumpllon purchase The spate of had 
news from \\all Street and Penns) lvama A\enue start ing the fir..,t 
week o l September \\hen the collapse of h mme :\1 ,Je .md Fredd1c 
~1ac created suf!ic1ent mcreased uncertamty for consumer' to pull 
hack and the malb to empt) out The reticent American shopper j, 
usuall) ,1 transtcnt phenomenon . If the pile' of Black Fnda) pur-
cha-.e.., sitting m my hving room are any indication. the pullhac J... ma) 
he verY transient. But uncertain!> about luturc economic prospects 
as \\eli as the inci picn; JOh loss 1; the carl ) part of the rcccs..,ion \\ ill 
negative!) impact the Califom1a cconom) for the next le'' quarter-.. 
Thus tar, the economic ,tid pacJ...uges from Washington arc direct-
ed towards the linanrial markeb in cominued o 11 pa!ie 13 
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Higher Taxes 1\llean Fewer Jobs 
\\uh California·, unrmplo)-
mcnt rate nsmg abo\e 7c.c, the 
national ccon!llll) hnnkmg. and 
the state·~ budget deficit \\ •den-
mg. '<llcrs .uc looJ...mg for 
.ms\\ers to cas • thc1r finan~·•al 
fears and fix tht Mate's budgrl.tr) 
me s. 
The temptation among sonw 
111 Sat·r:unento 1 to ra1se ta:-.e in 
order to fund go' rmmcnt pro-
gram' that the) bchcH· \\Ould 
both help 1~opk through these 
<hllicuh c onorm limes and hal-
an~ c the hudgl t. Ho'' c' cr. 
m re.tsed ta.xe \\OUld onl) \\Or -
en the 1tuat1on b) h111dcnng ceo-
nom• n.>co\er). \\ hich m the long 
run. means fc\\cr JObs. 
Califom1a alrcad) ranks 
among the top I 0 rn ho~trle busl-
ncs em 1ronmcnts in the nation. 
tkcord111g to the Tax Foundation. 
onl) '\e\\ York and '\c\\ krsc) 
beat C'ahfomm m hmh bus111c s 
chmatcs. 
\ hostile busmc" chmate 
docs not 111\ ne cntrl'preneurs to 
expand busllll'" or stan the busi-
nesses ne~·e"•'r) to create jobs. 
Th1~ means ks' 10\estml'nt 111 the 
,t,lfe. "hu:h me.ms fe\\ a emplo:-
mcnt opponumtlcs lor Cahfomm 
re 1denK 
carh) stall's hke :\e\ ada. 
\n10na and Tex." all of "luch 
IMH' l<m cr HlUlllll' 11nd sales t,l\ 
rates--arc crcat111g JObs. nftl·n-
tlllll's h) l'ntlcing C.1hlom1a entre-
preneurs to open shop. \\ere 11 not 
fm high taxes and burdensome 
regulations, m.m) of the c jobs 
"ould othel'\\ 1se sta) 111 
C.1hlom1. 
l·unhennorc, 111~.:reased t.lxes 
"•II not lead to hal.mccd budget , 
espeuall) 11 state spendmg " not 
cut. Cahfomi.t has laced th1' situ-
ation belore. .md 'hould lcam 
from Jh m•,taJ...e, "hen u come 
to rn1smg taxes dunng an cco-
cominued on page 19 
()PINIClN 
Lawmakers call for austerity while 
raising their aides' pay 
More than 200 ~ot raise~ the pwt year. Tacky 
1be latest e\idcnce that Cahfomia's Legislature is out of touch 
wuh constituent 1s the \\ idesprcad, til-conceived pay raises granted 
during the past year to 214 lawmaker,· mdcs, includmg p.ty hikes for 
57 staffers already pa1d 80,000 or more a year. All hut 29 or the rais-
es "ere 5 percent or more. Another 105 legislall\ e cmpll>) ccs got 
r.tbc with promotion . 
All of this occurred even a' Cahfom1ans reeled from a )earlong 
recess1on that orne cconom1 ts 'a) may be \\ ith u' for several years. 
The r.use al o were granted while legislators sought to cut gO\em-
ment spending hccausc of an II billion deficit in the current hudg-
et. which 1 expected to gro\\ to a $28 b1lhon deficu m the next )Car 
and a half unless dr.tstic measures arc taken. 
The e rat es occurred "hlle the Legislature accomplished next to 
nothing on the fiscal front. other than haggle ncarl) three months 
beyond the con titutional deadline, only to approve the current 10~ 
b1lhon budget that's already 10 percent in the red and expected to run 
out of money in February. 
Neverthele s, 179 Assembly and 35 Senate aides "quieti) 
received rn1ses. a companson of first-and fourth-quarter rosters 
hows," the Sacramelllo Bee repons. This occurred at the ~arne tune 
Gov. Arnold Schwarzcnegger propo ed cuts for the execut1ve branch 
by impo ing unpa1d furlough and coTIIinued mr page 7 
Januar> 2~ 
Fil·e Insiders... uttcntion to any gmemment offi-
cial. A 'ian or not, \\hen the; boast 
wmmued from pao;< 2 about ho\\ "onderf ul e' Cr) thmg 1 
1 do. ho\\e\el. pa:- \Cr) careful attention '~hl'll the; 'l.trt talkmg 
.1bout trouhk. 
You ,cc. giO\\ 111g "onb c.tn he true or .t compll'tc lie. Hut\\ hen. 
e\ er the t,lll\ tums ncgall\ c. ) ou l•lll t.tke those \\ .101111gs to the b.lllk. 
\nd the 't,11J... • conung out ot Ch1na h.t, lUTill'd 'l'l'). 'e1') ncgatl\e 
Ju,1 0\Cr the last fl'\\ \\eeks, fiH' \er: kno\\ lcdce.thlc m'iders 
had some not-,o·prett) thmgs to sa) .thout the Chllll'Sl' cconom) 
~egatiH Talk #I: l.i ) 11hong, lw,td of the \1irustr) of 
lnfonnatlon and Tcchnolog), 'a1d th1' : 
national finan-
cial lflSlS l' 
h,l\ mg 
se\ ere dome -
uc 1111 pact. 
"\\e don't 
thmk 
e\ el) mdustr) 
ha' O\ ercapac-
lt) ." 
China's 
nomic 
soc1al goals 
~--------------------~ 
arc based upon China\ Premier m•n Jiahao ditlnur offe~ 
a sencs of an optimi111c ow look. . __ ·- J 
Five Year 
Plans. The head of that planning body. Zhang Ping. described the 
economic outlook from hiS office\ pcr:-.pct:llvc. 
"The global crbis has not bottomed out yl.!t. The impact is spread· 
m~ glob.lll) and deepening in Chma. 
.. Some domestic econom1c md1cator\ point to an accelerated 
siO\\ do\\ n this month. 
"E\<.:CsSJve bankruptcies and productiOn cuts "Ill bring massive 
uncmplo) mcnt, stirring social unrc't. 0\\ mg to dramatic ch.mgcs 10 
the mtemational econom1c and linancial em ironment, the Chinese 
cconom) faces gnl\\ mg do\\ nSidc pressure.'" 
Segathe Talk #3: The \1imster ot Human Resources and SL~Jal 
Secunt). Yin \\'cimin. e~:hocd the same \\aming: 
"The current sitUation is grim, ,md the nnpact "still unfolding.·· 
China\ Prernter Wen Jiahao did not offer an optimistic outlook. 
Ncgathe Talk #4: 'Inc haggest politician ol all. Chmesl' Premier 
Wen J1.tbao, said a mouthfull.t t \\Cck, too: 
"We must be cry tal clear that "nhout a certain p.1ce of econom-
ic gro\\ th, there\\ Ill be d1fficultaes w1th empiO) mcnt, liscal rc,enues 
and sOCt.ll development. cominued 011 pa~e JJ 
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Lawmakers call... fewer paid holidays. It has come while even the spendthrift Ot:mocrat 
because they have the right to spend it. doesn't make II a good idea 
ccmtinuedfrom page 6 legislative majority was calling for 
billions of dollars in cuts for programs serving constituents. 
Nevertheless, 15 percent of the Assembly staff and 4 percent of 
Senate employees received raises without raising much of an ObJeC-
t. · "ther house Each legislator has a budget for staffers. who 10n 111 e1 · · · · f 
number more than 2,100 secretaries. aides, consultants and chtef~ o 
staff. It's each lawmaker's right to apportion that money. But JUSt 
to spend it. . 
While California's unemployment rate has nsen to 8 percent, and 
as the Legislature calls on others to sacrifice. it's particularly bad 
fonn for lawmakers to increase spending for their own. The 
Legislature is tone deaf to the public it serve~. N~ wonder a recent 
Field Poll showed the approval rating for Cahfomta lawmakers had . 
sunken to a record-low 15 percent. 
Reprinted with permission by The Or~nge County Register. 
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Increase Your Company's Profits by Becoming a Real-Time Organization 
By Daniel Burrus 
Thanks to modem technolo-
gy. today\ computers and net-
works are ready for real-time 
data communicatrons. and the 
advantages arc nothrng short of 
revolutionary Some industries. 
including telecommunications. 
finance, and manufactunng. are 
already using real-time data in 
parts of therr operations. 
But having real-time data rs 
not enough. To successfully 
compete and increase your com-
pany\ bottom line. you need to 
hecome a real-time organrza-
tion. In other words, you need to 
use your real-time data to 
change hov. you work. hov. you 
manage. and how you sell. 
Imagrne for a moment hov. 
much more productive and prof-
itable your company could he if 
you could track products from 
warehouse to '>tore shelves in 
real-time. provide targeted 
offers the moment a customer 
calls. and give executrves up-to-
the-minute reports on critical 
operation-, data? When you inte-
grate existing technologies to 
become a real-time organrza-
tion, you can do precisely that 
and so much more. 
The fact rs that organizations 
operating in real-time can deliv-
er better customer service. tum 
around inventory faster. respond 
quicker to changes in the mar-
ketplace. and better anticipate 
challenges before they impact 
the business. Consider the fol-
lov. ing benefits of becoming a 
real-time organization. 
You can be pre-active. 
was a run on blue Jeans. srze 32 
warst and 34 rnseam, rn store 
number 53 and that there rs only 
one parr left. you can safely pre-
dict that tomorro\\ there will he 
one or more customers who wrll 
not find what the) want. You 
can solve thrs problem before it 
occurs. When you use your real-
time data to be a real-time 
organrzation. everyone rnvolved 
with keeping the shelves 
stocked will automatically be 
rnformed of the stock levels and 
the suppl) chain wheels wrll 
tum to make sure no customer rs 
unable to find what he or she 
v. ants. 
You can ha' e up-to-
date information on demand. 
While man) companres 
offer rnformation on demand. 
most or the information is not 
up-to-the-minute. Becoming a 
real-time organizatron changes 
all that. Here rs a srmple yet 
powerful example of hov. real-
time data can change even the 
most routine of chores. 
Remember when you were 
rn college and needed to use the 
school Laundromat to wash 
your clothes? All too often. 
everyone else had the same idea 
you did and all the washers and 
dryers were taken. Today, many 
universities use real-time data to 
change the Laundromat prob-
lem. Now students can use their 
computers from their dorm 
rooms to see which washers and 
dryers are in usc and which are 
out of service. The smart 
Laundromat system can even e-
mail or send a text message to a 
cell phone to let the users know 
that the machines are finished. 
Ask yourself, "Is my business as 
advanced as a college 
Laundromat?" 
a need. As such. good salespeo-
ple do event-based marketing all 
the time. If you show an rnterest 
rn something. the) grab the 
opportunit) to show you some-
thing else they feel you might 
also be interested rn. 
With real-time data you can 
do event-based marketmg with-
out human intervention. For 
example, consrder how 
Amazon.com makes addrtional 
sales. If you clrck on a book 
ahout the Lev.ts and Clark expe-
dition. you will get a lrst of other 
top-sellrng Lewrs and Clark 
books on the same page. Does 
such an approach work? It\ one 
of the reasons that Ama10n 's 
stock has been one of best per-
formrng l".asdaq stocks for many 
years. 
Create a Real-Time 
Enterprise Today 
If you want your company to 
experience srmilar benefits, then 
you need to go from merely hav-
ing real-trme information and 
usc it to become a real-trme 
organization. The followrng lips 
will help: 
Know Your Goals 
The basrc concept of real-
time is that when somethrng 
happens, you want to react to it 
the moment it happens. not an 
hour, day. week. or month later. 
As the speed at which a compa-
ny can intelligently and auto-
matically respond to change 
increases, the cost of all their 
busmcss processes decreases. 
Hearing this, you might 
think real-time is all about 
speed, but that's only part of the 
equation. If you don't know 
where you want to go, then 
faster won't help! 
You've likely used the word 
"proactive," which means tak-
ing positive action now. But 
how do you know the actions 
you're taking will be positive 
when you have to wait and see? 
Those aren't good odds. A better 
idea is to be pre-active to future 
known events. 
For example, if your real-
time data indicates that there 
• You can conduct event-
based marketing. 
In order to gain the largest 
ROI for real-time initiatives, 
they need to be tied to your 
company's overall goals and 
objectives. Therefore, what do 
you hope to achieve? Are you 
The best time to market to 
people is when they demonstrate 
tryrng to rncrease sales? 
Improve customer servrcc? 
Enhance your brand? Enter nev. 
markets? Whatever it rs you 
want for your business. state 11 
clearl) so you can make sure 
your rcal-trme actrvitics support 
your overall goals. 
Be Agile 
Just as there is a difference 
between strateg) and tactics, 
there is a difference between 
real-trme computrng and real-
time busrness Real-time pro-
cessing can be seen as event-
driven computing. Real-time 
busrness, on the other hand. 
takes husiness agilrty-the abil-
ity to rapidly respond to chang-
ing conditions as they happen-
to the next level. 
A rcal-trmc enterprrse is 
defined by rts abrlity to access 
rnformatron across all bound-
arres of the organization. By 
integratrng people. strategy, 
technolog). and processes. real-
time organrzatrons are able to 
recognize shifts in customer 
demand as the) happen and 
respond accordingly wrth cus-
tomer-focused solutions. This 
enables them to use their hrgher 
level of business agility as a 
competitive weapon, grabbrng 
market share from less agile 
competitors. 
Start Small 
Realize that being a real-
ttme organrzatron is an evolu-
tronary process . An ancient 
Chrnese proverb states that a 
journey of a thousand miles 
begins with a single step. 
Therefore, select a place to start 
and build out from there. For 
example, Amberwood Homes, a 
residential homebuilder, has cut 
three weeks from the five 
months it takes to build an aver-
age 3,000-square-foot home by 
sharing information with 
plumbers, roofers, masons, and · 
continued on page 39 
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STOCK CHART 
THE GAINERS 
Top five. by percentage 
THE LOSERS 
Top five. by percentage 
Company 
.rmnt ~Cban~:~: Company Cm:rnl1 ~ f2int %Chan~:e 
~ QQg M2n1h ~ 
0.14 241.3% PFF Bancorp Inc 0.00 0.01 -0.01 -55.6'k 
I. II 18.3% Channell Commercral Corp 0.15 0.33 -0.18 -54.5% 
3.18 10.7% Temecula Valley Bancorp Inc 0.72 1.38 -0.66 -47.8"k 
0.64 2.7% Basin Water Inc 0.48 0.83 -0.35 -42.2'k 
Vrneyard Natrona! Bancorp 0.20 0.06 
Outdoor Channel Holdmgs Inc 7.18 6.07 
Hansen Natural Corp 32.93 29.75 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc 24.39 23.75 
National RV Holdings Inc 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.0% Modtech Holdmgs Inc 0.00 0.00 0.00 -40.0o/r 
12/19/08 10/28/08 'i<Chg. 52 Week 52 Week Current PIE Exchange 
Close Price Open Price Month High Low Ratio 
Ticker 
American States Water Co AWR 32.76 15.03 -6.5 42.12 27.00 23.1 NYSE 
Basin Water Inc BWTR 0.48 0.83 -42.2 9.00 0.42 NM NASDAQ 
Channell Commercial Corp (L) CHNL 0.15 0.33 -54.5 1.90 0.03 NM NASDAQ_ 
CVB Financial Corp CYBF 10.39 11.23 -7.5 20.00 7.12 13.5 NASDA_Q 
Emrise Corp ERI 1.46 2.35 -37.9 3.45 0.65 NM NYSE 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc (L) FLE 0.12 0.15 -20.0 6.85 0.07 NM NYSE 
Hansen Natural Corp HANS 32.93 29.75 10.7 48.65 20.52 18.4 NASDAQ 
HOT Topic Inc (H) HOTT 8.00 8.22 -2.7 8.98 3.90 19.1 NASDAQ 
K-Fed Bancorp (L) KFED 7.15 8.:w -14.8 12.25 7.12 18.8 NASDAQ 
Modtech Holdings Inc MOOT 0.00 0.00 -40.0 1.00 0.00 NM AMEX 
National RV Holdings Inc NRVH 0.05 0.05 0.0 0.67 0.01 NM AMEX 
Outdoor Channel Holdinqs Inc OUTD 7.18 6.07 18.3 9.11 :U5 NM NASDAQ 
PFF Bancorp Inc (L) PFFB 0.00 0.01 -55.6 15.00 0.00 NM AMEX 
Physicians Formula Holdings Inc (Ll FACE 2.84 2.96 -4.1 12.83 2.42 5.0 NASDAQ 
Provident Financial Holdi'!fJ_s Inc (L) PROV 4.45 5.14 -13.4 18.40 4.00 44.5 NASDAQ 
Temecula Valley Banco!]! Inc (L) TMCV 0.72 1.38 -47.8 13.75 0.67 NM NASDAQ 
Vineyard National Bancorp (L) VNBC 0.20 0.06 241.2 11.00 0.05 NM NASD~ 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc WPI 24.39 23.75 2.7 32.70 20.17 13.2 NYSE 
Notes: (H) _ Stock hit fifty two week htgh dunng the month, (L) - Stock hrt fifty two week low dunng the month, NM - Not Meanin ful g 
Duff & Phelps, LLC 
One of the nation's leading mvestment bankmg and financ1al 
advisory organization;. All stock data on th1s page 1s provided by 
Duff & Phelps. LLC from sources deemed reliable No recom-
mendation is intended or 1mplied. (31 0) 284-8008. 
J1ve Most Adlft Stoeb 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc 97,404,167 
Hansen Natural Corp 28,852.458 
HOT Topic Inc 20,429,298 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc 17,878,721 
Vineyard National Bancorp 12,523,053 
D&P/IEBJ Total Volume Month 206,075,456 
Advances 4 
Declines 13 
Unchanged 
New Highs I 
New Lows 8 
"Laws were made to be b~n .. 
Christopher North, May, 1830 
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for 
not to know we sinn 'dis innocence" 
Sir William Davenant 
1606-1668 
10681 Foothill Blvd. Suite 280 Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730 
tel. (909) 980-0630 fax. (909) 948-8674 
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In the marketing industl). 
there is a TIL'\ er-endmg debate 
about \\hat str,tteg) to usc in 
tough econom1c times. The 
.Jns\\el to thh boils dO\\n to two 
b~hic strategies 
I. \Vhcn things are tough. 
cut advertp,mg to stem the red 
ink; 
.., Increase marketing to get 
as much business as possible, in 
the hopes that business \\ill not 
decrease much. if at all. As it 
turns out. the amwer requires 
you to have a clear understand-
ing of all your expenses. 
Eliminate Spending 
\erv conw:n·arire hu~ine.\!i 
people (and those who are too 
thin on cash) tend to clam up 
and .Hop all "unnece.1sar\'" 
.1pcndin~. Sina ach·eni.1ing and 
marketing can In• .1topped within 
a 1/wn time frame, thew are 
some of the finr cut.\ rhm are 
Ulllall\ mude. 
Ad\ crt ising. entertainment. 
marketing, turnmg do\\ n the 
thermostat. and finall) firing 
employees arc "controllable" 
expenses. making them easy 
prey to the axe. This strategy. 
along with other careful spend-
ing. may allow for a short-term 
profit in a lower-revenue envi-
ronment. 
However. the "cut-spend-
ing" strategy may only be a 
short-term solution. Since the 
real issues with costs have to do 
with how controllable the costs 
actually are. Most expenses-
such a~ rent, utilities. minimum 
staffing levels. telephone. and 
payments on leasing computer 
equipment- are not immediate-
ly controllable; they are indirect 
or fixed expenses. One way to 
look at these expenses is to ask 
the question: 
"What does iJ cost every tkly 
Growing in a "Down" Economy 
By Ron Burgess 
to open the door?" 
'\lost e\eryone ''ill agree 
that the door to an) cntcrpnse 
must be open e' cr) thl). m order 
to conduct an; business at all 1 
The issue 1s not so much a deci-
sion on what 10 cut, but IS. 
mstead: 
"How do you maintain 
proper re~·enue to cover the 
expenses that you cannot con-
trol?" 
When revenue declines. 
fixed expenses stay the same. so 
you can quick!) start losing 
money-a loss not due to the 
cost of sales (the direct cost of 
proVIding the product. service. 
or the advertising budget). but 
due to the fact that the propor-
tion of each dollar of -,ales to 
cover fixed-c\pt:n'>e mcrease~. 
a'> revenue declines. 
\1one) can be lost more 
qu1ckly 111 th1s scenario than 
\\hen )OU battle to keep revenue 
consistent--even it you spend 
more to create greater mcome. 
Increase Marketing 
While this second strategy is 
not without risk, it has the poten-
tial to pave the way to higher 
profits. Here is why- When you 
spread your fixed-cost.\ across 
more revenue dollar.\, you actu-
ally create more re\·enue to pay 
for increased marketing costs. 
Of course, wasting advertis-
ing dollars is stupid in any econ-
omy! However. if additional 
marketing costs firm-up your 
revenue, you can maintain 
expenses and get closer to break 
even or maintain your profit 
margin . 
In fact. some management 
studies support the notion that 
companies that do a beuer mar-
keting job during a recession 
emerge with greater momentum. 
possess a larger market-share. 
and are more profitable foliO\\-
ing the recessiOn than those who 
hunker·down Simp!) put. the 
future gro\\ th and profits gained 
by InCreasing marketing out-
weigh the sacnficcs of increas-
ing a company's markctmg 
budget. 
Of course. marketing. pro-
motional and advertising dollars 
should always be measured and 
carefully monitored to deter-
mine the1r effectiveness 
However. most small- to medi-
um-sized businesses do not usu-
ally make these calculations 111 
any economy. putting them at a 
great d1sadvantage ~>.hen a 
recession comes along. hecausc 
the) do not understand \\here to 
mcreasc spendmg. 
Managing the Risk 
Tin founder oj ta.\t Coa 11 
Wannamaker :1 Department 
store once said, "I know half of 
Ill\' adl'ertrsing docs nor work, 1 
just don't knm1 ll'hich half" 
Confused about ho~>. to man-
age your marketing budget'? It is 
often difficult to assess what part 
of your marketing dollars to 
eliminate and which ones to 
mcreased. Followmg arc some 
general suggestions for recon-
figuring your marketmg budget 
to squee1.e the poor spending-
cominued on page 18 
Educating Our Future Work Force 
Economic & Demographic Impacts 
A Panel Presentation featuring 
Dr Gary Thomas 
San Bcrnardmo County 
Supenntendent of 
Schools 
Dr Vtrgil Barnes 
Superintendent 
Ontario-Montclair 
School District 
Dr Henry Sh81lll00 
Superintendent/ 
President 
Cbaffey Community 
College 
Mathew Holton 
Supenntendent 
Chaffey Joint 
Unified High 
School D1slrict 
This panel of distinguished area educators wilt discuss the current 
economy and its impact on education in our local areas, 
as welt as how changing demographics are affecting our schools. 
Thursday, January 22, 2009 - 11:30 a.m-1 :00 p.m. 
Check in begins at 11 : 15 and program wilt beg in at 11 50 
Lunch seminar to be held at John's Incredible Pizza Fusion Room 
5280 Arrow Hwy., Montclair 
$15 Chamber of Commerce Members • $20 Non-Members 
Don't miSS this InformatiVe luncheon. 
Space is limrted and reservations are reqUired. 
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Retail hubs... Wachter. professor with University 
. d of Pennsylvania's Wharton Real 
contmue from page 2 Estate Department, warn the social 
and economic impact of empty stores can be devastating. 
"One of the biggest consequences [of store and mall closings] is 
the loss of a sense of community," Bimbrey said. "I am a big believ-
er that malls are an essential part of Americana. A mall is a place 
where ~ople gather and socialize." In addition, many municipalities 
are heav1ly dependent on retailers for the tax revenue and jobs that 
they generate. 
For example, Montgomery County, Pa., gets as much as 50% of 
its tax revenue from the local King of Prussia mall, said Wachter. 
The impact will be felt on local police service, schools and roads, 
said Bimbrey. The village of North Randall in Cuyahoga County, 
Ohio, is on the verge of extinction after a challenging economic and 
competitive climate has crippled business at the Randall Park MaiL 
The shopping center, once the largest enclosed mall in the greater 
Cleveland area. is closing after 32 years. The pain could be far reach-
ing. "The Midwest, California, Florida, Atlanta and Arizona are very 
vulnerable to a retail recession," said Wachter. 
The International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC), in its 
most recent forecast, expects that 6, I 00 chain stores will shutter in 
2009, the highest level since 2004 "as the U.S. recession continues to 
take its toll on the retail sector and its job market." 
In 2009. the ICSC estimates that store closings could exceed 
3, I 00 in just the first half of the year. However. the number of poten-
tial closings rises exponentially when the finn takes into account both 
public and private sector businesses. 
The ICSC projects that about 148,000 retail establishments- both 
public and private - will go out of business this year and another 
73,000 stores will close in the first half of 2009. The JCSC projects 
that about 625,000 retail jobs will be eliminated this year "with little 
change in the pace for early 2009." 
Fewer retailers means less competition and fewer places to shop. 
"Right now everyone is euphoric over the big sales." Bimbrey said. 
"Once the holiday season is over then we could get this monopolistic 
situation where the [retail] survivors realize that they don't need to be 
as competitive on prices." 
But not everyone sees a dead mall as a negative development. 
"Our country has six times more retail space per capita than any 
other county," said Ellen Dunham- continued on page 20 
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Job Hunting in an Economic Crisis 
By Lesa Caskey 
The financial sky is falling and you need to get a job. What do 
you do? You've done all of the obvious exercises of postmg your 
resume on job boards and have submitted your resume to dozens of 
jobs posted online. You've alerted your network to the fact you're on 
the market and are actively looking for a new job. ow what? 
Don't be so sure you've posted your resume everywhere it should 
be. There are recruiters and hiring managers who search every job 
board that exists. Some definitely get more traffic than others. but all 
of them get some traffic so it's worth your time to register and post 
your resume with as many as are applicable to your search to gain the 
most exposure. To briefly review, the big job boards are Jobing.com. 
Monster.com, HotJobs.com and CareerBuilder.com. But there are lit-
erally thousands of others across the country that cater to almost 
every niche possible- be it by industry such as healthcare. construc-
tion or finance or by geographic location; by state, county, region and 
city. There are job boards specific to people who have a security 
clearance, people who are of specific ethnic origin, education levels, 
veteran status and certifications. Do a few searches based on these 
criteria to find the ones that suit your background and objectives. 
Nearly every company you can think of has an 
employment/careers section on their Web site. You can go to those 
pages yourself to apply directly to these companies. You can also 
submit your resume directly to recruiting finns by going to their Web 
~ites. Sometimes you'll be able to submit your resume to a general 
111box as opposed to submitting it for a specific job. You want your 
resume to be in their internal databases for when they conduct search-
es there. Find out about local job fairs by doing Internet searches and 
reading the business section of your local newspaper. In fact, you can 
search for certain news infonnation online using a variety of search 
engmes and tools. 
Have you joined some groups online to get and stay connected to 
~hat's happening in your world? There are many social networking 
sites that offer various ways to connect with people. Get online, 
se~rch for social networking sites, register and explore their unique 
umvers~s. They mostly all have groups and what happens in these 
groups IS people hear of news and then announce that news to the 
group. For instance, I belong to continued on pa~e 29 
January 2009 
Economic Forca ... . ew York. California and other 
local governmenh are struggling 
conrinuecljrom Jl(l!i<' 5 \\ith falling revenues for the 
200R,'2009 and 2009/20 l 0 llscal years and are unable to counteract 
this w1th an economic stunulus of the1r ov.n. So the most important 
questiOn for California is \\hat are the connectiOns between the 
financ1al markets Ill 1\oe\\ York and the Mam Street econom1c act I\ i-
t) m California? And hm• v.lll the Wall Street crises impact the dura-
tiOn of the recession and the speed of the recovery? 
In th is Cali forma Report we first try to make sense out of what is 
happening in financial markets as II applies to California govern-
ments, businesses and consumers. Then we breakdown the compo-
nents of job growth by sector with part1cular attention to the retail 
sector. Retail and professional and business services employment 
have taken over from residential construction and finance as the prin-
cipal drivers of the current downturn. With respect to retail, the bot-
tom ought to be when consumers come back 111to the market, and ll 
should be coinc1dent w1th the bottom in the national economy. 
There is no suggestiOn in the data that we are near that bouom. A 
good holiday season will speed this along. A decent Black Fnday was 
a good start, but there arc man) shopping days to go and we are not 
optimistic about the prospects. The report finishes with the latest 
California forecast and highlights the course of the recesston as it 
impacts the state economy. 
Financial Crisis in New York and Economic Growth in 
California: 
The tunnoil in the ew York financial markets from Sept. 8 to 
Nm. 24 has been noth111g short of incredible. Ob\ iousl; California is 
not 1mmunc to the coll.tteral damage from the failure of some of Wall 
Street's most veneral'lle institutions. But most of the act1on in the 
meltdown of financial markets and the mtervention of the Feds is 
unfolding far away from the Golden State. Sorting through the data 
to ascertain what the scope and magnitude of the impact might be 
turns out to be somethmg of a v.alk through a JUngle. The soft ana-
lyucs provided to Congress 111 support of the TARP plan is but one 
instance of this. 
So, to keep all of th1s 10 perspective we want to carefully distin-
guish between financ1al mstruments which already exist previous-
ly issued loans. bonds. and securities- and newly-issued or about to 
be issued financ1al 111struments. This is true for interest rates and 
yield spreads as well. Packages of existing loans, secunties, and 
bonds which carry a variety of ratings from AAA on down are sold in 
secondary markets and their pricing is followed carefully by market 
participants and reported in the financial press. But the yield on a 
AAA rated bond which was initially sold in the easy credit days of 
2005 is not the same as the interest rate or yield to be pmd by the 
issuer of a AAA bond in the tight credit markets of 2008. So. all AAA 
ratings are not alike even though they all are ostensibly of the same 
credit worthiness. 
When all of th1s 1s sorted out, we find that nonfinancial, non-real 
estate, credit-worthy borrowers seem to have credit markets open to 
them. But, there arc not enough of these potential borrowers to make 
this particular slice of the credit market exhibit tight credit market 
conditions. Rather, general economic conditions have sharply 
reduced demand on the part of this class of borrowers. For other than 
the best credit real estate borrowers, financial borrowers, and for 
those whose credit is not stellar, the supply of loans has shrunk more 
rapidly than demand and the credit crisis pinch is felt here in this. the 
largest segment of financial markets. 
It will surprise no one that bank lending conditions have tight-
ened. As is typical in a downturn. banks ration their scarce loan avail-
ability with more stringent qualify- continued on page 17 
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Five Insiders... "In this comll1g period, we v.ill 
starkly confront the effects of the 
umrinued from pa~c n sust,11 ncd deepcmng of the interna-
tional financial cnsis and pressure as glol'lal economiC growth clear-
!) slows." 
Negathc Talk #5: This last comment v.asn 't from a Chmese offi-
cial. It was. however, from someone who should be on top of things 
smce h1s country is one of the ke) suppliers of natural resources to 
Chma. I'm talking about Glenn Stevens, head of the Australian cen-
tral bank, who said: 
"The most strikmg real econom1c fact of the past several months 
1s not continued U.S. econom1c weakness, but that China's economy 
has slowed much more qu1ckly than anyone had forecast. 
"There is every chance that the rate of growth of Chma 's (gross 
domesllc product) is currently noticeably below the 8 percent pace 
that is embodied m various forecasts for 2009." 
Those five ins1ders have good reason to talk cautious!) because 
the Chmese economy. while still growing at a health) pace, 1s getting 
pulled down by our economy. 
Consider these three pieces of economic news from last week ... 
l. Chmese exports fell by 2.21k in ovember, the first time m 
seven years ... 
2. Imports fell by e1ght times as much, dropping 17 .91k in 
November, and ... 
3. Manufacturing output shrunk by a record amount 
All those negative comments and slugg1sh numbers do mean that 
investors need to be very cart!ful. 
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D-day arrives on Feb. 17. 
2009. That is the day that. after 
many decades. broadcast televi-
sion switches from analog to 
digital broadcasts. Now, if you 
don't understand the difference. 
don't worry. It would take a full 
freshman semester of broadcast 
technology classes to explain. 
Suffice it to say, you'll get a bet-
ter picture. 
Or. perhaps. no picture at 
all. 
You see, old style analog 
TVs. like the one you watched 
as a kid, won't receive the nc\\ 
signals. Of course, if you have 
cable TV or a dish. you're OK. 
If you got a new flat screen TV 
for Christmas, you're OK. But, 
if you've been watching the 
same tabletop set \\ ith rabbit 
ears for the last decade or t\\O, 
you are going to be disappoint-
ed. 
Many people who think they 
are OK may not be. Sure, they 
have a 50-inch HD set in the 
entertainment room, but what 
do they have out in the garage'? 
What do they watch in the bed-
room or the home office'? What 
do their kids have in their room 
or their college dorm? 
And let's not forget those 
handheld sets by Sony 
Watchman and Casio. None of 
them are going to work any-
more. 
You can fix all of that with a 
converter box. In fact, there is a 
government discount program 
to save you money. Check the 
Website at www.dtv.~:ov for 
more information. What it 
c--- () M PUT E R 
The Arrival of D-day 
By J. Allen Leinberger 
won't tell you is who will \\ire 
the ne\\ box up for you. The 
answer is simple. Ask your kids. 
Or ask your grandkids. Ask the 
kid down the blod:. You may 
not understand it all. but there is 
an entire new digital generation 
out there that geh it. 
You might want a ne\\ 
antenna as well. since the ne\\ 
digital picture will he better 
than you used to get. but 
remember this-there is no such 
thing as an HD antenna. Any 
antenna that gets you VHF and 
UHF channels works just as 
well for HD pictures. 
Your antenna, along with 
your converter box will no\\ 
give you a better picture. free 
from lightning interference and 
other "snow" conditions. The 
sound will be better also. What I 
can't tell you ts how n:ccption 
will he in notoriously "bad" 
areas of the Inland Empire. (No 
doubt you've seen all of those 
tall TV antennas along the 215 
in the north end on San 
Bernardino.) 
Of course, except for the 
converter box. over-the-air pro-
gramming remains free. 
There is yet another altcma-
tive. It's called EyeTV. This is a 
simple little device that looks 
for all the world like a flash 
stick . It plugs into a USB socket 
and. with its programming 
added to your computer, turns 
the desktop into a TV. 
In fact, the EyeTV hybrid 
allows you to not only watch 
and record, it helps you edit as 
well. It will set up on-screen 
menus and program guides. 
But watt! There's more. 
Although the verston that I have 
been playing wtth. EycTV 3. is 
designed for the MaL, 11 docs 
some wondrous thmgs. You can 
share your recordtngs with other 
Macs on your network. It can 
capture recordings for vtdeo 
iPods. And it provides even bet-
ter editing and Wi-Fi access. 
You can even take a snapshot of 
one particular frame from a 
\ideo . 
Wh). you mtght ask. do you 
\\ant to com crt your computer 
to a TV set? One ans\\er is that 
college student I mentioned ear-
lier. In a dorm you ma) have 
room for a computer or a TV. 
hut not both . The same may he 
true of the home ollicc. The 
same ma) he true ''here ) ou 
\\ ork. if the ho-,, docsn 't come 
around that often. Bestdcs, )OU 
used to wonder'' h) ) ou needed 
Internet accc" on your comput-
er-or MapQuc ... t 
Video cditmg ettutpmcnt has 
been expensive, hut it\ getting 
less so all the time, just like the 
flat screens and the DVD play-
ers. The EyeTV device is less 
complicated than a larger editor 
or editing program. Truly, what 
used to take up a block of floor 
space in Hollywood can now 
exist on your computer desk. 
EyeTV ma) not he the 
answer you need for the digital 
change on Feb. 17, hut mm is as 
good a time as an) to consider 
it. 
For more info s:o to 
www,els:ato.com. 
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Public Buy-In Equal's Higher Insured Rates, Lower Costs 
A detailed report •~sued h) 
the Congrc-.stonal Budget Office 
comparing health care rcfonn 
options found that a plan to ,1llow 
Americans to hu) mto :\.1cdtcarc 
before turning 65 \\ould lead to 
more people \\ ith health cover-
age and lower costs than pm ate 
msurance coverage. 
Download the CBO report: 
http://\\ ww.cbo. !;O\ /doc .c frn !tnd 
ex=9925 
The CBO studted ,t lirntted 
Medicare hu)-tn option for those 
bct\\ccn 62 and 64 years old. 
The CBO e ... timates that the 
,mnual premium for smgle cover-
,1ge in 20 II \\ ould he ,1bout 
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7.600 including drug coverage. 
In companson. a private insur-
ance policy premium for a 64-
\Car-old can easily cost $12.000-
. 16.000 a year not including co-
pays and deductibles and after 
excluding coverage for those 
\\ith even mmor health prob-
lems. In 2006. Medicare spent 
about $10,200 on average per 
hcncliciar). \\hich currently 
mcludes .m older and sicker pop-
ulation than that envisioned by 
the hu) -in program. 
·~ntc report emphasizes an 
tmportant point for poltcy mak-
er to keep m mmd as they grap-
ple \\ llh fixing our nat ton's 
be,tlth care: :\.tcdicare provides 
more affordable coverage 
because tt eliminates the waste 
and profiteering of the private 
market," said Jerry Aanagan of 
Consumer Watchdog. "Polls 
-.ho\\ that scmors are also happi-
er wtth their coverage than those 
of us \\ith private insurance poli-
cies because they have better 
access to health care." 
The CBO report did fmd that 
the Medicare buy-in program 
\\Ould lead to higher than expect-
ed Social Security payments 
because. due to the program, 
more Americans over 62 would 
retire earlier than without the 
program. Consumer Watchdog 
said those expenditures, which 
the CBO found would be "mini-
mal" over the long term. could be 
erased if the program were 
expanded to allow any American 
to buy-in to Medicare regardless 
of age. 
If Medicare also covered the 
) oung. the estimated cost per 
person would plummet. Otildren 
in federally subsidized plans cost 
,llxlut $2.300 a year (including 
dental). and younger adults fall 
in the middle. 
It is estimated that 34.7% of 
Americans (89 million people) 
under the age of 65 did not have 
insurance for some part of lbe 
year during 2006. Tho to 14 mil-
lion people currendy pun:blle 
individual insurance ~ 
These 100 million 
would benefit from a low-GCM, 
contilulal Oft paae 11 
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Build Team Performance Through Individual Meetings 
By Joe Takaslz 
While having dinner with 
my parents at a cozy Italian 
restaurant, my Dad excused 
himself to say hello to a former 
work colleague. As he left the 
table, I asked my Mom, "What's 
the one thing you can tell me 
about Dad that I don't know?" 
Her response: "I learn some-
thing new about your father 
every single day." 
This was on the evening of 
their 40th anniversary. 
People are complex. If 
you've ever taken a personality 
assessment test, you know well 
we all have different propensi-
ties. values, drivers, and motiva-
tions. 
As managers and leaders. 
how can you get the most out of 
people in the workplace? What 
are ways you create cohesive-
ness and trust? How can you 
adapt and adjust to different 
people problems with dynamic 
solutions? 
One highly controllable 
component is to have individual 
meetings. They allow you to 
connect with your employees 
and build a stronger team, one 
person at a time. 
If you justify not having 
these because of your hectic 
travel schedule or too many peo-
ple reporting to you or the 
demanding needs of your clients 
for not having time. you're not 
the leader you thought you are. 
If "I do have individual meet-
ings" is your response, good for 
you. But test your mettle against 
the steps below to see if there's 
a nugget or two that may help. 
Step One: Designate time 
on your calendar. 
As much as I'd like to say 
have them at the same time 
every week or two, that is not 
always realistic. From personal 
time to client crises, yes, sched-
ules can be challenging. 
However, the designation of 
time and commitment to sched-
ules can instantly build morale 
and loyalty s1mply by valuing 
the development of staff and 
understanding their challenges 
and needs. 
Watch out for the backfire. 
Bruce is a senior manager at a 
successful healthcare company. 
In a leadership program my firm 
was conducting, he mentioned 
that his staff would always bet 
whether or not he would make 
their meetings. After a while 
they stopped betting because 
they knew the answer. Bruce's 
message and impact was clear: 
"Meeting with you is not a pri-
ority. Therefore you are not a 
priority." 
Designating time to your 
staff should be as important as a 
client presentation. By booking 
it on your calendar regularly. 
you can learn. teach and mutual-
ly benefit in a non-distracted 
atmosphere. 
Step Two: Be mutually 
prepared. 
To save time and increase 
productive outcomes, be certain 
both parties have submitted their 
intended discussion points and 
outcomes prior to individual 
meetings via an e-mail or quick 
discussion. This is more than 
just an agenda-it involves 
objectives, updates, challenges. 
solutions. and walk-away 
duties. Having both parties sub-
mit this prior to the meeting 
keeps everyone in the game and 
allows both leader and team 
member to be accountable. 
As the meeting begins, be 
sure both parties have the 
agreed-upon checklist to follow 
so your schedule is tight and 
results-focused. It also makes 
sense to clarify what was 
exchanged at the beginning of 
each meeting, so you are both 
aligned with a roadmap. This 
framing can allow for quick 
additions or adjustments. 
Step Three: Make person-
al connections every few meet-
ings. 
All too often, the only issues 
discussed in group and individ-
ual meetings are processes, pro-
cedures and quotas. 
Understandably. it is. in fact. a 
business meeting. But you're 
meeting with people who are 
driven by personal goals. values 
and passions. People have a 
need and a right to be asked how 
they are doing. Otherwise, cru-
cial areas for performance 
growth may be ignored. 
Let's say you had individual 
staff meetings once a month, but 
once every three to four meet-
ing, you asked some or all of the 
following questions and did 
every check points on their 
answers: 
What are you motivated 
by? 
What's the biggest chal-
lenge you're facing? 
· What can I do to help you 
bring your performance results 
to the highest level? 
· What are your aspirations 
or goals over the next couple of 
years? 
Many leaders don't ask 
these type of questions because 
they lack awareness or view 
these as unnecessary, or they 
make wrongful assumptions that 
they know the answers. But the 
misalignment between what 
leaders believe employees want 
and need, versus what they actu-
ally do, is frighteningly perva-
sive. 
In group meetings, these 
questions can be too intimate 
and personal. One on one. these 
give a team member a chance to 
open up, be heard and educate 
you on how you can lead him or 
her to a performance where 
everyone wins. 
Step Four: Document and 
follow up. 
Many leaders are influ-
encers and drivers. If you're one 
of these, beware. You may be 
charming, enthused and consen-
sus building, but that can all be 
lost if you don't keep your word. 
When team members bnng an 
idea or ask for support on ISsues 
and you don't follow through 
and get back to them on issues 
discussed, you can erode trust 
and team dynamics. 
Unfortunately, many leaders 
do not intend to hurt or offend 
team members. They simply 
don't capture. confirm and clar-
ify what was exchanged. (This 
is not to say team members are 
not responsible. but this is about 
what you can do to be better rn 
leading people for results). 
It is important to rev1ew and 
clarify what was discussed at the 
end of each meeung to align 
accurate understanding. Then. 
create joint accountabilities for 
follow up so all parties know the 
timeline and deliverables due 
and on which date. This disci-
pline keeps positive growth in 
perpetual forward motion. Key 
behaviors here are timely follow 
through and response. Or, as 
we've all heard, "Do what you 
say you're going to do, when 
you say you're going to do it." 
Simple but profound. 
Bonus Step: Get feedback 
on your leadership. 
It's funny how annual 
reviews offer the boss authoriza-
tion to evaluate us, but doesn't 
apply the law of reciprocity. It 
may be a checked box in some 
HR circles, but the truth is most 
bosses don't get the truth. 
Individual meetings provide 
you an opportunity to create a 
safe atmosphere, one team 
member at a time, and get vali-
continued on page 39 
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Econonzic Forca ... mg wnditiOih Smce the lin,uKi,\1 
..:ns1~ v. a' generated by the hou~mg 
, ontmm·d from pa~t 13 ctov.ntum. and .1bout 2/1 uf b,mk 
loan portfolrlh arc in real cst,ltc. a rap1d re-,ponsc in hank Iend1ng 
conditions \\as C\pectcd. At the '>ame lime. a collapsed market lor 
home -,ales d1minr,hed the demand for re,idential fmancing 
lntcre-.t mgl). consumer Interest rates ha\ e recent I) fallen. 
"-1ortgage mtcrest rates. home equit) line of credit interest rates and 
auto loan interest rates arc do\vn from a year ago. The decision to 
purchase Fannie and Freddie mortgages on the part of the Federal 
Reserve Tuesday of Thanksg1ving week has pushed these rates down 
further. So m fact the lack of demand hy potential consumer borrow-
ers who can meet today\ standards relative to the available suppl) of 
res1dential mortgage credit ha-. put downward pressure on interest 
rates. And this is really a chicken and egg problem-housing demand 
falling like a rock caused the credit cns1s. and the credit cris1s caused 
lenders to be unwilling to make real estate loans to all but the hest 
customers. So this aspect of the credit crisis, whether the crisis 
caused the f,tllout rn California or the fallout caused the crisis may. 
be in the eye of the beholder But clearly there exists an open credit 
market in California. 
The same IS true for non-residential real estate. The December 
Allen Matkins/LCLA Anderson Forecast Office Market Surve) 
clearly reflects th1s. Panels from the major markets rn Callfomia 
reported that higher threshold rates of return and larger equity partic-
ipation levels arc being requ1red for funding. To be sure. there arc 
cases. particularly rn some of the tighter markets. where the percep-
tion of the risk of a project on the part of the rnvestors IS lower than 
that of the potential lenders. and as a consequence. the investors arc 
finding the credit markets arc not open to them. However. diminish-
ing prospects for nonresidential structures. in particular retail and 
industnal prOJeCts. has caused the demand to fall rapidly. But. com-
mercial real estate 1s a market v.here both the demand and supply of 
lending dried up at about the same time. 
In terms of the stock of loans however. financial institutions still 
hold large portfolios of performing Cahfornra residential and non-
residential loans. and m spite of the rash of defaults. the outstanding 
amount of credit IS not diminished much. Single famil) residential 
mortgages held by banks rn the 12th Federal Reserve District wh1ch 
includes California were $3428. up from $324B a year earlier. 
Some. or perhaps much of this mcrease represents homeowners 
drawing on previously approved home equity lines of credit. but 
some is undoubtedly supporting the new, albeit diminished. number 
of transactions which took place over the last year. For non-residen-
tial structures the outstanding stock in the 2nd quarter v.as SI7'2B. 
This also represents an increase in the stock and IS partially related t_o 
previously approved loans. Managing the nsk of these large:. pre\ 1-
ously generated portfolios has an indirect and deletenous dfect on 
the willingness of lenders to make other types of loans. . . 
With respect to industrial and commercial loans the situation IS 
slightly different. The credit crrs1s was not caused by -.lack demand 
in the commerc1al and industrial sectors. Indeed these sectors held up 
remarkably well pnor to last September. Bcginnmg rn the 2nd half of 
2007 credit conditions for commcrc1al and industrial borrowers 
bc<>an to ti<>hten and the\ have continued to tighten smce that time 
Bu~. unhkeethc rccessio~ of 2(l(ll. loan demand did not diminish h) 
much. This 1s perhaps because rntcre-.t rates \\ere falling C\ en as 
credit conditions tightened. 
The stock of commerCial and mdustrialloans held h) L .S. h~mJ...s 
has increased in the last 12 months. In the 12th district, the stock 
diminished slight!). but th1s rna) onl) be reflective of th~ large pre~­
encc and financial stress that WachO\ ia and Wa\1u expcrrcnced. or It 
may be somev. hat anomalous. cominued on pa~e 20 
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In Fontana. Oltmans Con'>truction Compan)' recently com-
pleted an S II million corporate HQ fac1l1t) for Door Components_ 
Inc. on a five-acre parcel of land at 7<:1XO Redwood Ave. JUSt cast of 
1 15 and north of I 10. The facility. which consolidates two compan) 
sites in nearby Rancho Cucamonga. fcatur..:s an intentionally skewed 
design that offers i.l dramatic canvas for the company ·s cutting-edge 
building products while at the -.arne time advances the late-.t tech-
nologies 111 seismic stabilit) and energy efficiency. Door 
Components recently took occupancy of the facility. \\here rough I) 
160 people\\ ill be employed. Esti.lhlished in 1981. the com pan) man-
ufactures hollow metal doors and frames along with stamlcss steel 
door frames and \\ mdo\\ frames. The concrete tilt-up. 93.2k-sq.-ft.. 
build-to-sUit structure includes 13.000 sq. ft. of two-stol) office 
space. II dock-high loading positions and 30 feet of minimum war~­
house clear height. WLC of Rancho Cucamonga dcs1gned the mtcr~­
or spaces. while Irvine-based HPA Inc. was the proJeCt archi-
tect.. ................ Construction has JUSt been completed on a ncv. six-
story, 160.000 sq. ft. Class A office tower located at 4160 Te~escal 
Canyon Road in Corona. within the master-planned commumty of 
Dos Lagos. The building. which broke ground in Febru.ary 2~7. IS 
presently completing the LEED registration process. wnh certifica-
tion anticipated shortly. It is the first of three buildmgs planned for 
Lakeshore Plaza. a prOJCCt that will ultimately total 473.000 sq ft. 
and is situated adjacent to The Promenade Shops at Dos Lagos retail 
center. Irvine-based Timberline Commercial Real Estate is the pro-
Ject's developer in partnership with the Dos Lagos ma~ter dcve_loper. 
SE Corp. The architect for the property 1s Ronald Fnnk Architects. 
\\lth venerable OC builder Sn)der Lang<,ton on board as the general 
contractor .............. .In Ontario. a 47.300-sq.-ft. multi-tenant industn-
al and office business park was acquired in a $5.6 million ($118/sf) 
investment transaction. The property. Airport Tech Center. consists 
of four buildings located at 59 South Miliken Avenue and 4335. 4355 
and 4405 East Airport Drive. near to I-1 0. I-15 and Ontario 
International Airport. The business park is 80 percent occupied and is 
situated near several retail amenities including the Ontario Mills 
Mall. It offers a variety of unit sizes. office and showroom configu-
rations and 1s well suited to accommodate a 'variet; of uses and ten-
ant expansions. Alan Pekarcik and Dan Yittone of Voit Commercial 
Brokerage represented the seller. Essex Realty Management. 
Douglas Wells of Penta Pacific Properties handled matters for the 
bu\e~r. LBSW LLC ..... AEP Industries. a manufacturer of o•cr 
15:000 t) pes of multi-purpose and flexible packagrng films. signed a 
long-term lease for 143.900 sq. ft. of industnal space in the cit) ?f 
Chmo. The 88-month transaction has a total value of about $7 mil-
Iron. or $0.55/sf/mo. AEP's nC\\ budding 1s at 6949 B1ckmore Ave .. 
ea'>t of the 71 Frecw<IY and JUSt a lev. hlocJ...s southwest of Chino 
Airport. within Watson Commerce Center Chino. It\\ ill-.ene as an 
expansion facilll) to -\EP's e\istmg Chino headquarters ?n. \.1onte 
Vista A\ e AEP's space is\\ ithm a larger 265..300-sq.-tt. hUIIdmg and 
features 25 trader storage space-,, concrete truck couns. and abundant 
clerestOI) glas-.. The huildrng allows for cas) access to m.IJor .~rca 
frCC\\aYs mcluding Higll\\a:s 71 and 60. 1-15. as \\ell as Ontano 
lntem;tlonal Atrport. Current!). more than S4S.OOO s4 ft. of the 1.3-
million-sq.-ft. master-planned Watson Commerce Center Chino 
has heen leased. Chuck. Relden of Cushman & Wakefield repre-
sented AEP Industries m the trans- continued on par<e 34 
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Growinf? in a ... 
cominued from pal!,e /0 
1. Reduce )Our Yellon 
Pages ad\ ertising. Far fe~ er 
peopk use thl' phone tllrectoncs 
than just a tc~ years ago. So. if 
you ha\C a 2" ad. cut it to a!" 
.td, and refer people to\ te~ your 
Website for complete details. 
Don't eliminate )Our li stmg 
from muluplc dtrectorics: JUSt 
reduce the cost 111 each one 
2. :\laintain the frequcnq 
of nc\\ spa per and magazine 
ad\ertio;ing. but cut the ads ' 
sizes and direct readers to 
)OUr Website. :\tost ad\cnising 
is not large enough to sell your 
compan). By sending potenttal 
clients to your Wcbsttcs. you are 
a lim\ ing them to vie\\ your 
entire com pan). Send prospcch 
directly to your company's Web 
page ''here the spcci fie product 
is oftercd. and oftcr a coupon for 
those~ ho call from the Website, 
or who e-mail you direct!). 
3. Shorten radio and TV 
ads in the same nay. Ah,ays 
refer\ iewers to) our Website. or 
gi\ c them key~ ords where your 
Website shines. Again. do not 
completely pull your ads from 
media that ma) be imponant. 
4. Your Website is a strong 
marketing tool. By nO\\, you 
can sec that I htghl) recommend 
a Website. Put additional monC) 
into the site to make sure it is 
competitive with your competi-
tors, and that it adequately tells 
"your unique story" - why peo-
ple should buy from your com-
pany over that of your competi-
tors. 
5. Absolutely buy keyword 
and pay-per-click advertising. 
If you are not already doing this, 
you are missing the greatest 
land-rush since Oklahoma! This 
is a measurable media and you 
should be able to tell exactly 
how many people come to your 
site, and are interested in what 
you have to sell. Your Website is 
integral to the process. Select a 
markcttng-l'\pencnced Web 
company, hec.tUse building 
pages th.lt lead to a goal (sale of 
inquiry) is not t) ptcal for most 
Wehsites. \\ hich frequently 
operate more ltkc a billboard 
than a sales tool. 
6. Lndcrstand your 
response ratio. If you execute 
direct mat! correctly, you 
alread) knO\\ hO\\ many calls 
) ou rel·eh c from direct mat! 
Campatgns. rhe ntlc Of thUlllb IS 
from .50, to I r, response. 
Calculate ) our costs for dtrcct 
mail. and compan.: against an 
average sale. The cost for the 
entire mailing should oc covered 
b) one sale (due to the hope of 
llC\\ customers and additional 
purchases). 
Today, million• of children in de\elopin~ rountrie< are ~uffenn~ l>ith clt"ft lip and 
palate. Condemned to 11 lifetime of rnulnutrition, ~hamc and i~olation. 
If you have .1 onl'· time sale, 
the cost should he ahout I Oo/, of 
an a\erage sale In ,til c,tscs. he 
sure to push them to ) our 
Websttc. as well Try a Weh-
only offer (where a thscount is 
used) to lure them to the 
Websne. You should get more 
Web vtsl!ors that you receive 
calls. because people do not 
COIIlilllll'c/ Oil page .N 
The good ne"'~ i~ that \ irtuall) all of these children can be lwlpt.,d. This is the 
mi~~ion of The Smile Train. We empol>er local surgeon~ to pn)\ ide thi, life chan~ng 
free ddt 'ur~~:el') "'hic·h take, as little as 45 minutes and cost~ as little a" ~250. It 
give~ dt'~perate C'hildren not just a ne" smile--but a ne" life. 
100% of your donation goes toward programs- 0% goes toward overhead. 
YES, I want to give a child a second chan<'t> at life. 
: 0 S250 Pro>idn rlrft ourp-ry for """ child. 
: Cl $12.5 Covrn half thr root of onr ourg~ry. 
0 $ 50 Provid ... mffiiration• for On<' •urgrl')c 
0 $ 'lllr'U gratrfully art't'pt any amount. 
Make check out to 
"The Smile Train." 
: ~:.;- ,,..... ... ,., ,, 
: T•lephon.. -.\tail 
: Charp- my pft 10 my <....!It oanl ~ Vi... 0 M&trr<:anl =:1 AMEX Ll o ... ,.O\N 
. 
• A""""nt No. ~:.p Oate 
l ~ TheS1nileTrain 
1 Smd ths n.upon w1th your donatiora 10. 
: The Smile Train c "" 11 0 ' ' 
: P.O. BoJ:l979 1-877-KID-SMILE 
l Rancho Cncamonga, CA, 91729·1979 zost210031.fll'~', www.smiletrain.org 
.. ---.-.u.-~-;.;~;.;h;.-.;~;adi~~~-~-~-~-.:;.;;;.;,;~p-p;;,-f,;;:,;,-~~-~:0 The ~nuk-Tmn tta .S.•I ( \(:\\ nonpralil 
...._;..db)' tit. Ill! , ...t .U doao6oa. lo n.. Saoilr 'r .. ia..,. tu..s..ducioblr in.............., W1lh IR< ..,.,~.won.. C zoo:; Tho ""'n,. Traon. 
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Urge State Leaders to Adopt Flexible Scheduling, 
Clearer Meal/Rest Period Rules 
The California Chamber of 
Commerce is urgmg employ-
ees and employers to contact 
Governor Arnold 
Schwar1enegger and state kg 
islattve leaders and ask them to 
adopt lcgislatton that would 
allO'-" greater nexibiltty in Indi-
vidual employee \\Ork sLhed-
ulcs and simplify meal/ rest 
period requtrements. 
On '\o\ 6. Governor 
Schwaucnegger called a spe-
cial session of the Legislature 
and proposed a comb111at ion of 
cuts, taxes and economic stim-
ulus measures to address a 
budget deficn nm\ estimated at 
$11 2 billion. Thl' Gmernor's 
proposah called for pnn idmg 
over!lme exempttons and 
allowtng more nexible ~ ork 
schedules to increase produc-
tivity to keep high paying JObs 
in the state. as well as clanfy-
ing meal and rest period rules 
to sa\C busmesses littgation 
2009 EDITORIAL SCHEDULE 
Flexible Work Schedule'> 
The CaiChamber bclie\cs 
more flextble work schedules 
wtll not onl) help employees 
deal wtth family matters and 
save on commute costs. hut 
also reduce traffic and green-
house gas cmis-
stons 
Under current 
EDITORIAL FOCUS SUPPLEMENTS LISTS Labor Code Section ~.~.c7b~r~ua_r_\------------~~~~----------~~~~==~~~~=-----------~~=-~~---------------------- 511. and followtng 
• Commercial R.L. lkvclt>pcrs • 20()<) honom1t h>rcc.lsl • Bank- the Industrial 
• R~"<kntlal R~all stat~ • Bulldmg and Dte\clopmcnt Who's Bulldmg • Cnmmcrc1al/ tndustnat Contractors 
• \rchll~cturdLmd Pt.ummg • Businc" B.mkmg • Rcs1dcnt1al Bmldcrs W e f a r e 
:__ __ ·_R_~_d_e,_c_·Io_p_m_c_·n_t _______________________________________________________ • _A_rc_·h_it_~c-'t_ur._a_t _E:_ng_l_nc_c_n_n_g_, l_'t_an_n_l_ng __ l _m---:ns Com m j s s jon w age 
orders. employers 
• MBA Programs may institute alter-
• HMOs/PPOs 
March 
• \llaJOr/MuhiEvcnt V~nu~s 
• hnane~al lnstltutwns 
• Envaronmcntal 
• Ex~cuuve l:ducauon 
• Health Care • City Ewnom1c and Dcmograph~<: Data • Residcnuat R E. Bmkers native work schcd-
• Womcn-ownl!d Bu~mcs..,cs ~-------------------------------------------- ules only if a super 
April 
• Mcetmgs & Conventions • Women Who Mal.e a D1ffer~nce 
• A1rports 
• Ne" t lome Commun1t1es 
• \1.ceting\/Convcn110n' 
• Tra' e)/Hotels/Tourism 
• Malls & Ret.ul Stores • Commercial R.h. Brokers 
• Small Business Handhool. 
• Indian Gaming 
• So Cal Vacation Spots 
• Hotel Meeting Facll111es 
• Travel Agencies 
• ViSitor. and Com ent1on Bureaus 
majority of affected 
employees agrees to 
the arrangement by 
secret ballot. Then. 
~-------------------------------------------~ all employees in the 
May 
• Economic Development <Rivcr.ide Ct).l • Women-o"ned Busmcsscs • Environmental Finns work unit are sub-
• Market1ng/PR!Med1a AdvertiSing • Human Resource Guid~ • Emplo)mcnt/Serdcc Agen<:1cs JeCt to alternative 
• Insurance Compan1es • Chamber. of Commert:e • La" Finns 
• Who's Whom Law • Dcntal Plans scheduling. 
·I.E. Based Banb Therefore. more 
June than one schedule is 
• Financial Institutions ( t st Quarter, '09) • Health Care & Scrv1ces • Hosp11ats 
• Travel and LeiSure • High Technology • Savings and Loans prohibited without 
· Employment Agencies · Golf Resorts • Motorcycle Deater. repeating the voting 
• Home Health Agenc1es • Senior Living Center. • Med1cal Clinics 
I 
• Economic Development (San Bernard1no County) • What's New in flospllal Care process. and an 
!-------.:_----------------------------------~ employee does not 
July 
• Manufactunng • Marketing/Public Relations • CPA Finns have the option to 
• Distribution/Fulfillment • Medl3 Advertismg • Commercial Printer. return to a tradition-
• Credll Cnions • Casual Duung • Ad Agencies/Public RelatiOns Finns 
• Event Ptanmng • Building Services Directory • Largest Insurance Brol.ers al workweek sched-
• High Desert EconomiC' Development • Cities of Irvine and Newport • SBA Lender. ule wt"thout the 
• Staff Leasing Compames Serving the I.E. 
No\ember 
• Retail Sales 
• Industrial Real Estat~ 
• Commerc1al R E./Office Parks 
• Educational Sen. ices D1rectory 
• Human Resources Guide 
• Executl'e G1fts 
• Buildmg and l)c,clopment 
• Ne\\ CommunttJC\ 
• Commerc1al R.E. Oc\clopment ProJects 
• Commercial R.l' . Broker. 
• Fastest Gro"mg l.l'h Compamcs 
• Mortgage Compam~s 
• Title Companies 
December 
• Financial Institutions (.~rd Quart~r. '()<)) 
• Top Ten Southern California Resorts 
• Health Care 
• ProfesSional Scrv"~' D1rc<:tory 
• 20 tO "Book t>f L1sts" 
• Business Brol.er.tge Finns 
• Temporary Placement Agencies 
Econonzic Forca ... '\e\erthL'kss. \\hllc credit h.ts been 
.tllocated h\ fin.tnc1,1l 111,tllut1ons 
conflllllul from par:e 17 much more cardull). the l'rL'dit ni-
si' up to and including carl) September did not 'ccm to result m 
Cahforn1a compames with decent credll being unable to obtain Ill'\~ 
loans. 
The same .nailab1lity of credll appears 111 the data for state. 
mumcipal and go\ernmcntal district bonds from California and for 
shorl term commercial paper. California's governments arc ,\ctive 
issuers of bonds to cover infrastructure. revenue shortfalls. and the 
timing of tax collections. Although y1elds rose, there is no ev1dence 
in the volume of bond sales by California\ governments of credit 
markets being closed. 
A similar story appear~ for California busmesscs 1ssuing com-
mercial paper as bndge loans. Companies "llh AA ratmgs were able 
to obtam shorl tern1 loans and loan rates for these shor1 tern1 loans fell 
\\ ith the falling Fed Funds rate. FinanCJalmstitutions and non-finan-
cial companies with lesser credits did sec a credit crunch in 
September. For these borrowers. the amount of shorl term commer-
cial paper loan volume processed dropp..:d and shorl tern1 interest 
rat\!s mcreased dramaticall). 
Cntically 1mpor1ant to California's grO\\lh future! arc! the small 
firms which dl!vdop in Californ1a's knowledge communitil!s. These 
are "no-credits" in the sense that they do not have an extensive track 
record and arc selling the prospect that their innovations are going to 
be generating superior returns. Their financial market is the Venture 
Capital market, which draws its resources from some of the same 
wells as the melted down Wall Street firn1s. Fully half of the venture 
capital invested in the L.S. goes to innovative new California firms. 
As with commercial and industrial loans. there is no dramatic evi-
dence of a credit crisis for these firms. The amount of venture capital 
invested in the Jrd quarler was down. but not by much. This contrac-
tion has been explained as due more to the inability of venture capi-
tal firms to exit previous investments through IPOs rather than an 
unwillingness to lend or a slack demand for these funds. As a conse-
quence of the problem of exiting previous investments, VCs are con-
serving cash through fewer deals and larger reserves. Thus the credit 
crisis has had an indirect moderate impact on VC investments in 
California, but the VC market has remained open. 
What docs all of this mean for the future? First, the road from 
Wall Street to El Camino Real is long. Events affecting national 
financial markets have affected California's non-real estate. non-
financial lending markets, but today's California markets are as much 
about a lack of demand for finance as they are about a lack of supply. 
As the housing market stabilizes and real estate assets on the books 
of lenders have a bit more certainty with respect to their values, 
lender's reticence to provide other kinds of loans will abate. 
At the same time, critical borrowing such as governmental bor-
rowing (the city of Vallejo and perhaps some Central Valley cities 
excepted) and start-up company borrowing will not be an impedi-
ment to renewed growth when the housing and consumer led slow-
down is behind us. So for all the fits and starts of economic policy out 
of Washington and the collateral damage that goes along with uncer-
tain economic policy, it appears that there has been success in keep-
ing critical financial markets open. However there is a fly in the oint-
ment. If financial markets continue to implode, and money ceases to 
be available for commercial loans, commercial paper bridge loans. 
state and local finance and venture capital then all bets are off. 
Labor Market Update: It's No Longer All About Housing 
From August to November labor markets in California changed 
radically. The continued soft employment picture in housing related 
employment-residential construe- continued on page 29 
Janu.tr} 200\l 
R t '// / Jones. d1reetor ol the .trchuectun: e a1 lll J,L. c· program ,It 1L'nrg1a ln~tllute ol 
con/uutcclfrom par:t 12 Techno log) 
"We're ju~t cann1bah/lng our cxistmg stor~·~ b) building more! 
stores even when sales aren't mcreasing.'' she sa1d. "We were long 
due for a retail correction and v.e 're going through it nov. " 
Dunham-Jones sa1d big-box enclosed malls have become a dying 
breed as more shoppers prefer going to shop at stnp malls or 
"lifestyle" open-a1r malls. "The good news 1s that thts isn't the lirst 
time we'll sec dead malls," she sa1d. In an upcoming book, 
"Reftrofitting Suburbta," co-authored by Dunham Jones. she's 
included case stud1es of more than I 00 places across North America 
that have turned dead malls or big-box stores into thnvmg communi-
ty centers. 
What's needed. she said, is for the public and private sector to be 
opporlunistic and develop the I 00 acres of prime mall space for 
mixed commumt) use like schools. libraries and new housing. 
John 1\iorquist, a former mayor of Milwaukee who now lectures 
on urban planning, agreed with Dunham-Jones. 'There\ no disgrace 
in a dead mall." 1\lorquist said. "In Milwaukee, we had one depart-
ment store. Boston Store, in the downtov.n area. When that went 
away and the rest of retailing went mto the suburbs, we focused 111 
developing the empty space into housing and I gave fast pcrn1its." 
orquist rationalized that more housing would eventually attract 
more retailing. "Milwaukee opened up for [retail] business m 2001 
and it's continued to grow," he said. 
But Wharlon \ Wachter remained unconvinced. She sa1d an; talk 
of redevelopment in this environment is "unrealistic" 
"Everything that has been suggested needs fund mg. There's no 
money for these adaptive reuses [of retail space] for communities," 
she said Birnbrey\ criticism was somewhat harsher. "It\ human 
nature to put a positive light on a bad situation," he said. "It\ just a 
case of hope springs eternal." 
Nexl momh !he Inland Empire Busines.\ Journal will wke wz in 
depth look at Do.\ La~?O.I in Corona, Montclair Pla-::.a in Montclair. 
Carousel Mall in San Bernardino as well a.\ Ontario Mills and 
Victoria Garden.\ in Rancho Cucamonga. 
"SPOTLIGHT ON MEMBERS" 
NETWORKING BREAKFAST 
January 15-7:30 a.m. 
• Connect with lots of potential customers who support fellow Chamber members 
• Monthly updates from City of Montclair Department Heads 
• Updates on what's happening at Montclair Plaza from the General Manager 
• NetwoOOng Bonanza Events 
• Headline Spotight Speakers 
• Promotion table for your business literature (please lake with you when you leave) 
• Everyone will get a chanoe to introduce themselves and their business 
Spotlight 
Volatility in the Stock Market 
Jeff Fuller, Ameriprise Financial Services 
City Spotlight 
Montclair's Risk Management & Liability Claim Practices 
Gary Charleston 
HomeTown Buf'flt, 
5247 Am:llt Hlghny 
But'flt ~. $10 lllmbars, $15 Non llemblrs 
Jrff'ftllt~..Fww 
.......... - ... __. 
Januar } 200\) 
* * * * * 
SOME PEOPLE 
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HBALTHGRADBS 
Pomona Valley 
Hospnal 
Medacal Center 
NICEST THINGS. RANKED AMONG THE TOP 5% OF HOSPITALS NATIONWIDE 
HealthGrades, the nation's leading independent health care rattngs company, analyzes more than 5,000 hospitals across 
the country. And these objective ratings have all kinds of great things to say about Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center. 
Our people are always working to provide the best in health care and treatment for the community. And we're pleased that 
an independent source shows our results are among the best Because, after all, modesty forbtds saying so ourselves. 
2009 HEALTHGRADES RECOGNITIONS: 
RANKED AMONG THE TOP 5% OF HOSPITALS IN THE NATION FOR OUTSTANDING PATIENT EXPERIENCE 
Women's Health Specialty Excellence Award™- Ranked among top 5% of hospitals nationwide in Women's Health 
Maternity Care Service Excellence Award™- Ranked among top 10% of hospitals nationwide in Maternity Care 
Women's Cardiac Services- Ranked among top 5% of hospitals nationwide in Women's Cardiac Services 
Highest possible Star Ratings for treatment of Sepsis 
Five-Star Rating- Heart Failure 
Five-Star Rating- Sepsts 
Five-Star Rating - Appendectomy 
Five Star Rating - Maternity Care 
Five Star Rating- Women's Health 
Five-Star Rating- Community Acquired Pneumonia 
HEALTH GRADES' 
Gll E • 
www . health grades. com 
P0:\10 :-\.\ \'.\I. I.E Y II OSPI'l .\I. 
MEDICAL CENTER 
The science of medicine, the art of healinlJ 
1798 N. Gany A J•nwe, Pomona 909-865-9500 www.pvlnnc.org 
BLSI'\ I SS JOL R'\\L • P,\GF 22 
T •"''f<-fff f"-ft.CY, t.[ C"'PTvt.£,0 
Be one of tt>e first to preVIew Palm Spnngs premrero 
meet ngs dest natron and your site nspectron rncludes 
• C!Jnnar at Circ-a 59 
• Treatment at Spa Terre• 
• Uuest sute 
accommodatiOnS 
~~ 
Palm Spnngs, CA 
760.327 8311 I psnviera.com 
TOSHIBA 
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS 
Our newest color 
copier technology 
is well traveled. 
In fact, he's been to 
over 22 of the 30 
big league ballparks. 
ColifomltJ 
Januar 2009 
THE HISTORIC 
GALLEANO WINERY 
\.\ eddmgs • \nni\ ersanes 
Bmhda~ s • Special I 'cnh 
Graduauons • llolida~ • Ci1fis 
Wine 1 asung i\\ ailahlc Dad~ 
We c.:an custom 
dcstgn a label just 
for you uvinx 
Photos, l ogos, 
Colors. ImitatiOns, 
Themes. 
4231 Wincville Road 
Mir·a Lorna, CA 91752 
(951) 685-5376 or (951) 360-9180 
w IV w. ga II ea no winery. com 
Tour the lltstc.mc \\ m.:n \\CCkcnds from ::!:00 pm to 4:00 rm or h) .tpputntmcnt 
l 'ted m the ~.tllonal Register of i listorical Places 
11801 Pletee Streot 
2nd Roor 
RlversJde CA 92.505 
..J• 
, H<~o uf fll E" "<Ill , "'I" •• ~.o ')',(Jqlnb.t!h,., tflon Reg u s 
Januar) 2009 
Exit strategies urged for entrepreneurs 
By Ryan Corter 
Rovce Stut11nan knc\\ sc\ Glendora. nothing are high. sa1d 'itulllll,lfl. Or. h,t\ ing a chance to s.tvc it, 
era! ;c<~rs ago th,ll as hab) The problem \\as. h1-, clicnh an .tc~;ountant \\hO ultimate!) the) lo~c the attrac!Hln from 
boomer~ bcg.tn rctmng. the) \\ere asking other~. too, and get- made bu~inc" exiling str.llc- hu)er-, because had planning led 
\\Ould need .tlh 1ee on ho\\ to ting diiTcrcnt .tll'>\\cr~ I rom g) the log1st1Cs of turning the llrrn to near bankruptcy 
unload thcu hu'lncS'e~. acLountanl\, la")ers and mer .t busmcss -hi' bus1neS' . As the cconom) slogs 
,\-,an accountant. h1s clients hankers. "They would end up Bus1ne~s 0\\ners \\hO don't through a deep rcce">ion, plan 
kept ask1ng about 11 Stutnnan is Slttmg there and d01ng nothing,' ' plan \\ell for exit1ng the1r husr- ning is vital. 'itutnnan ~aid 
president and founde1 ol E\it he scud. ness could find thcrnsel"e" los- "It·~ a tough m.trkct out 
Transition Strategies I I.C 111 But the stakes ol domg mg 11 and gettmg nothing for 11 there hu)crs arc more 
-"'-""-~-, • .,l'il"!l!;'l'!':'::":'-,~------_;,--_;_------------l demanding than c\er bclore,'' 
SAFE, 
SOUND 
& SECURE 
1--877 --4--CBBANK 
lw s..tld. He offered a lc\\ t1ps 
for bus mess O\\ ncr-. lookmg to 
e\ll their compantc~ w llh -,ome-
thmg to -,ho\\ lor ) car~ of hJrd 
work. Hi~ ad\ ice 1s desrgncd to 
enable cxitmg 0\\ ners "to hutld 
the stol) .. ol the busmc~~ and 
cn'>urc they can get maxunum 
'alue for 11 
Plan. Research shows that 
25 percent of busmcss owners 
ha\c planned or researched how 
to unload the1r bus1ness or 
''hether the business 1s even 
\'lahlc in a ne\\ market. 
Lsc this time. In the current 
economic climate, man; busi-
ness O\\ ners. uncertain about 
thc1r futun:s, decide to "<lll 
hclorc they unload the entcr-
pnsc. Stuuman said. You ma: 
ha\e to work a little longer, he 
added. "But that's the time 
when I thin!\ those O\\ ncrs "ho 
have not done anything have an 
excellent opportunity to get 
then shop 111 shape,'' he sa1d. 
Ask quest ions ol ) ourscl f. to 
look good lor a potential buy cr. 
"0\\ ncr~ almost ca~ margmal 
cmplo~ ccs too long." Stu timan 
~a1d. "Do I real!) need to ha\ c 
thl'> cadre or people?\\ hat'~ the 
culture of the business, .. 
Plan for aft em ard 
"Wh.ll arc ) ou gomg to do 
\\hen )Oll don't have the bu'l-
ness an) more?" Stutnnan said 
Th.ll 's the most difficult tssuc 
for entrepreneurs. he sa1d. What 
to do \\ ith the business ''a~ 
something Bill Hughes, l'\0. ,md 
his \\ 1fc, Lydia. grappled \\ llh 
bdon: high rent forced them to 
either move thc1r \loms'>C) ·., 
CatholiL G1fts busmc" lrom 
Upto\\ n Whutter or close. 
F.tccd \\ llh the prospect of 
cominued on pa~e 28 
Taxe.\ are ... 
< mlllli•ll u Jllllll pa~e 3 
!lOll s(X'nthng 
HO\\ IT WORI\.S: 
J,\Jill.tr) 2009 
th~ p.1ck.11!e ''til contatn the s,une cuts the l.cg1slature rCil'~tcd 1,11 
'\m ~'i 
T'hc ltr't part ol the plan '' .1 qu.lrter-Cl'nl s,lles t,l\ htk<.: that \\Ill 
hnng m the st,ltc .m c-.tinl.lll'd 1.6 b1llton tn the nc\t ftscal )Car. 
1\.-12 Education: rough I) 4 htllton. includmg the current :ear 
.md "~009-10. TI1..: st.lt..:'s higgcst e\pcnditure \\llUld t.1kc the h1ggcst 
hn 111 tiK· budget outlined h) \sscmht: Demoaats. 
\t first hlu,h. tll.lt \\lllJld seem to rl'qlllrc .1 l\\O·thrrd-. \Oil'. But 
Democrah m'"t that techme.lll) the) \\On't he \Oltng tot.lisc ttw t.l\. 
Instead, the) "ill be' otmg stmpl) to stop pa)mg that .unount toloc.1l 
£0\ emmenh \\ llh th,Jl l110lk') not no\\ Ill\' ((~:a( s,tle' (,1\es ha\ (' ,1 
tn£!!Cr to autom.lltcall) nsc -of ,1 pcrcl'11t '-.o 1he lllll\e ts .1 de L1cto 
t,l\ hike .md the state s.I\Cs monc) h) not pa) ing local gmcmmcru-. 
Communit) colleges: ~2(Xl n11llton mer t\\O )ears U1mcrsn: ol 
Caltlon11.1 and Caltfornta St.lte L mversll): S264 million 0\<.:1' t\Hl 
;.ears 
Per\onnel: 6."7 million OH'r t\\O ;.ears I hm this cut \\OUld be 
dtstnhuted- hi)Ofh. furloughs, salaf) fre..:tes \\Oidd he 1ktermmed 
h: \ .mous agenCies and hargaming un1ts. Cuts ol $2-10 rntllton 1n the 
current \ ..:ar and '\-1 I rnill1on in 200lJ-I 0. The 'l'l'll!1d part ol tlw equation is just ,1\ complex. 
In a 'mgk b1ll. DcmocrJts \\Ill elimlll.lt~ the s.11c-. ,md C\eisl' ta\cs 
on g.tsoltnc and replace tiHJSl' ta\e-. \\ tth higher inconK' t,I\Cs. ,ale' 
ta\ and an otl 'e' cmnce t.1x . ll1c tot.tl re\ cnue-. collected\\ til tum out 
thl' same 111 th.l! htll. But tlw Demou:.l!s \\ill then \Otc on a dilkrcnt 
ptecc oflcgJslatton to replace the old ga' s,1ks .md e\Cisl' t,l\es (\\hrch 
on I) \\ ent to transport.ttron needs) \\ Hh .1 g.l,olinc "fee." to he 'ct .tt 
...,St 'l.iSP grants: '.6(Xl m1ll1on ll\Cr t\\ll )Cars . Thts \\ould t.tk..: 
hack schcdu .ed fclknl mcrc.1scs lor cost-of-It\ ing for lo\\ -mcome 
.1g..:d. hltnd .md dtsahkd schcdukd for 2<Xl9. 
CalWORk.S: ) HXJ million I rom lOst ol li\lng suspcrhlon Cost-
of It\ mg .tdjustm..:nt (COLA) \\lHtld he sus(X'Illkd for the statl•'s \\d-
lare progmm. 
ll) ccnt-. per gallon. 
Bl'LaU'l' the) .1rc ral\mg .1 "fcl•" .tnd not .1 "t.l\, .. Democrats 
hchl'\e (,md the) s.l) their (,1\\)Crs ha\e .tppnl\l'dl the) l'<ln do thts 
with a maJnnt) \ole (ED '>;()TE \\ould C\Cr)One \\ho \\,lllts to pa) 
Rl•gional Centl'r\: S 112 rntllion O\ ..:r t\\ o ) cars from cuts to 
reg1onal Cl'tl!crs. Thnc \\llllld .1lso he .1 3 pcrn:nt cut to reg10nal ccn 
tcr-. acro-.s th..: -.tate. s,l\ ing S-10 million in the current ) car .md 72 
milium 111 2009- I 0. comwued 011 pa~e 3tl 
an addJttonal 19c ··~~· t~r g~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Ion of g.1s r,llhcr than the current 
26c per gallon t.1x please raise 
) our hand. II this fee had heen m 
place m June or Jut;. 200X, \\C 
could ha\C paid an a\cragc 
-1.7-1 per gallon rather than the 
S-1.61 we dtd pa).l 
In 1997 the California 
Supreme Court "'as asked to 
define the d1flerence hetween 
"taxes" and "fees" While the) 
had not faced the issue hefore 
that. a number of California 
Appellate Court dec1s1ons "'ere 
on point. 
The) \HOte that if revenue is 
the primal) purpose. and regula-
tiOn is merel) me1dental, the 
1mposit1on (of a fee) is a t.tx. but 
Jf regulation is the primal) pur-
pose. the mere fact that re,enue 
is also obtamed does not make 
the imposition a tax. In addition 
to all that. Democrats abo plan 
to implement a new 3 percent 
mcome tax withholding on busl-
nes~es that do mdependent con-
tracting. Thts ts not a new tax: 
the state is simply collecting the 
money earlier. It will result in $2 
billion additional money in 
2009-10 but "'iII not be a long-
term source of revenue. 
All told, Democrats say the 
package wtll raise 9.3 billion in 
revenues. 
CUTS 
The Democratic leaders satd 
New Economic Relief Act benefits Seniors and Employers 
at le st n 2009 
Employer pension funding requirements eased 
~ e econom1c downturn has also grcaUy affected emp oyers ob ty to fu d p 
tundmg requirements eroacted 111 PPA Here are some of the key changes for 
Single-employer plans. Under PPA employers were reqwred to rocrease fu d rog for smg 
to 100% froll" 90% over a seven year pcnod. The target rundrng level - !'l2% 1r 2008 and !'l4 
eMployers d1dn't reach those benchmari<.s had been that tt>ey ll"Ust 1mmedrate y fu d t"ae p a 100 
eMployers who can t meet these requrrements must make subsequent contnbutions o ly up to the t 
rather than hit the 1 00% target 
Multiemployer plans. WRERA offers rehef for multJemployer pens1on plans that are "endange ed or n crt 
status· PPA provided fundmg restriCtions for these plan types, and the new law eases those rest ct1ons Spec.ifically 
the act a lows plan sponsors to elect to temporanly freeze the status of certam mlt tiemployer pans at the fund rog 
status held dunng the prevrous plan year Th1s covers plan years beg nmng on or after Oct • 2008 and before Oct 
2009 Also, f the plan was ·endangered" or 1n "cntical status the preced ng plan year. I Jn I t 
fundrng Improvement plan or schedules until the followmg plan year 
Allowing non-spouse beneficiary rollovers now mandatory 
WRERA makes it mandatory that, bcgmnlng after 2009, qualified rct~rcment plans, 403(b) p ::ms or 451 plans allow non 
-spouse benefiaanes of a deceased partiCipant to roll over their balance d1rectly to an "mhented IRA • PPA had '11ade 
thiS a pennrss1bla option, but not a reqUJrernenl 
Know how WRERA affects you 
Even though WRERA's main provrs1ons are relll!Jvely Simple, knowmg exactly how they affect you and what to do 
about them 1s a more complicated matter To find out, please contact your tax advisor 
J anu.1ry 2009 B 
Hotel Suites in the Inland Empire 
Hnnll. t'tlh,\ l oltll \ umh.·rof\mtn ( Oll/1111/('d on I'll!.!( ~() 
\dcln"!\.'1\i 
lhutt (,rund ( hampaon .. R~rt 
I. 44 (l()() lnd an \\clJ u.n, 
lnd1an \\ II CA ~2210 
Sht.·n•tun '-tu1lh 1- ourplt·' 
2. WI\\ \kKml<) 
l'omooa l A 91768 
I ht- K'-"'id<nce Inn h) \1•rnoll 
3. lU'~ Convenlton C n~r \\ay 
Onlan CA 91 64 
1- mllU"~ 'uih~' Palm l>t~rt 
~ 74 00 H1 h,.ay Ill 
Palm l>.!.~rt. C.\ 92160 
u,au Kt~t·nn SUI(t"S P.S. 
5. 2 5 ~ Palm Canyon Dr 
Palm Spnn CA 922'' 
\)rb llutrl & 'iu1tn 
6. 19-1~ L •rollllhd 
Onl <10. c \ Ql761 
Cuuntn Suites b-" \"~ 
7. 90(1 Front e Rd. 
Corona CA 91'20 
\h ndham Palm Sprmg_, 
8. 88K F lahqu1tz Canyon \\ay 
Palm Spnn C A 9"2 ' 
Bnl \\ntem Inn Suit~ 
9. 1400 Shelby S1 
Onlano < "- 91164 
\)f'O'S SUIIh •• lht ''"" \loll 
10. 4370 \l1ll ( trclc 
Onlano ( \ Q(?M 
'uml){"r 
nl 
\utles 
~KO 
247 
210 
198 
91 
67 
164 
I '<I 
Shllo llillrop Suit<"< and ( om. Centn 129 
II. 1101 fempl< Ave, 
Pom01l3 CA 91768 
Count') Inn'&. Suttl· .. , h) ('ari'•On 
12. 2J I " Vineyard \ve 
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have stopped 
comparues are clos.qg, 
are common, banks have 
lending, consumer con-
IS falling, and the list 
on Many busmess owners 
dUngs gets better before 
late and are trugglmg to 
0' ~ ·IITinaT during these tough 
you can make a profit With 
reduced revenue Eliminate all 
unnecessary expenditures or 
underutilized people. Hold a 
company contest to see who can 
cut the most money from the 
budget. sen or eliminate any 
underutiltzed equapment or 
assets And if you can t sen lt. 
rent it out 
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Exit strategies ... 
continued from page 23 
having to move the business. the 
couple, who bought it in 1989. 
could have retired. They could 
have sold it. Instead. they decid-
ed to move to another location 
on east Whittier Boulevard. 
which was easier to get to, 
Hughes said. Their idea was that 
it ultimately would be more 
attractive to a potential buyer in 
about a year. 
There were other issues. 
"This is not the kind of busi-
ness every Tom, Dick and HarT) 
can walk into," he satd. adding 
that religious background plays 
a role in its operation. "You 
can't be out for the money. 
There's more lows than highs in 
th1s type of business. 
Not only that, but selling 
immediately or just going out of 
business would not be fair to the 
employees or to a community of 
loyal customers. he said. 
Hughes agreed with Stutzman 
that planning is vita I. ··It\ very 
important to plan ahead."' he 
said. "When opportunity strikes. 
you can take advantage of it.·· 
These days. many people 
are holding on and waiting for 
that better opportunity, 
Stutzman said. 
"We're in an economy that's 
on the skids ... and (business 
owners) are looking at that and 
saying Tm not sure I can mo~e 
out when I expected to:· he 
said. 
The key is to be ready. 
"Make tough decisions now 
and be ready in a year or two." 
he said. 
Urge State ... 
contirwed from pa~e 19 
employers and employees from 
choosing alternative options." 
Simplify 
Period Rules 
Meal/Rest 
The CaiChamber is calling 
for a solution that will provide 
both employers and employees 
with the clarity and flexibility 
needed to comply with the 
meal period statute. 
As the pre~s release 
announcing the Gll\ crnor·s 
economic stimulus plan point-
ed out, current Ia\\ is confusing 
and has led to costl) litigation 
against California busmesscs. 
Historically. state enforce-
ment offic1als have interpreted 
the statute and related regula-
tions narrowly and unreason-
ably, wrongly increasing 
employer liability. To avoid 
liability under these Interpreta-
tions, employers have had to 
discipline or discharge employ-
ees for not taking meal periods 
as directed. and to police 
employees to make sure they 
are taking the meal period 
according to the rules. 
Several recent federal court 
decisions have rejected those 
narrow and unreasonable inter-
pretations. In addition. the 
California Supreme Court ha' 
agreed to hear a key ca-,c on thc 
subject. hut has not yct issucd a 
ruling that rc..,ol\ c., the issue. 
Both employers and cmploycc.., 
seck tlexihility and clarit) nm\. 
Action Needed 
The CalChamhcr ..., urging 
continued on page 29 
January 2009 
Economic F orca .. , tion. finance. and building sup-
. d Fr 2 ) plies-has be. en ecl1psed by deterio-contmue 1 .rm1 par:e ( . . 
· ratmg market conditions m service 
sectors. The bulk of the increase in unemployment now being expe-
rienced IS dnven by a pull back of consumer demand. As a conse-
quence, retail and wholesale employment, transportation and ware-
house employment, and temporary services employment are taking a 
nose dive. 
About the only labor markets holding up in Califom1a are the 
markets for employment in education, health care and human servic-
es, information, government, and leisure and hospitality sectors. The 
latter two are not yet showing a decline in employment, but they soon 
will. In this section we examine the difference between past sectoral 
patterns, current conditions and the overall implications for 
California employment in the near term. the details of sectoral 
employment over the past few quarters and the most recent ev1dence 
on retail employment prospects. 
In California, the historical pattern of recession unemployment is 
one in which manufacturing employment losses lead the downturn 
and are coincident wuh the U.S. manufacturing losses. This is fol-
lowed closely by residential construction and then temporary servic-
es, retail, and wholesale. Losses in government employment are typ-
ically the trailing job losses in a recession. 
But like much of the U.S. economy, things are different th1s time. 
Manufacturing did not have a sharp downturn in employment prior to 
October. Much of the manufacturing job loss in 2007 and 2008 has 
been related to productivity gains. The balance of job loss has been 
associated with building materials and home furnishings. 
Construction has been shedding jobs for the last six quarters while 
California was expencncmg economic expansion, and the rate of JOb 
loss in construction has been diminishing each quarter in 2008. 
The retail and wholesale sectors began shedding jobs earlier this 
year and have led the recession. Temporary employment job loss 
occurred during the last three quarters and governmental job loss has 
yet to occur. Of course, general economic weakness will cause con-
tinued losses in jobs m construction and manufacturing, but as a con-
sequence rather than as a driver of softness in the economy. As fore-
casters, we rely on historical experience to plot out the most likely 
course of these markets. Since the timing of sectoral job loss going 
into the recession is different from recent experience, there is more 
uncertainty about the detailed sectoral allocations of employment 
loss and employment recovery in the forecast. Nevertheless, the 
macroeconomic forces driving California's economy should produce 
a similar aggregate employment pattern. 
Total employment in California was flat during the first quarter of 
the year. In the second quarter, it took a tum for the worse as jobs 
were shed in most sectors and the unemployment rate climbed to 
6.5%. This downward trend in total employment continued through 
the summer. ln the last two months total employment has stopped 
falling, unemployment has continued to rise, and non-farm employ-
ment has continued to fall. The difference between the total employ-
ment and payroll employment patterns stems from an increase in the 
"self employed" group in total employment. This is typical of the 
early pan of a recessionary period as some of the newly-unemployed 
start their own business or become self-employed consultants. 
To understand the changing face of California's unemployment 
numbers. we must examine the breakdown of job loss by sector. 
Construction and finance job reductions have been leading the charge 
downward for the past year. After a dismal two quarters at the end of 
'07 and the beginning of '08, the hemorrhaging, while continuing, 
shows signs of abating. Construction job losses are quite a bit less 
than earlier in the year. Job loss was -2,400 for October ( -7,200 quar-
terly rate) compared to -28,000, - continued on page 31 
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Job Hunting ... man) groups relating to Human Rc~ources and Recruiting where I 
cominued from page 12 I cam something new every single 
day without exception relating to the industry in some way. I hear 
about seminars I can participate in. tools (software and otherwise) 
that I may want to use, best practices for every facet of my business, 
candidate and company mformation and even tidbits about how to 
stay motivated. We all have something to learn and we each also have 
something to share. It is guaranteed that you will learn, and what you 
learn may be the key to opening the door to your next job. 
You've let your immediate circle know you're looking. Have you 
specifically asked them to help you in your search? They don't have 
to do much beyond remember you as they go about their day. With 
you and your search on their mind, they will absolutely find infor-
mation to share with you that may help. But you have to ask them to 
do so and keep m touch with them to remind them you're still look-
mg. An e-mail or qUick phone call to say "Don't forget to keep me in 
your thoughts because I need all the help I can get" are both great 
reminders. Have you found that your awareness grows once you have 
something to relate to? For instance, not realizing how many 
Volkswagens are on the road until you own one. Keep yourself in 
their minds and it will help your search. 
What arc you doing when you're not making your eyes dry out 
from staring at the computer or the TV? Look into volunteering your 
time somewhere at least twice a week for a couple of hours. Do this 
in person in an environment conducive to meeting new people. A 
soup kitchen, homeless shelter, animal shelter, your local communi-
ty center, senior center, political organization, church. the library. etc. 
are all equally good venues. Give of yourself while you have the 
time. This activity will help you in multiple ways because it will take 
your mind off of yourself and your situation for at least a little while 
(we all need a break from our own reality sometimes), and it will give 
you an opportunity to meet people and make them aware of your 
search. 
When asked how they got their jobs, most people will respond 
with some form of networking story. It was their friend, their wife's 
cousin or their best friend's son who knew someone who was able to 
get them an interview or an application. There are quite a few who 
get their jobs through recruiters as well, but at the end of the day 
recruiters are simply people who get paid to know lots of people- it's 
all networking. Get out there and get yourself as much exposure as 
possible. You literally never know where the successful lead will 
come from. 
Lesa Caskey is the Principal of Brick Elm UC. a staffing com-
pan.v serl!ing the areas of IT, Accounting and Finance. She can be 
reached at lesac@brickelm,com. 
Urge State ... 
continued from page 28 
employees and employers to 
contact Governor 
Schwarzenegger and legisla-
tive leaders (care of the 
CalChamber) and ask them to 
ensure that flexible work 
schedules and clarification to 
the state's meal/rest period 
requirements are enacted. 
An easy-to-use sample let-
ter and other tools to help you 
contact the Governor and leg-
islative leaders are available at 
www.calchambervotes.com. 
Please fax copies of your 
letters for Governor 
Schwarzenegger and legisla-
tive leaders, care of the 
California Chamber of 
Commerce. to (916) 325-1272. 
California Chamber of 
Commerce will deliver letters 
in person. 
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efforts to he more water effi- the next year's allocation at the 
MWA Experts.. . cient." added Brill. "'These two end of November. The early 
water wholesaler in the region 
and is responsible for managing 
the High Desert region\ 
groundwater resources to 
ensure a sustamable supply to 
meet present and future water 
demands. For more information 
about MoJave Water Agency 
and its plans to meet local water 
demands. contact K1rby Brill at 
(760) 946-7000 or by e-mail at 
kbrill@ mojavewater.org. 
I I. I announcement comes slightly continued from page 2 projects are ex amp es o severa 
from the Agency·, Integrated earlier to help local water agen-
associated with a known vari- cies better prepare for 2009. 
· d pply Reg1onal Water Managemen_ t 
able 1mporte water su · which 15 expected to be another Plan." Adopted by 'VtWA 10 MWA created groundwater stor- dry y·ear. Founded 10 Jul.> of 
d d 2005. the Plan contains other age accounts. or un ergroun 1960. MoJave Water Agency ~ . b k .. h hout .Its proJ·ects and management f 
water · an s t roug serves the High Desert reg10n o 
P I. d d b actions to help meet water service area. o 1cy a opte Y San Bernardino County as one h demands through the year 2025. MWA several years ago as of the 29 State Water 
h DWR has historically made this been to deposit in t e water Contractors. MWA is the only 
banks high quality supplemcn- -~i:m~p=o=rt~a=n~t~a=n=n~ou_nc_e_·m~e_n_t_a_b_o_u_'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l 
tal water from the State Water~ Marcu~Millichap 
Project. so that the water can be 
w ithdra\\ n in limes of pro-
longed drought like the 'tate 1s 
no\~ exp~riencing. ··This 
aggressive management. com-
bining State Water Project water 
supplies with local groundwater 
storage. puh our community in 
a very unique situation to avoid 
or minimize drastic mandatory 
cutbacks to end users that many 
others in the state will likely be 
facing next year:· said Brill. He 
added that conditions like we 
now face is another indication 
that the region needs to ensure it 
is prepared when high quality 
supplemental water is available 
through the State Water Project. 
to act fast to purchase it. 
recharge our basins. and deliver 
it when and where it"s needed. 
"The Regional Recharge and 
Recovery Project~known as 
R-cubed~is the best example 
of regiona l cooperation to 
ensure that infrastructure is in 
p lace to meet future demands." 
R-cubed is expected to serve 
water needs of seven water 
agencies. Another example of 
regional cooperation between 
water agencies to meet water 
demands is the Water 
Conservation Incentive 
Program. Launched in February 
2008 by MWA and the Alliance 
for Water Awareness and 
Conservation (AWAC), 20 
agencies have joined to offer 
cash incentives to encourage 
water users to become more 
proactive in their water use 
habits. " In recent years commu-
nities throughout the High 
Desert have seen dramatic pop-
ulat ion growth and increased 
cies have stepped up their 
SeniorsHousing 
R E s E A R c H REPORT 
NATIONAL SENIORS HOUSING GROUP 
C.1rv l uca .. 
MitNSing Darector 
750 Biltt~~ Sti"\."Ct Ftfth Floor 
San f ra!lCIS<V C.Uuo""" 94111 
r • (415) 963-:lOOO 
glua...@m.a rcuunalhd~p com 
R ESIDENTIAL WOES AFFECTING SENIORS HoUSING MARKET 
· · d r n the coming months as state budgets tighten, forcing 
The senior< housing market will continue to trabnSltiOtn ~ 1 ges Areas where state spendmg increased due to the 
b •ative when seekmg to oos reHmu · · d 1
. . 
owners to ecome more ere . h b d f Flonda and Arizona, will record the largest ec mcs m 
boommg residential market, such as the retiremel~tof ~~eee~~~omic and housing market downturn. In addition, home-
reimbursement _from ~tate go~~rnments as a res~ousin until hom~ values rebound, placing downward pressure on 
owners are unlikely to transitiOn mto semor• l t . nue growth builders in the West ar~ capitalLling 
occupancv levels m the independent li,·mg segment . . 0 sufppohr rhc'h"a.ve 51·gn"lfic;nt retire-ment funds, bv focusmg on 
· b 1 ti large porlion o w lC · • 
on the aging baby ~omer popu a on, _a Her u raded amenities, including clubhouses and seniors-focused 
Continumg Care Retirement Commurutles that 0 r pgthe skilled nursing segment will have to come from opera-
events. In the Southeast, revenue gains for _propefr 1~1s ~n h ·. ver rna}' benefit from the current budget crisis, as res-l · t The region's ass1sted li\"lng JClltles, owe • 
1 ~iona lmhaprovemenbsl. to qua],·fy for.st~te funds will remain in facilities longer, buoying occupancy leve s. 1dents t t are una e 
. - · · ket will remain positive during the next several months, g1ven 
The investment climate m the scmors hou~m~ ~:rill sta relative! subdued as few publicly traded firms expand 
the long-term prospects for growth, though ve,,oc t) 't" . ro seniors ~ousing from other commercial real estate seg-
f I. I th short term fewer buyers w1 trans1 10n m · . port o 10s. n . e . • \" . ties which are generally popular with crossover mvcstors, 
ments due to fmancmg hurdles. Independent l~mg/roper 'tons causing many buyers to take a "walt-and-see" 
are facing elevated competition from alternative o~sm'!n~~g1 the,highest in commercial real estate and should keep 
approach. Nonetheles~. senSiorsllhouksinllgedcanpurrsa:~sg::e~~n;ill offer the most value-add potential, while new mega·proj-
cash-heavy buyers active. rna er s ' . f 
ects in the West remain attractive to institutional buyers implementing a flight-to-sa ety strategy 
S ENIORS H OUSING MARKFf HIGHLIGHTS1 
122% Cap Rate 
Up20 
Basis Points 
rlfl-2Q)! 
I d d t L. ·ng (IL)· Softer demand and elevated construction in the IL sector have resulted in n epen en lVl · • . h h . , •d 
a 200 basis point drop in occupancy to 94.1 percent over the past year. Re\'enue grow t as case 
to 4 percent in the same period to $2,471 per occup1ed umt per month. 
Assisted Living (AL): Occupancy in AL facilities feii120_basis points ~uring the past 12_ months to 
94.3 percent 10 the second quarter. Revenue growth remamt!d healthy m that time, climbmg 4.5 per· 
cent to $3,543 per occupied unit per month. 
Skilled Nursing (SN): Conditions in the SN segment have stayed relatively stable due to a l,1ck of 
substitute care. Occupancy has inched down 7? basis points ~ear owr year to 91.2 percent, wh1le 
per-diem revenue has advanced 4.2 percent to :0224 per occupted bed. 
Dementia Care (DC): New construction has helped push DC occupancy down 18G basis pomts to 
94.4 percent over the last year. The DC segment has recorded the largest improvement m revenue 
through that stretch at 5.4 percent to $5,343 per occupied unit per month. 
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Economic Forca ... l'i.OOO. and -6.000 for each of the 
f1rst 3 quarters of 2008. 
continued from page 28 The two problematic sectors arc 
leisure and hospitality, and government. Le1sure and hospitality has 
not yet shown JOb loss m the face of a weakening domestic economy. 
This may be explamed in part by foreign tourism. Earlier in 2008 the 
U.S. dollar was weak and the As1an and Mexican econom1es were 
booming. Overall, fore1gn tourism was up in the U.S. and Cahfom1a 
was able to get its fa1r share. But the last quarter has seen the eco-
nomic situation for foreign tourists tum around. The Mexican Peso, 
U.K. Pound and Euro have fallen in value relative to the dollar. 
Germany, Italy, the U.K and Japan are in a recession. Mexico and 
China are experiencing much weaker economic growth. 
Breaking down the retail numbers by type of establishment for 
the last three months compared to a year ago we find widespread 
weakness in employer demand. Interestingly there is no bounce m 
retail employment from the falhng gasoltne prices. Food and bever-
ages and Internet are the two sub-sectors showmg positive growth. 
Food and beverage employment growth is m fast food and full serv-
ice restaurant employment. With a consumer led downturn. 11 is rea-
sonable to expect these to tum negative in the coming months. 
With respect to non-store retailers, the news is also not good. In 
the first three weeks of November online retail sales were runnmg 
4% below a year ago! That may p1ck up during the holiday season. 
but it does not give online retailers a reason to hire seasonal employ-
ees at other than a conservative pace the balance of th1s quarter. So 
the news from retail. wh1ch also affects manufactunng. wholesale. 
transportation. and warehousmg employment. is umformly bad 
California Forecast 
This is the first California forecast smce the U.S economy went 
into the recessiOn. The tummg pomt was clearly seen at the time of 
the collapse of consumption in early September. Overall our outlook 
for California is for a very weak f1rst 3 quarters of 2009 and the 
beginnings of a recovery m the latter part of the year. The keys to 
California's recovery are the recovery m U.S. consumption improv-
ing the demand for imports from Asia and for. pro~ucts fro~ 
California's factories, the resumption of non-residential, public 
works and multi-family residential construction growth, and the 
return of growth to the retail sector. Manufacturing will continue the 
slow bleed of jobs through the 2nd quarter of 20 I 0 pnmari I Y due to 
productivity Improvements, and leisure and hospitality will remam 
weak as the recessions in Europe and Japan arc expected to be of 
longer duration than the U.S. . . 
Our forecast is for a fa1rly sharp hit to personalmcome m the first 
half of next year. This 1s because the upper-tier of income earners in 
California are the innovators and entrepreneurs, and the small-to-
medium size knowledge-based corporations, and while they arc not 
going out of business at a rapid rate, the growth that generates stock 
options, capital gains, and corporate profits will be absent m the early_ 
part of the recession. As the housing market has completed most ol 
its required adjustment prior to the downturn in general econom1c 
activity, it is not as much of a drag as during normal recessiOns. T~c 
downward pressure on income and employment from hous1!1g will 
carry over into the second quarter. but will have abated belore the 
recovery hegins. . 
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Victorville Small Business Owners 
Receive a Boost 
Victorville Redevelopment 
Agency IS encouraging small 
business owners to use the 
SBDC (Inland Empire Small 
Business Development Center). 
One way they are doing this, 1s 
by using redevelopment funds to 
help bring SBDC's services to 
Victorville's existmg, as well as 
aspiring, small business owners. 
The city has long recogmzed 
the benefits of helping small 
businesses thrive, and IS com-
mitted to continued fundmg for 
small business programs provid-
ed by the SBDC. The focus of 
this assistance is to encourage 
positive growth in the Victor 
Valley. with the ultimate goal of 
creating new jobs for local citi-
I.ens. 
The programs offered by the 
SBDC will be free to those 
interested in receiving them. 
The services include one-on-one 
counseling, training workshops 
and seminars covering a wide 
range of topics. Some of the top-
ICS to be discussed will mclude 
business planning, financial 
management, sources of capital 
assistance, record keeping, 
office automation, and human 
resources. 
Small Business Owners Will 
be able to access economic and 
statistical data. public/private 
financial opportunities and 
referral lists from the SBDC as 
well. 
The SBDC IS open Monday 
through Friday. 8am to Spm. and 
staffed by a busmess consultant 
at the Inland Emp1rc North -
Small Business Development 
colltinued on page 39 
lEGISLATIVE 
REPORT CARD 
HOW DID OUR IREA lEGISlATORS VOn 
011 MAJOR BUSINESS lEGISLITIOII FOR 2001 
Below are the voting records of our area legislators on major bills that 
the Inland Empire· Chamber Legislative Alliance and the Cahfom1a 
Chamber of Commerce deemed important to bus~ness. These votes 
reflect how many times a legislator voted for bus~ness and how many 
times against This record does not capture votes on bills rejected by 
legislators in policy or fiscal committees. This vote record does not 
include all bills supported or opposed by bus1ness, but those deemed to 
have the greatest impact on the business climate 1n California. 
Slale Senal9 
29110islllct 
Bob Morgei1 
Willi Busi1ess -13 
Agalns1 Bustness • 1 
Sll1e Assenmly 
60e> ll4slrtc:l 
Bob Hull y,"" Bustness. 1. 
Aga nst l!usfl8SS • 1 
Sl8le Senale 
31S104slrtc:l 
Bob Oul1on 
Wlt1 Business- 14 
AgaiiiSt Business-0 
Slate Assembly 
61st0isttd 
Noll S<*l 
wat\ Business-0 
Agmsll!us#lm. 0 
Slate Senalt 
32nd OIStria 
Glotia ~1818 Mcleod 
Wllh Business • 6 
AgaflSt Business • 8 
Sla1e Assembly 
62ntl District 
Whee Ann Cel1t!t 
Wllh Buskless • 4 
Against Busi1ess • 11 
Sl8le AMrrbly 
59tl DiiUict 
Anflony _,.. 
Wllh Business -15 
Agal1ll Business • 0 
Sla1e Assembly 
63rd0istrict 
81 EIM"el300 
Mil Buslnels ·15 
Agaonst Business • 0 
waterdemands,andwateragen- l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~======--------------------~----------~---
On an annual basis our expectation is that total employment will 
contract by -0. 7c;( in 2008 and by -1.4o/c in 2009 bdorc grow Ill~ at a 
0.3c;( rate in 2010. Employment growth will not exceed labor Ioree 
growth until the full force of the recovef) is in place in 20 II. Real 
personal income growth wi II slow from 0.1 % to -0.6c;( a' w~ 1110\C 
into 2009 and then return positive growth at 0.9<;1-. PeNmal mcome 
growth will not return to its trend collfinued on page 34 
For more deta1led informatiOn about how your legislator voted on 
specific business legislation go to iecla.org or calchambervotes.com 
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FULL SERVICE GIRAPHICS 
• Web Development 
• Web Destgn 
• Detebesing 
• E-Commerce 
• Web Hosttng 
• G raphic Design 
• C orporate Identity 
• Antmated Logos 
• M arketing Collateral 
Natlcad!! lncraaaa Bualnaaa 
with Custom Daelgn 
Mention this ad for a free consultation 
KTIE Radio 
590AM 
Tuesday Evenings, 8:30 PM 
January 2009 
GET THE NEWS YOU NEED 
r-------------------------------, liiJ I want to subscribe to the Inland Empire Busmess journal 
DOne year $24 annual subscription 0 Two Year $48- Includes 2009 
0 My check 1s enclosed Book of l.Jsts (A $30Value) 
0 Charge to my credit carcl: D Master Card D Visa 
Exp Date 
Cred1t Card No. 
Signature 
Company 
Name 
Address 
City/State 
Phone# 
-------------------------------Make check\ payable to: Inland Empire Business Journal 
P.O. Box 1979. Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91729 
For more inlo. call (909) 483-4700/Fa" (909) 483-4705 
Challenging your thoughts in relation to 
business, politics, economic conditions and 
the general business life of San Bernardino 
and Riverside counties. 
Hosted by 
Cliff Cummings and Bill Anthony 
January 2009 
Trust is essential in today's 
busmess world. Every day peo-
ple talk about how Important 
trust is, yet few know how to 
create it. Trust comes when peo-
ple know they can count on you. 
Trust comes when people know 
you're there for them. When 
people protect each other, there 
is trust-it's that s1mple. When 
you're committed to others and 
their well-being, you can expect 
an extraordinary commitment in 
return. 
In the NBA, basketball play-
ers follow the concept of "stick-
ing together." They know by 
protecting each other, working 
collaboratively and standing 
united against the competition, 
their chances of winning greatly 
increase. ~ 
In business, the only way 
you can do your job effectively, 
be creative and be innovative, is 
when you know someone has 
your back. When you're confi-
dent someone is watching out 
for you, you're more willing to 
take risks to increase the bottom 
line. Unfortunately, in most 
companies, people are just there 
to collect a paycheck. There's no 
creativity, no innovation and no 
risk-taking, all because there's 
no sense of trust among team 
members. After all, if no one is 
backing your ideas, why try to 
implement them? The chance of 
failing is too great. 
The world of professional 
basketball offers the perfect 
learning example: In basketball, 
one person's job is to guard the 
basket. As long as that person is 
doing his job, his teammates up 
the court can take risks and try to 
steal the ball from the other 
team. If they're unsuccessful 
with the steal and the competi-
tion happens to get by them. 
they can count on the person 
guarding the basket to protect 
the team and keep the rival from 
scoring. 
If the team members can't 
MANAGEMENT 
Trust Your Teammates: Everyone Wins 
By Mark Eaton, former NBA All Star 
count on each other, they're not 
going to take risks. They're 
going to play it safe. They'll stay 
in front of their man, do thetr 
best to not let him score, and 
stay in a defensive mode rather 
than takmg an offensive pos111on 
and going for the score. 
The same is true in busmess. 
People may have some good 
ideas, but they don't vo1ce them 
because they don't feel protect-
ed. They don't feel that sense of 
trust or appreciation, so they 
stay under the radar and do just 
enough to not get fired. They 
become clock-watchers who 
only care about themselves and 
their own agenda. As a result, 
you have a company filled w1th 
people who know only how to 
complain and whine rather than 
take action and responsibility. 
Now you no longer have a team; 
you only have divisiveness. 
If you want people in your 
company to not only think of 
new ideas but also execute them, 
then they need to feel supported. 
Protecting your teammates is a 
key ingredient in the NBA, 
because if you don't have that 
trust, then things quickly fall 
apart. For businesses to succeed, 
they need the same mentality. If 
you want your company to grow, 
to change, to innovate, to suc-
ceed, and to rise to the top of 
your industry, then you can't 
afford to have a bunch of people 
playing it safe. You need the cre-
ativity and entrepreneurial spirit 
that comes when trust abounds. 
So if you're ready for your 
company to go from a "playing 
it safe" rookie to an innovative 
all-star champion, then consider 
the following suggestions. 
1. If you're an employee, 
encourage fellow employees to 
step out and take risks. 
What would it be like if 
everyone on your team truly felt 
safe? If you want to be invalu-
able, be the person people can 
count on. If you want to have 
enduring relatiOnShips, look out 
for others. Put others first. When 
you protect others, they take 
risks. They know they won't be 
criticized should they fail. When 
you protect others, you create an 
environment of safety and free-
dom. That's what supports inno-
vation and the immediate 
response required in a world and 
market characterized by inces-
sant change. When you protect 
others, you sometimes give up 
an opportunity or put yourself 
on the line. But when you do 
that, you show people you care. 
Therefore, let people know that 
they have your trust and support, 
even if that's not the prevalent 
culture. Remember that change 
has to start somewhere. 
2. If you're in management 
or a supervisory position, 
become a protector. 
Encourage your people to 
come to you with ideas. When 
you decide to implement one of 
the ideas, let your employees 
know you completely support 
them. Win or lose, you're there 
for them. If you must, think of 
your employees as your chil-
dren. As a parent, your first pri-
ority is protecting your young. 
Just like children, adults do their 
best when they feel cared for 
and safe. So if you want peak 
performers, create an environ-
ment where everyone feels safe. 
The ideal manager is like the 
coach who stands up for his 
team. The ideal manager who 
creates an atmosphere of trust is 
really creating a space where 
people will exceed expectations. 
3. Observe bow behavior 
changes in the workplace with 
the implementation of this 
concept 
One glimpse of trust starts a 
wellspring of performance and 
confidence. Think about it ... if 
your supervisor said to you, 
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"That's a great idea. Take this 
project on. You have my com-
plete support," how would you 
feel? You'd probably feel a sense 
of shock, and then a sense of 
eager anticipation. You'd be 
excited and quick to tell others 
on your team what just hap-
pened. Then your co-workers 
would think, "Wow. I have an 
idea, too. I want to talk to the 
boss about it." So one simple 
gesture of trust can create a 
sense of energy and enthusiasm 
m the workplace, which is really 
what everyone wants. The more 
management communicates 
with their staff that they're creat-
ing an environment of trust, the 
more ideas and innovation that 
people will bring to the table. 
Tbe Keys to Performance 
and Success 
Trust and loyalty are what 
distinguishes a team from a 
group. They're what make rela-
tionships irreplaceable and irre-
sistible, and people invaluable. 
When you fight for another per-
son and transcend your self-
interest, you change the world. 
Trust comes when people 
know they can count on 
you ... that you're there for them 
no matter what. When people 
protect each other. trust is 
inevitable. It's that simple. 
When you commit to protecting 
others. you can expect an 
extraordinary commitment in 
return. 
Trust sets people on fire. 
When you defend another, you 
find courage that you didn't 
know you had. Fighting for 
someone else and doing more 
for others than you do for your-
self brings out the best in your-
self. And that's where you find 
the win. It's called the magic of 
teamwork. 
For more information. visit 
www. Zft4.com or e-mail Mark 
Eaton at info@7ft4.com. 
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acll~n: Wa~>.on Land Compan)' \\as represented b)' Tom Taylor. Steve 
Belllttt and Josh Ha)es of Colliers Internationai... ........ Principals of 
Lehrer+ Gangi Design + Build. a \enture of Lehrer Architects and 
Gangi Architects. the architecture and planning division of Burbank-
based Gangi De~elopment. were presented one of stx Honor Awards 
during recent ceremonies ( ov. 7) at the U.S. Green Building 
Councli-LA "Green Gala .. at the Wallis Annenberg - California 
Sctence Center in Los Angeles. Only LEED projeCts were ehgtble for 
the award, \\ hich was pan of Architectural Foundation~ of Los 
Angeles' (AFLA) "Design/Green .. competition. AFLA. an enllty of 
AlA Los Angeles Chapter. is dedicated to bringing a""areness about 
the .value of architecture and related arts to the general pubhc and 
destgn professionals. The award recognizes the Water + Life 
Museums in Hemet. which comprise Metropolitan Water District's 
Center for Water Education and The Western Center for Archeology 
and Paleontology. Earlier the project recetved a Platinum LEED rat-
ing. the highest bestowed by USGBC. 
This column provides a review of the latest commercial real estate 
activity throughow the Inland Empire. It is produced in a joint media 
effort hetween the Inland Empire Business Journal and Renrv.com. a 
~eading Internet real estate news site which lw.\ heen co1•ering the 
uulustn· in California for nine year.\. For more commercial real 
e.\! ate information from around California, go to www.rentv.com. 
Growing in a ... 
continued from page 18 
want to "be sold" unless they have 
already decided to buy. 
7. Be sure to be creative in constructing the offer, as well as to 
provide incentives to "act now." Most do-it-yourself ads and direct 
mail are passive and do not provide a strong enough incentive to act. 
8. Do not forget to tune your people in to the need to collect 
information from customers. If you have e-mail addresses. use an 
opt-out program to send worthwhile communications about what 
interests your customers. Good Internet Web designers can help you 
with these tools. but you may need marketers to help craft the mes-
sage. 
9. Re-double efforts to target the right customers. Make your 
budget work hard by eliminating prospects who do not share )OUr 
customer profile. Use mailing lists that carefully target your market. 
In down times. eliminate media whose scope is not narrow enough. 
For example, do not use media advertising that broadcasts to a broad 
demographic group. when your market is smaller. 
10. Understand every demographic reach of each media that 
you use. For instance. younger customers rarely read newspapers 
today. but mostly obtain their news from TV and the Internet. If your 
business is limited to a small area. use specific local media in favor of 
broader regional advertising. If you are a business-to-business firm. 
do not use general publication. but instead usc industry-specific hubs. 
to better focus your advertising dollars. 
Ron Burgess i.1· a marketing management consultant and principal 
of Burgess Management Consulting. located in RedlandJ, California. 
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Economic Forca ... k\el or 2·<N until 20II at \\hich 
time \\ e expcct it to be grm\ 1 
wntimu:d from pat:<'-~ I faster than L. ~ . person,tl mcome ng 
This s(O\\ tng 111 the gro\\ th rate of personal mcome portends 
problems m state gm emment fmance unttl the 20 I 0/20 II Iiscal year. 
Taxable sales \\ill dedmc this year and not recover until 201 o tlue to 
wea~ness in the demantl for consumer durables in 2008 and 2009 and 
the more general fall off in rctatl purchases. The potential for declin-
ing prices of consumer goods has not been factored mto the forecast 
but could. if n were to occur. further exacerbate retatl sales tax rev-
enue. The combmatlon of tleclming income at the upper-tier of the 
income di~tribution adversely affecting income tax revenue and 
declining consumption adversely affecting sales tax revenue implies 
dechning government employment through the balance of the fore-
cast. 
Finally. unemployment is going to continue to be ugly. We expect 
it to grow to a high of 8.71k- next year and to remam at that level the 
following year. The stalled California economy is simply not pro-
ducing the jobs required for the new entrants to the labor force over 
the next couple of years to prevent these elevated levels of unem-
ployment to persist once the job layoffs cease. 
The upside risk to the forecast is dependent upon the consumer. 
If the consumer in the U.S. m general and California in particular. 
takes a cue from Black Friday and decides to go on a spending spree 
for the holidays. this could be a very short downturn. So we have 
adopted a middle position in our forecast. the consumer takes longer 
to come back, and credit market conditions do not get much worse 
than the past three months. 
There are. finally. key political assumptions in our forecast. We 
now have a new president-elect. He has moved rapidly to appoint a 
new economic team and promises to implement solid policies to tum 
the U.S. economy around. While these always take time to move into 
place. the reduction in uncertainty about the future course of the 
economy is a necessary condition for consumptton to begm growing 
again. The perception that the "sky will not fall. Chicken Little." is 
enough for this to happen rapidly. 
Our California forecast is predicated on consumer uncertainty 
being reduced by the 2nd quarter of 2009 through observation of the 
~ourse of the economy and increased confidence in govemment pol-
Icy. Secondly. Sacramento continues to face revenue shortfall prob-
lems. The governor has proposed a sales tax increase of I .5~ to be 
in effect for three years. When taxes go up they have a negative effect 
on consumption. This increase will dampen expenditures on restau-
rant and tavern purchases by about 3% and all other purchases aside 
from gasoline by about 1.5~. The current forecast does not assume a 
tax increase. Were one to be approved. retail and leisure and hospi-
tality employment would be weaker than forecast for 2009 and 2010. 
Murrieta ... 
continued from page 2 
community through the relation-
ships developed and maintained 
with our school district, our 
social service agencies. our busi-
ness community, our residents 
and all our local government and 
community services:· 
City Manager Rick Dudley 
credits the report's findings to 
the City Council's strong support 
of public safety and to the fami-
ly-oriented nature of Murrieta. 
"Public safety ts always a 
concern of ours and we take it 
very seriously," Dudley said. 
"There is an increase in your 
quality of life when you feel safe 
in your community ... 
Although Murrieta was rated 
by CQ Press as the safest city in 
Riverside. San Diego and 
Imperial counties. Chief Wright 
won't rest until the city is the 
safest in the nation. 
''We are happy with our suc-
cess:· Chief Wright said. "But 
we are never satisfied by it." 
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RESTAURANT REVIEW 
~~~-~r!-flr-:- . In I 983. Rtd: 
DtRtenzo. the founder of 
About an hour south of San 
Diego. CA. along the Baja 
Coast. hes what was once a 
small fishmg village called 
Puerto Nuevo. For many years, 
tourists flocked to the local fish-
ermen's houses to feast on local 
pacific lobsters. These lobsters. 
split open and flash fried. were 
presented on btg platters and 
served wllh ptping hot flour tor-
tillas. deltcious ranchero beans. 
:\1e\ican rice and local red hot 
chili sauce. Guests would pte~ 
the meat from the shells and 
wrap II in the tortill,ts along with 
Roc~m· Baja Lobster. 
' introduced these lobster 
dinners to legions of fans 
m San Otego. He con-
verted the h1stoncal Old Bonita. 
Store tn Bonita. Cahfornia. to a 
Puerto Nuevo style lobster 
house. In 1992. he opened a ~ec­
ond locallon on the harbor 111 
ll 
New York Grill'" 
950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario 
Mon I Thur u:3o a.m.-9:30p.m. 
Fri II:Jo a.m. - xo:3o p.m. • Sat 4:30p.m. - 10:30 p.m. 
Sun 4:00p.m. -9:30p.m. • Reservations Recommended 
It's New York without the attitude! Thts award-winning 
restaurant is where famous fare is finely defined. Our menu 
features pnme steaks, Australian lobster tail, garlic roasted 
chicken, rack of lamb, prime rib and fresh seafood 
specialties. Jom us for jazz in our Manhattan Room where 
acclaimed artists have made us the Inland Empire's most 
intimate Jazz experience! We take care of every detail wtth 
innovative menu items, specialty dishes, dramatic desserts, 
outstandmg wine selection and entertainment to comple-
ment your dining experience - and discover our magnifi· 
cent banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event. 
Oceanside. It was,-----------------~ 
here that he creat-
ed ht\ no\\ famow, 
Baja Bucket>.®. 
~ot 'auslicd wnh 
just lobster pre-
pared Baja style. 
he expenmented 
tlomg every type 
of shellfish the 
same way. The 
buckets now come 
\\ ith choices rang-
ing from sltpper 
lobster tail. 
shrimp. and snow 
crab to Alaskan 
collfinued on page 36 
BAJAIU(IE15~ 
Rockln' Baja~ features Baja style seafood siMilar to the ftslllng 
villages of Puerto Mono, Mexico. Dellcloasly flasl1 tried in tile 
shell, seasoned wltll our blend of Mexican spices aood broagllt to 
your table In our nmtc Baja Buckets. • 
Add Bott""*" c.teur SMMIBowl • 3 f-oM I :0 • 5 ..,._ ~ 
.... u.'s .. cllll 11ooq•ncn 
~-""'OIIR>IQ<Ii'O __ _ 
IIIja~~ 21 ""' ...... 
Atlolooil ..... al-tmwaobnl--
s.t I Tllf IMbt 22 ""'.,....,., 
Theboo!crlnll -.--·-•--n~"""' lleclly'alrllllll ............. Z5po<-_"""_,.... ___ ..., _____ ... Trt 
Bap Sllrt.p I Sfl"*l.ebster c..bo lllldlet 2& ""''*"'" 
~- ..... -
&-.Wabo&nlllllldlet 
·--- Zlpo<pnon 
·-··hot-.""'""""" Ab .. , pourllhdswedcrab. 
MKho Meat Lover's Backet 28""',...... 
Sorfloc>tofl!lehoony--llllOit>l --'>151>1-and9'1!4-
.... la del Mar Bucket 34,....,...... 
sr--•""'-l!ojo- """"'""'''tnl>lorjSandsnowc;ql)legs 
Alf o1 our ramo.. bul~c:-:0 ~~to tour people. 
GoLDEI SoMBRERO 
Our Most Incredible Bucket of All! 
Includes All Df the Follow!,.! 
• B ez. Certified AJ1111$ Flat Inn St.-
• A Yi Doz. Gr-*llaja Style .... 
• A 1·Y• til. s-181 l.oblta' 
• A Grilled......_ Clllcbii!INalt 
• 1 Ill. Df Swllet Lllsc'- Kl .. en. .... 
• Grilled Coni on tile Colt 
s.n.d,., Twa ..... 69 
INLAND EMPIRE'S BEST NEW 
RESTAURANTS OF 2008 
Ra Sushi-Chino Hills, Das Lagos · Taps-Dos Lagos 
East 180° Chinese · Rockin' Baja Lobster-Montclair 
Saffron at Riverside Art Museum 
Okura in La Quinta and Palm Springs 
New York Grill. · ~oubleTree. Sunday Brunch • Biagio 
on Mountam m Montclair • Manhattan in the 
ert. Palm 
on Hwy 111 
Simple Simon's. 
· verside • Mirage 
Eastern on 
in Pomona· 
Winery-
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Palm Desert Chamber of Commerce 
Grand Opening Mixer 
Meet and mingle with PDCC and the local business community. 
The Palm Desert Chamber of Commerce welcomes you to the Grand 
Opening Mixer Event on Wednesda), Jan. 21 from 5:00 to 7:30p.m. 
in the ew Chamber Offices. The Henderson Community Center. 
LEED Registered: 72559 Highway 111. Thts m1xer ts onl) $5 for 
=----_,..,.._.,., members and $15 for 
non-members. Bring 
enough business 
cards for another 
great turnout. Start 
2009 off right. at the 
Palm Desert 
Chamber wtth great 
members and mem-
bers of the communi-
ty. Qu1te an event is 
in store, the Palm 
Desert Chamber Board Members are all bringing their favorite wines 
to share with you at the No Host Bar. For information call the Palm 
Desert Chamber of 
Commerce at 346-
6111 or visit 
www.pdccorg. 
Generously spon-
sored in part by 
Clas\ic Party Rentals 
EnjO) a "Taste of 
Palm Desert" with 
Champagne upon 
arrival courtes) of 
Corktree Restaurant 
and as we experience flavors from the following restaurants at this 
event: Pat & Oscars, Port of Subs. Cuistot Restaurant, Ruths Chris 
Steakhouse, Fantasy Springs Resort, Desert Willow Resert, Murphs 
Gaslight, Corktree Restaurant, Casuelas Cafe, Cucina Pasta, Tommy 
Bahamas, Papa Dans Pizza and Pasta, and ZPizza. and more. 
Roc kin' Baja ... 
continued from page 35 
King Crab, all prepared Baja 
style. Buckets come with other 
taste-tempting ingredients such 
as grilled marinated carne asada 
and chicken to crispy tacos. The 
Original Baja Bucket® comes 
overflowing to your table with 
Baja style slipper lobster tails 
and shrimp along with grilled 
carne asada and chicken. And all 
the buckets are available in sizes 
for I. 2, 3 or 4 guests! 
What truly adds to the sunny 
coastal paradise of these restau-
rants, besides the beach murals 
and funky artwork and signage, 
are two very important ingredi-
ents: the unlimited all-you-can-
eat chip and salsa bar, warm 
flour tortillas and platters of 
Mexican rice and beans-and 
the endless smiles and hospitali-
ty of the staff. They pride them-
selves on offering their guests a 
fun, rock in' good time; truly 
delicious and unique food offer-
ings; and icy cold beer by the 
bucket, if you wish, and a varied 
selection of the best tasting mar-
garitas anywhere. 
So come on in, sit down, get 
in the mood. lick your fingers 
after each bite and quench your 
thirst any way you please. It's 
Rockin' Baja! 
Roc kin' Baja is located at 
9335 Monte Vista Ave.. in 
Montclair. For more information 
call 909-621-7788. 
January 2009 
Taxes are ... Transit: $312 mtllion over two years. Cuts of $156 million in each 
continued from page 24 of the next two years. 
Judiciary: $35 mtllion in cuts 
Local public safety programs: $250 million in the current year 
and $500 million m 2009-10 The cuts come by eliminating funding 
for local law enforcement programs, though some of the funding 
(roughly $500 million over the two years) would be restored through 
a new $12 fee on car reg1strauon. 
Williamson Act: $35 million cut. Would eliminate state funds that 
currently go to counties for this program to preserve agricultural 
lands. 
The Republicans and the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association 
immediately called on the Governor to veto the bills while vowmg to 
immediately challenge them m court as unconslttultonal because they 
were passed without a two-thtrds majority vote. 
The bill also recommends $375 million in wage cuts. to be deter-
mined m negotiations between unions and management. Nothing 
mandates the unions accept any wage cuts. but they must go through 
the mot1ons of negotiating. 
GOVERNOR PROMISES VETO 
Governor Schwarzenegger declared he would veto the budget bilb 
sent to him by the legislature because they fail to provide real solu-
tions for California's budget crisis and also fail to provide economtc 
stimulus and mortgage relief for California. 
He argues that on ov. 6, he presented a budget proposal to the 
legislature that would address all his issues. Democrats believe 1f they 
add his proposals to their budget proposaL he will sttll agree to these 
tax increases. They pragmatically believe the courts w1ll not enjoin 
them. and they can begin collecting Immediately. They believe even 1f 
they Jose the court case. a year or more in the future most people will 
not demand refunds or be able to prove they qualify for them. 
The budget btll facmg veto was passed three days after the 
Republicans on Dec. 15 finally put a no-new-taxes proposal on the 
table that called for cutting deeply into schools and soc1al serv1ce pro-
grams. Neither Democrats nor Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger 
embraced the $22 billion plan, which included $6 billion raised by 
raiding voter-approved preschool and mental health funds. In fact, 
Democratic legislative leaders made pretty clear the proposal was 
DO A. 
On Tuesday, Dec. 16 Assembly Democrats and Republicans spltt 
along party Jines in rejecting a Democratic plan to end the standoff. 
The roughly $19 billion package of companion bills included one for 
$11.3 billion in tax hikes, the other for $7 billion in spendmg cuts. 
On Wednesday, Dec. 17 as expected, state officials cut off funds 
for thousands of public work projects statewide, including roads. lev-
ees, schools and prisons. State Treasurer Bill Lockyer called the action 
regrettable but necessary to preserve cash as the state general fund 
tumbles toward insolvency. 
On Dec. 19, after the Democrats passed the budget facing veto 
they left for the rest of the year. Governor Arnold again called anoth-
er special legislative session urging them to remain in Sacramento and 
negotiate. But he also left Sacramento, at first speaking at various 
events throughout the state. And finally on Dec. 22, he and his family 
left Sacramento for Idaho and a family holiday. He inSISted he could 
continue negotiations by video conference. 
On Friday, Dec. 26 the clock tracking the growing deficit was 
expected to pass $7 billion and the state is still expected to run out of 
money in late February or very early March. 
Januar) 2009 
Phone: (909) 483-4700 
Fax: (909) 483-4705 
Mailing Address 
P.O. Box 1979 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729 
Business Address 
2910 E. In land Empire Blvd., Ste. 107 
Ontario, CA 91764 
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Subscribe to the Inland 
Empire Business Journal 
today for only $48 and 
receive a complimentary 
2009 Book of Lists. The 
Business Journal keeps 
you up to the minute 
with movers and shakers 
in the Inland Empire -
with the stories, events 
and issues molding our 
community. 
---- - ------------ - - - --- --- ~ •e~", g•j• I want to subscnbe to the Inland Emp.re Busmess journal 
0 One year $24 annual subscnpoon 0 Two Year $48 - Includes 2009 
0 My check 1s enclosed Book of Lists (A $30Value) 
0 Charge to my cred1t card 0 Master Card 0 V1sa 
Exp. Date --------------------
Credit Card No. ------------------
Signature --------------------
Com~ny --------------------
Name ---------------------
Add~ss --------------- --------
City/State --------------------
LP -------------------------------------
Phone# ----- --- -----------------------
-------------------------------
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MANAGER"S BOOKSHELF 
- -- ----- ---- ---- ----- --
"The New Manager's Tool Kit: 
21 Things You Need to Know to Hit 
the Ground Running," 
by Don & Sheryl Grimme; AMACOM; New York, 
New York; 2009; 256 pages; $16.95. 
Despite the title, there's a lot 
of good information in the book 
that's also appropriate to experi-
enced people who are higher on 
the organization chart than 
recently arrived managers. As 
co-authors Don and Sheryl 
Grimme note. the book was 
designed to be "both a how-to 
and why-to" project. The 
authors· expectation is that first-
lime managers will be best 
served reading in a very linear 
fashion from cover to cover. It's 
also their belief that more expe-
rienced members of manage-
ment will focus on areas of 
immediate concern first, then 
prioritize any remaining issues. 
The 21 tools in the manag-
er's tool kit "address principles 
and techniques, skills to imple-
ment those techniques. skills for 
personal and interpersonal 
effectiveness, and barriers to an 
effective workplace." These 
tools were derived from the 
training programs developed by 
the authors for clients among 
business and government organ-
izations. 
The authors base their need 
for the book on the frequent dis-
connects between manager 
opinion and employee fact. 
They note that for some 60 
years, managers have always 
rated good wages and job secu-
rity are the top things that 
employees want from their jobs. 
Oddly enough, most studies 
indicate that employees rank 
these below appreciation for 
work done, good working con-
ditions, and interesting work. 
That's what the authors mean by 
the difference between opinion 
and fact. 
The tools, themselves, are 
divided among six categories: 
Leading People, Diversity,• 
Leader Effectiveness, 
Optimizing Contributions, 
Personal and Interpersonal 
Effectiveness, and Eliminating 
Conflict. 
Contained within each cate-
gory are several tools. For 
example, under the category 
"Leading People," are three 
tools: "Tum on Talent. .. and 
Tum off Turnover": "Unleash 
Their Productivity": and 
"Balance Their Work and Life." 
Within each tool are suggestions 
or "tips" and a "secret" The tips 
elaborate on "secret," which is 
usually a simple. fairly obvious 
reminder of what makes people 
tick. 
All of which is good advice 
for managers, or at least was 
good advice until August 2008. 
It will probably take until 20 I 0 
for the well researched informa-
tion that is the foundation for the 
tips, secrets, and suggestions to 
be valid once again. For exam-
ple, we have to go back to 1932 
when so many businesses laid 
off large numbers of people and 
closed their doors to look at 
information that was then cur-
rent. In that year deflation, not 
inflation, had become a fact. 
People would do whatever the 
boss wanted, if it meant a pay-
check at the end of the week. 
Employee turnover had ceased 
to be an issue until 1941. In far 
too many cases management 
enforced employee policy and 
procedures handbooks could be 
summarized in five words: "My 
way or the highway." 
Fortunately, there are too 
many federal and state equal 
opportunity laws on the books 
these days for us ever to sink 
back into the worst excesses of 
employment practices that exist-
ed during The Great Depression. 
That's especially the case while 
the enforcement of those laws 
are under the eyes of a new fed-
eral administration that will 
likely reinstate more than a few 
elements of the Roosevelt anti-
depression laws. 
Ironically. some of the 
Congressional Statutes might 
themselves be a cause for 
turnover among managers. In 
the 1930s, managers who were 
capable turning a private com-
pany around came to the atten-
tion of federal agencies on the 
lookout for the best and bright-
est. They offered immediate job 
security and always dangled the 
carrot of a nationwide reputa-
tion. Th1s often meant semor 
positions in g1ant corporations 
after the Depression. 
If we re-run the experience 
of 1932. one of the private sec-
tor's greatest challenges will 
again be the loss of experienced 
people to the government. That 
might be a dam good reason to 
get the book and see how it 
applies to your own situation. 
either as a manager in the pri-
vate sector or for a government 
agency. 
-- Henry Holtzman 
Bestselling Business Books 
Here are the current top 10 bestselling books for business. The 
list is compiled based on information received from retail book-
stores throughout the U.S.A. 
I. "The Snowball: Warren Buffett and the Business of Life," by 
Alice Schroeder (Bantam Books ... $35.00) (I)' 
Why there has always been far more to Buffet than meets the eye. 
2. "Debt Cures 'They' Don't Want You to Know About," by 
Kevin Trudeau (Equity Press ... $25.95) (2) 
What banks and credit card companies prefer you not to know. 
3. ''The Post-American World" by Farced Zakana (WW Norton 
& Co ... $25.95) (3) 
Why the 21st Century will not be "the American Century." 
4. "Hot, Flat, and Crowded: Why We Need a Green Revolution 
- and How It Can Renew America," by Thomas L. Friedman 
(Farrar. Straus and Giroux ... $27.95) (5) 
Why and how "green alternatives" can save the planet and the 
USA. 
5. "Bad Money, Reckless Finance, Failed Politics, and the 
Global Crisis of American Capitalism," by Kevin Phillips 
(Penguin Group ... $25.95) (6) 
How the global economy dropped into an intensive care situation. 
6. "The Ascent of Money: The Financial History of the World," 
by Neil Ferguson (Penguin Group ... $29.95) (**) 
Why money can make the world go around or brake it to a halt. 
7. ''Outliers: The Story of Success," by Malcolm Gladwell 
(Little.Brown & Co ... $27.99) (**) 
Why the cause of success can be linked to where you were born. 
8. ''Call Me Ted,'' by Ted Turner (Grand Central 
Publishing ... $30.00) (**) 
How a highly complex visionary became both complex and vision-
ary. 
9. ''The Return of Depression Economics and the Crisis of 
2008," by Paul Krugman (W.W. Norton & Co ... $24.95 (8) 
Why 2009 is beginning to look a lot like 1933. 
10. ''Go Put Your Strengths to Work: Six Powerful Steps to 
Achieve Outstanding Performance," by Marcus Buckingham 
(The Free Press ... $30.00) (4) 
How to identify and use your unique strengths at work. 
(I)*-- Indicates a book's previous position on the list. 
•• --Indicates a book's first appearance on the list. 
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Healdsburg ... 
cominued from page 44 
abound. Food IS down-to-earth 
good and 1s brought as ordered 
at a fa1r price. In addition. the) 
cater parties and weddmgs 
Bear Republic Brev\ ing 
Company can be reached at 345 
Healdsburg Avenue 111 
Healdsburg. Yisll www.hear: 
republic.com for menus and 
pnces. 
Top the ev emng off\\ llh the 
most scrumptious pastnes at 
CasteaU\ 's f<rench Bakel) Th1s 
bakery has a long history and 
goes back to 1923 when 1t w,Js 
called the french American 
Baker). and Jfter hemg sold. 11 
v\as expanded and renO\ated 
and al\\ a) s produced top quality 
breads and pastnes. This bakery 
still holds its supreme standard 
in the field and has branched out 
to in-demand weddmg cakes 
and catenng. The) serve a glon-
ous breakfast and delectable 
sandwiches. T!) any of the areas 
mentioned and enjoy. They also 
host rehearsal dinners and wed-
ding brunches. 
Casteaux French BakC!)' in 
Healdsburg is at 417 Healdsburg 
Avenue. 
For tons of history and mfor-
mat ion 
www.costeaux.com. 
A substitute for Prozac. 
VISit 
To say this area 1s idyll1c and 
completely relaxing is an 
absolute understatement. Here 
is a place to unwind. forget the 
pressures and just let go. 
Doctors should prescribe ti11S 
area as a substitute for Prozac. 
It would save the health care 
companies a bundle with the 
complete rejuvenation of the 
body and soul the Healdsburg 
area affords after a few days. 
Go take a massage, drink great 
wine. cat great food, soak in a 
hot tub. do nothing. It\ not so 
much what you do, it's the quiet 
magic of this place that makes 
the difference. 
A Great Combination 
If you arc going to motor or 
fly into San Francisco. here is a 
Increase Your ... 
conttnued from page 8 
other subcontractors via hand-
held dcv ices in real-time. That 
docs not mean that all of 
Amherwootl's husme-,s process-
es and partners are operating in 
real time: 11 means they picked a 
profitable place to start and will 
build off that success. 
The Real-Time AdYantage 
There 1s a clear compctillv e 
advantage to hav mg h1gh value. 
market-based infonnation avail-
able ..tlmost instantly to the right 
people, both inside and outside 
of your company. and using that 
information to make qu1cker. 
more mfonned deci'>IOns. 
Real-time husincs .. b about 
lcveragmg all of your relation-
ships through optimi.-ed busi-
ness processes that can take 
advantage of nearly Instanta-
neous communications across 
all the componenh of a true col-
lahorauvc netvv ork. 
Delivering up-to-the-minute 
data with proper context makes 
all the difference between mfor-
mation and actionable knowl-
edge. 
The real-time trend 1s vel) 
real and its Impact will be felt by 
every industry, whether they 
choose to buy into the concept 
or not. ln today\ hypcrcompcti-
tivc marketplace. there is a great 
advantage to extending your 
business processes via the 
Internet to your customers. part-
ners, suppliers, and employees 
in real time. Those who take 
advantage of this trend will 
emerge as the market leaders 
and will watch the1r profits and 
productivit) dramatically 
mcrease. 
For more information, 
please vi.1it: IIWILhurrul.com. 
great vacation 1dea. Combine 
Montere). San Francisco and 
Healdsburg as an unforgettable 
quest for something different. 
delightful and relaxing. Be sure 
to allow enough time at each 
place to he able to enjoy and not 
rush. 
Driving is a straight shot 
Build Team ... 
continued from page J() 
dated lab results on your cflec-
llvcness in management. The 
pushhack man) leaders will 
voice is "employees won't be 
honest because they fear retribu-
tion." 
While some of tlw, may he 
true, 11 depends on how themes-
sage 1s delivered. f<or example. 
1f I say. "John. g.1ve me honest 
feedback on what I should do 
better." and deliver this with an 
aggressive tone. silting tvvo 
mches from him while staring at 
hun like psychopath. I'm 
unlili.el) to get helpful feedback. 
If I speak vv ith a friend!) 
tone and sa). "John. I v\as hop-
mg you could provide me some 
feedback on hov~ I can he a 
more effective team leader. 
However. let me first say that 
the only negative that could 
come out of th1s is that I don't 
improve because ) ou vv ercn't 
honest vv ith me. I'd reall) appre-
Ciate your suggestions." 
Wouldn't th1s situation be more 
conducive to open honestt1 
The great leaders check their 
ego and apply this practice a few 
times a year because they know 
that feedback is a gift. 
Individual meetings are a 
phenomenal opportunity. Even 
if they have to occasionally be 
done by phone. make time for 
the one on one. wh1ch can build 
your team in expedient fashion. 
The outcomes can show up in 
the areas of stronger talent man-
agement. crisp communication. 
confidence, loyalty, and inspired 
pcrfonnance. 
For additional information. 
1·i.1it IIW\I'.joetakwh.com or call: 
8HH-f.J I H-3999. 
north and daily nights arc avail-
able. 
If you enjoy train rides. )OU 
can also get there from Los 
Angeles by AMTRAK via Santa 
Rosa. 
Camille Bound1 i.1 th(• Trm'el 
Editor for the m!ltem Di1·i.1ion 
of Sunnse Publications and The 
Inland Empire Business Joumal. 
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Public Buy-In ... 
colllinued }rom page 15 
h1gh quality public option to the 
private market, no matter what 
the level of subsidy. Allov~ing 
employer groups to join the pub-
he purchasing pool mer lime 
would further maximize cost 
savmgs. 
For more mjormattrm. \'t.lit 
111 on the 11-e/1 at H'II'II'.COil\IIJ/l£'r-
ll'lllclulm: .on:. 
Victorville ... 
cominued from pww 3/ 
Center located at 15490 Civ·ic 
Drive, Su1tc 102. VIctorville. 
CA 92192. There is also a 
\\ehslle w llh bus me" resource' 
available at 
http://ww v~. icsbdc .org. 
If you are a small business 
owner. or would like to be. you 
can be one of the ind1v iduals 
rcceiv ing an mformat1on boost. 
Higher Taxes ... 
continued from pav,e 6 
nomic downtum. In the mid-
nineties when California faced a 
budget deficit and a cooling econ-
omy. state leaders decided to raise 
taxes. Revenues consistently 
failed to meet the rosy projections. 
In hmdsight. their actions pro-
longed economic hardsh1p with-
out solving the fiscal problem of 
overspending. Based on that 
experience. now would he the 
worst time to consider burdening 
Californians <md hindering our 
economy with higher taxes. 
Sacramento should not repeat the 
failed policies of the past. 
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BIG BEAR LAKE CA 'Ill!< 
SCltl''ED KSLCKU_<; 
tABRICATIO'Ii 
996< DATE Sl 
FON'fA"A. CA '12.l35 
SILVER VALLEYSLN 
CLUB 
48382 SILVER VALLEY RD. 
NEWBERRY SPRI"GS CA 
92365 
TO.\W t.lt<:fRIC 
15217 C \R\IU II\ \\I 
CIII'O IIIli S, C \ '11711'1 
1 Hl . \I.Pl "IIOR" "!\IS 
2Vi70 K' \PI'S Cl !OI-l 
CRFSTI.IW. C \92125 
TOPS " R"lS 
491 \\ IWROSI \\ l 
COLTO'. C \ '121'4 
l "Ql t' II ll DI"G 
Sl PPI\ & (. \St:S 
22l'l'l PO\\ II \T\'< RD 
-\PPLE \AI LF). C \ 92107 
\t:O.DI'G t "no 
10015 1'-\LO \1 TO ST 
R-\,CHO Cl< \\Hl,G-\. 
CA91710 
II OODGl \Ril 
!l7SE R·\SEI!"'I. 
SAN BER'- \RDI'O. C-\ 
'12410 
\lC\IP\ C \R IHSH 
"14712) UC \II'\ Ill\ D 
HC\IP\.CA'I2199 
\ \ '0 \1 PROH SSIO' \1 
St.R\IOS 
1452 ' SA' DIFGO PI 
0'- !ARlO. C \ 9!71>1 
\ 0\YTO Rt\lt'\18t:R 
s735 PI" CRI ST I'L 
R-\SCHO Cl CA\IO'G \ 
CA917:10 
.\\ 0\NHfiCS 
o7<. BERCH CT 
S -\' BER'- o\RDI"'O. C \ 
9~410 
\BOH \1.1 '\\US 
CO...,STRl ("flO" 
st.R\ ICES I'C. 
!648 \\ PfRSI\1\10 ST 
RIAl TO. C. A 92377 
\f RO-HC \IR Dl cr 
Clt\,I'iG 
474 GRA-.DVIEW RD. 
T\\1' PE \KS. C·\ '12\91 
\1.1 I' O,t. \IOBII.t 
q _R\10 
1<150 ROSL\I"RY DR 
FO"TA'-' CA92!3' 
.\\U:RICA' Jll)(;F:\U "1 
Rt:CO\t.R\ 
23(l!M '\IIN"I·IOSK.\ RD. 
APPU. VAl!.!·), C \ '12lOX 
'"DRADt. H'iD"G 
2110 CASA LI'DA 
"HDLI:.'i, Ct\ 92363 
ANGt:S.l.F\\IS & l.t'WIS, 
INC 
!076 CEDAR MOl :-1 f\1" RD 
RIG BEAR CITY, CA '12l14 
ART NATt:RAI.I.Y 
4!003-C \AU EY Of TIW 
FALLS DR 
FOREST FA U.S. C A 92339 
.\\ RF·s Slllt S-0' f\RIO 
194~ HOlT Ill\ l>. 
0'lo\RIO, ( ·\ 'l!'ol 
Bill. lit M\11'\GS 
1'-SPH T IO"S 
4~90 !WO \1111· RD 
T\\ f:O. n "'~I' \I \IS. CA 
92277 
80 ~RD l P &. U t " l P 
120lo \IR 1·\I'RFSS\\ \\ RD 
\DEl \"'TO. C ·\ '12301 
BOB'S COR 'It R 
11'1' [)\\\SO' l'f \K Cf 
RA,UIO Cl C \\10"•A. 
C \ •117W 
C \I.IFOR'I \ \l fO 
SPt.CI \1 1ST 
Ll •' I·\( \Df'-\ 
COL.TO'- C ·\ 9''~4 
CIII"O Cl't \1 \S 
37.'0 GRA'D \\I 
CHISO. C\'ll 'Ill 
Cl \SSIC P\RTS 
CO' 't CliO' 
799' HI \II IX'K \\ f 
HF-Wl·RIA C \ 91l4~ 
COKI'S S \1.0" 
'106-1 Pl·Rll>OI ·\\ E 
HESPERIA. C \ '12'\.14 
C0\1\Il "rn IIOlSI'( ; 
'ilTI~ORK 
1.'942 lOS SFRR-\,OS 
COL' 1R\ Cll 
CHI'O HillS. C \91709 
COWGIRl C .\S JU: 
11974 SIIIR\\Al''< RD 
-\PI'LL \ \ll I· Y. CA '12307 
D " CO P(;S. U C 
1752' El (\I\ l'rt S Sf 
HEWER lA (A Y2."14' 
f D()l(,l \SS 
t ." ff RPRISt S 
112104111 ST 
R "CliO Cl C \"'10'(,.\, 
CAY17l0 
F\S r FRf I>Dit & SO' 
\l"fO Gl \SS 
11031 CE." RAl A\ F 
CHI,O, CA 9171') 
H.R,.\ "DO Dlf N \S 
POOI.St.R\10 
PO~O n '-Til ST 
CIII"'O,C'\91710 
1'1. \'iD t\IPIRt· COR \I. 
f'AR\tt:RS \I \RKH 
!()()226TH ST 
RASCHO Cl C \\IO...C,\, 
CA\11730 
l'il.\'iD WHOI.t~~AU. 
750 E. CI-NTR-\1. AVE. 
SA' RI·R'O ·\RDINO. CA 
9240X 
J.C. & j.A. ESTf:RPRISt~<; 
2628 DAW"VIEI\ DR 
RIALTO. CA 'i23n 
.(II ('YU I·S 
141S'II 001 IIIII Ill\ D 
FO' f" \ l \ < V\ 
jt \I f' It RPRISt 
12.'41 D.\R\\1' \\I 
GR "D II RR \n.CA 
Q;'l" 
J 1\SI\ 
140~0 SA" SI·GL 'DO DR. 
R \'-CliO CL C \ \10:-o;GA 
c \ 9!7\'1 
I \P TH 11'01 OGit ... 
I' C. 
11.142 (.' \JOS ( RHK CT 
RA..,UIO n (' \\10,GA, 
CA 9!7l9 
\1 \JFSTIC' \II S 
"0 SP\ 
11'1>3 HX)flllll Rl VD 
R "( 110 CLC \ \10,GA. 
CA9!730 
\IHUII!'S 
l-1~~ CIRCLI RD 
SA' lll·.R'-1 \RDI'O. CA 
9240< 
VIO,RO\ I~ TIIF \ T Rt:S 
liDS \!\Rill- -\\E 
\IO,RO\ I\ C \ 9!1/lf 
\10" t \1ST \ Fl' .\ 'CI \!. 
49)9 1'\1.0 \'fRDE ST 
\IO'<TCl.AIR. ( \ '11'1\1 
\fORtNA 'S GliSI'E 
14400 ll! \R \ \ll.F\ RD. 
VICTORVILU. (A 9~W2 
\tOSS BROS. CHRYS! f:R 
JHP 0()1)(,!. S.\' 
Bt.R' \Rili'O 
IIIlO SOl TH f ST 
SA' III:R,-\RDI'O. C-\ 
Y240X 
\13 Rf' \IT\ 
II'' DI'\'ORI RD 
l>I'\ClRI· C \ 92407 
Ntl\ HORIJ:O' 
\I\" \Gt \U 'T G ROt: P 
1201o \IR 1·\PRF-~S\\-\Y RU 
\l>H \SIO. ( \ '11101 
"p Rt'<t:Hr Sf R\ let~., 
S4W \\IIIli 0·\K -\VI 
R \SCIIO Cl C ·\\10:-.IGA. 
C\'11730 
P\1 \Tf OF P\R \DIS f. 
!<6JI f\ll.F' OAK l '· 
Clli'O II ILLS. C-\ 'I I 1()9 
Po\P-\'S l.OH \HSIC 
1402 IlL \CK IIAWK C"l 
RED! \NDS. (.A 92\74 
P\RTII \f \RKH 
<101 Rl\ ERS([)! DR 
CIII'O. CA 9!7Hl 
PHt:I. \N CO"TR \CTORS 
57X6 CHI \011 RD. 
rfiH A'- CA '12171 
PI.ATISVt1 PRESSt:Rt: 
WA.Sil 
ll<L \ C·\Sll \ 
T\\ I" PEAKS, ('A 9239! 
Januar) 2009 
'1\IIS\\11·\\SI 
ti'L "D.<" 9nw 
Qllt RO \II C\S.\ 
Pl RO \ \ 
l29!11 <;t \STI RD 
0'- T \RIO t \ 917ol 
R \Ml\ S R \(FRS \"1) 
Rot I H> SIG"iS 
Stt,l.02l) P\L \ISH\\\ 
)l ('(\\\Ill·\,( \C'>X 
Rt J)J \'IUS ('('t'\1 \S 
'\40 '- ll Kl· k. \ S'J 
Rl Dl "DS. C·\ 9~ 
Rf Ill \ "I>S \tiN I \!ART 
1021 Rf·Dl \'>US Ill \'D. 
Rl DL \I'.DS. C-\ 9~.173 '227 
RIO R "( H \1.\RK.l l 15 
7\544 Z<l 1'\1 \ISH\\\ 
291'\l \IS. C \ 9227" 
\1 Sl R\ ICLS 
"hl'l7 110! I l>FR I ' 
l\\1" PI \KS.CA92WI 
1\IP<)RTS 
'1002 S II\ SSOI' DR 
RA 'CliO CL C -\\10,GA. 
( \ ~ "'0 
s_s. BR \J)t"ORO HO\ItS 
4 4 GRA,Dvl[\\ RD. 
I WI' l'l \KS. CA <l2WI 
S"- GORGO'IO 
G\l.UR\ 
4!0!'1 C \AI LEY 01 THE 
I'AllS l>R 
fORI·S I F \L l S C \92119 
S\,llC\'irt.E PI.AL\ 
X'IQ!J Sll RRA \\'F . 
!·ON'! \N ·\. C ·\ '12315 
SED\ 'loO'S II\ \C 
460\\ \101Kl·LI.O C1 
0' 1 \RIO. C \ 9 762 
St R\ PRO 0t 
Rl \110 Rl 00\tJ, (, 1'0' 
2 !9S Rl\l-RS!l>l -\\'1 
RIA! Hl. C \ '1~'7o 
SHOWC \St \lrfO GI. \SS 
14<7 I I'll !I ·\DEI.PIII \ S r 
0" \RIO. ( \ 91'61 
SO-C \I BRF \KtRS CO. 
I ''4 \\ l·ST l.ORRAI'-1 l'l 
Rl \L I 0. ( A 92J7o 
n \\1 't:RJill .\" 
l21XI I (; l AS fl RD. 
Or-..TARIO. C \ '11761 
Jilt GRt \T qF \K & 
P()T\TOF-~ 
14400 Rl \R \ALL D KD 
\ IClOR\'ILl.F, C \92192 
Ttlt. llt.AI."'G Ct:'iTt:R 
1705 I· Wi\SIIISGTON ST 
COLTOr\, C,\ 92324 
Tilt: RHRIGt:R\TION CO. 
7<1\0fl CTRRITO-\\f 
llESI'~RI .... CA '1234) 
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Tllt:Rt'SQ 
7<X SOl Tlli'RI\IROS[' \\I 
RI\LTO C \ 1P17h 
TON\ 'S ST\Rl t R.~ &. 
\LH. R"' \TORS 
124 WEST HXll I !ILL BLVD. 
RIALTO. C ·\ 92176 
TRIPLEO 
10475 PALO AI !0 ST 
RASCIIO Cl C \MO:-.IGA. 
CA 917l0 
\U .. F. E'\Tf.RPRISt~~ 
22971 WAfERS DR. 
CRE.\TI.I'<F CA nl25 
WEE PLAY 
OCCUPATION \L 
THERAPY 
4959 PALO VERDL S! 
MO~TCLAIR. C-\ 9176~ 
\\ORO Of MOFlll 
J.I2X CIRCLF RD. 
SAN BER~ARIJI"O. C'A 
9240~ 
ALFRf D'S G RAPH! X 
6617 RAINIJOI\ PI 
HIGH! ·I'-D. C \ 921-lo 
\ILFOR O'IE 
6766 CARTILIJ\ A\ E. 
\LTA LO~IA. C·\ ~1701 
AQLAPHO"CS l SA 
79S4 Ro\R ill'RR\ W~ 
YlJCCA VALl.!· Y. CA 92284 
B& II \1\'lllfAClLRI'G 
153l' \IA"IL\ ST 
Hl' I" \. ( \'I~ 
B \Ck.OR \t'T n t 'T p 
472 SO,ORA CIRU.f 
RI.DI .-\NDS. (' \ 9~173 
BAllS lOW GLASS &. 
MIRROR 
II II 1\ MAl'< Sl 
BARSTO\\, CA 92111 
CHRO'K T.\COS 
11920 rcxrnm L BLVD 
RA,CHO Cl C AMO,GA. 
CA'11710 
C IN SERVICES 
7667 RROADMOOR PL. 
RANCIIO CUC \1\.10'\GA. 
C\ <l1710 
CRAIHORO 1:\1 \"0 
C0\1PRE:SSOR 
11K~I SA,TA \NAAVF 
FONT·\'\\ CA 92137 
I) & 0 Po\YMENl CF'<'TER 
1221 E 4TH ST 
ONTARIO. C" 9!71>1 
0 CIIRISTio\ '<S TR\DI'G 
16727 RF \R \AU FY RD. 
HF-~PERIA. C A 9214~ 
OR \ GO'i IIOLSF CIU-
'1/ESF RF.ST\l R,\ "' 
624X ·\DOUI RD 
29 PALMS, ( ·\ <l2277 
ER'> G! .OB \I CO. 
'1'1 JfRSF\ Rl \'D 
R\S( 110 CLC\\10:\GA. 
C\'11730 
HIRltCH 
117'/Y JIRSI) Rl.\'l>. 
RANCHO <TCAMOSGA. 
CA 917l0 
H ~1\'A"TIAL 
\10R rG \GE: GROIJP INC. 
9\ '' \RCIIIR \LD AVE 
RA"( HO Cl (' "IOSGA 
CA 91710 
tt:RN .\~I>tJ 1'\t:O\ft: 
I'AX 
115\VI·ST ll Sl 
ON 1·\RIO C.\ 91762 
f.I'·\'\CIAI Fl'TLRl 
I.OOKS BRIGHT 
xxn HIDDE' 1' 
LAKI· \RROI\HEAD. CA 
().2"52 
GABRIEl. 
E'I\IRONMt:NTA!. 
SERVICES 
JDS'I!R(),'ooWOOD DR 
Vl'C AIPA. C A 92.199 
GI. o\SS ~l.l.IA"CE 
llli29 FER' PI'<E Sl 
VIC"IORVII.I F. CA 92192 
GRt F '< \ \U.E\ 
I "-ll~( \PI 
I 40' R.\SU.I'<E WE 
I • l'T-\,A. C \ 9~ll6 
liAR \\fBE \llSIC 
10110 "iARI-\NNE LN 
I liGHt -\ND. CA 92J4h 
t.OOSK~C'Rt:ws on· 
ROAOSUPPL\ 
lOIS4 RIVERVIEI\ Rl> 
\PPI.E V·\LLEY CA '.12l!l8 
l.Ol \ ' 0 SHHT \.lETA I . 
~X29 RIVERSIDE DR 
CHI"iO. CA 91710·6700 
MAGI.UYAN WORLOWIOf 
MARKETI'\G 
lS4 fiARDISG CT 
IIIGIIL "'-D CA 92l40-5374 
\10 , .. t,.RT G ROIJP 
1222l ll!GHLA'<D WE. 
RA,CI!O Cl:C·\MO-.GA. 
CA917W 
MOLr.'TFUJI 
61740(' 291'ALMS HI\Y 
JOSI!l'A rREE, CA 922<2 
Pill\ CIIAU:T 
'~'-q) l'CAIPA BLVD. 
H ( \IPA. C-\ 9D20 
PRHIIF.R PFRFOR\fA,CT 
51}{) 1'-ll>L'STRIAL RD 
SA' llLRNARD ..... O. C \ 
9240X 
l'l,Rill L Pl. \S fl(; CO. 
117'1'1 Jf·.RSE\ Rl Vl> 
RA,CHO CUC o\\10'-GA. 
( \Q!1l0 
Rt ACII o\"D TEACH CPR 
h 1X VA'< "'FSS (") 
t;Pl.AND. CA 917Xo 
Rt:Gt."i'T SCHOOL CAH R· 
I'G lCS 
1001\ 9Til ST 
t:f'LA,D. CA '11786 
Rl~TIC \IOL'\T.\1" LOG 
uo,n:s 
4021X BONITA Lr\ 
RIG REAR LAKF. CA '1!11< 
SAC R\CII\G 
I ' WOODLAW'o ST 
l f'LA'oD. CA 917X6 
SAI.F.S ~ '0 \1ARk.tTI'G 
SOLL"fiO'iS 
SOH 1\ 2(!TH ST 
vi'Lo\ND. CA 91784 
ST\TEWIOE ASSH 
I\1ANAGEMEN'f 
IKI.W HIGHW"'Y 
Af'PLE \ALLEY. CA 92ln7 
T.\C:OS lL Tt:'i.\\fPA 
JQ!< P. \ICTORI\AVF 
SA' BFR"ARD!'IO. CA 
'124US 
•~ . LAo ·:&a· 
fiiiRTU:S TWt"'•'IHOLR 
CI.OTHI'iG 
12167 IRD ST 
H;C \IP.\. CA Y~l'l'l 
TRAVE!.HOST OF SA'\ 
BER'IAROINOIHIGII 
DESERT 
2 l18 "ORTH BAY Rl> 
l \KE ARROWHEAD. CA 
921~2 
l.!'Ot'R YOLR PRICt: 
.\ IJ"TO SALt~<; 
221 '\IOL STAI' ""f 
O'<'TARIO. CA 9176~ 
WESTERN MATf:RJAI-S 
1915 W. liTH ST 
l PLANO. CA 9!7K6 
7-f .. \\. CLt:ANISG 
SER\ICF$ 
''lM' TA ... 1ARI'D AV!: 
f·OI'.TA'<A. CA 'IB36 
22CIIO CE'\'TIJRY Rt:AI.TY 
PROFESSIONALS 
15162 CAMBRIA ST 
FONTANA. CA 9231~ 
.\LL SALES AND BUSINESS 
''~ '- D ST 
0'-TARIO. CA '11764 
SHOE REPAIR 
SPtCIAUST 
4X61 '\.!ILL~ AVE 
O~TARIO, CA '1171>1 
NEw , .. ~ u_ ~IN E ~ s Count o Riverside 
!" '"" • :. ,., ... .,. • ' - ' :\ ~ .. • - - -'to: .... _,_.4..i,:o,.~~ 
SClU\ HOLSt 
6639 SCL 1.1.\ WA\ 
Rl\'l'RSIIlL, Ct\ IJ25m 
R.P. ROAR I>&.(.' \Rf I'C 
66W sn u.\ \\A\ 
Rl\'l'RS!l>l C \ 92:"09 
\-I Rl'\'T\1 . PROPf RH 
Ol'TAII.I'G St R\ICt 
!101M IIERC'LLFS WAY 
\liRA l.OMA. C·\ 917~2 
GRU:. SHHTO'I 
11018 HERCUL.FS WAY 
\11RA LOMA. CA 91752 
SSC RAC"G 
3101 E ALEJO RD 
PALM SPRI"GS. C \ 92262 
KARBZINC. 
JIOI E ALEJO RO. 
PALM SPRINGS. CA 92262 
THE BOOKKEEPING CON· 
TRACTOR 
1701 RIMPAC AVE 
CORONA. CA 92XH I 
SARE, DARCY J.YNN 
:14447 CHERRY Sl 
WILDOMAR. CA 92595 
SARt:, SANDRA LEA 
3215 CHRIS WREN CIRCLE 
CORONA, CA 'llHH I 
Rlo\t.rO l'il>l STRI \I. 
P\RK Ill). 
I}{XI!Sl 1'-l> DR 
RA,CIIO \II RAG! C \ 
">2270 
I. \RR\ Gt:'t' l.f ISKt: 
Gf' PRT'R Ot Rl \HO 
L'OLSTRI \I. P\.RK. IP 
9001SLAND OR 
RA,CHO MIRAGI·. C \ 
92270 
RIAlTO t:CONO\fiC 
DEvt:I.OP\ft:I'I'T 
o\SSOCIAH:S 
9!XIISL -\"D DR. 
RA,CHO MIRAGE. CA 
92270 
I.P PRODl CTIONS 
165 CAMINO NORlT 
PALM SPRINGS, Ct\ 92262 
BO'i'IIE CHRISTINI-: 
WILLIAMS. TRLSTH OF 
THE Wll.l.IAMS FAMILY 
1.1\' "G TRLS-l 
365 CA"'II'-0 -.OR II· 
PALM SPRINGS. CA '12262 
01\.tNI VOLTAGE 
16ll>li.A MONDE ST 
HACIENDA HUGHTS. CA 
9174~ 
OM'il \Ol.TAGE 
1611>1 LA MO.., DE ST 
HACIESDA HEIGHTS. CA 
9!745 
k.l \f'S 
1105 COl" R\ CU B DR 
RIVI-RSIDI C \92506 
lll'TCIU ll ., \II'-~ 
\HRI\' 
110' COl ' ' RY CLUB DR 
Rl\ ERSIDI· ( -\ Q25Cll> 
tlll~TtP Rt GISTRATIO" 
SERVICE 
23121 CO'\ 11:-.iENlAL DR 
CANYON 1--\KI, CA 925X7 
RYAI\,l.ORI Jf' \"i 
21121 CO:>.TI'ENTAI. DR. 
C.\,YO' LAKE CA 925~7 
"'Tt:GRin FIRST 
Rt:Al.TY 
5~K RtMRRAI'.OT DR. 
CORO"'A. CA 92RX2 
n :l.IX PROPERTIF.S 1'\C 
~5X RE'\.1BRANDT DR 
CORO'\A. CA 92XK2 
PRIMt: TIMt 
"'TF.R'iATIO,AL 
86-70~ AVE 
COACHELLA. CA 92216 
SliN ANI> SANDS 
EN'ft:RPRISES l.l.C 
X6-705 AVE 
COACHELLA. CA 92236 
STAGG INOLSTRIES 
28510 MARC A LOPE L'-
MENII·I:I·. CA 92511-1 
Blf Rllt R\tA, , KA\ 
11\RR\R\ 
'XSIO \1 \R( ·\I.OI'F I ' 
\H·,II·lf C'\'IZ~X-1 
SOB!. R C.UR 
1027 H \!HURST \\'f. 
CORO' \.C.\ n~sn 
Sl\l,SO'\. C HRISTOPHER 
\1\'TIIO"Y 
102' l·l.MHl RST \\'[ 
CORONA. CA 92NKO 
llf:GU:R, \lo\R\ 
P\TRICIA 
Hl27 EL.MillJRST AVE. 
COROSA. CA 92KXO 
\tONROt: t'AR\fS 
1441 MO:\ROE ST 
RIVF'RSIDI:. CA 92504 
MIU:R, COLLEEN 
Dt:\\AI"E 
I.W I \IO,ROE ST 
RI\TRSIDE. CA 92504 
MILU:R, THOMAS Mf:\\ 
1441 MONROE ST 
RIVERSIDE. CA 92504 
Kt:N'S SPORTHING 
GOODS 
2610 IIAMNER AVE 
'\ORCO. C'A 92860 
BRtTCII, USDA 
1o~X VISE A\'ENLE 
SORCO, CA 92XIl0 
BRt.ISCil, KE'i'<f.TH 
R\1 Pll 
\t>'iH \'IN£- A\ F 
:'o<ORCO. ( \ 'l~Sh() 
l &. l RS Cl~'T0\1 
F\IBROLDt:R\ 
2610 II \\1SER \\F 
'-ORCO. CA 92'60 
RRETCH. l.l'iO,\ 
1o~X Vl'<E AVE 
'\ORCO. Ct\ 92Xh0 
·"-'TE!.OPE 
t:QUIP~1EN'T ..... C 
1701 RI\1PAU A\E 
CORO,A, CA 92~S I 
A'\'Tf:I.OPE EQUIPMt: ;'f 
l!loC' 
1701 RIM PAC AVE. 
CORONA. CA 92KK I 
S!IHRTBOX OF 
SOLTH£R' C.\Lif'ORSIA 
-411 PAL\IYR!TA A\ E 
Rl\ FRS IDE. C A '12501 
CITRt:S EMPIRE 
POSITRON EMISSION 
TOMOGRAPHY MOBI!.f: 
SER\'ICES 
11420 E'TON U< 
RIVERSIDE. Ct\ 92507 
A ''TIQLITF.S ET 
\flot:CINE, INC. 
11420 ETON LN 
Rl\ ERSIDE. C'A 92<07 
\S Pf.ll'iONALAS IT Gt:TS 
2Y-'' ~ \ lA ESPADA 
\tvRRIETA. CA '1256.1 
HR'iANDEZ. MARIO 
25l7l SAGE ST. 
CORONA. C'A '18HJJ-31~6 
BISHOP WHOLESALE 
PRODUCTS 
22761 CASCADE DR 
CA'<YO LAKE. CA 92.~87 
0 .-\TA. PROCESING AND 
MARKnlNG 
25 .l7l SAGE ST. 
CORONA. CA 92883 
0 .-\TA PROCESSING & 
!\tARKnlNG 
USAIINI'ERNATIONAJ. 
2~.~'' SAGEST 
CORONA. CA 92883 
DP & M USA/INT'L 
2.< l?J SAGE ST. 
CORONA. CA 92883 
ATOBCAIIS 
2442 IOWA AVE. 
RIVERSIDE. CA 92507 
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Rl\ tRA, OSCAR ll\\ID 
14~SI ClX IITTI DR 
\tORF'\0\-\Ill' C\ 
92"1 
ROCHA. S,\\fl t:l 
\001 Hl 
2'5SI \RG \:\Al I OR 
\lOR~ SO\ \l l 1-' ( \ 
925'1 
HSQl tl, ", 110" 
RAHtO'IiD 
2442 10\\ \ \I' 
Rl\ ERSID[ C \ 9250 
UBt 
.442 IOWA A\ E 
RIVERSIDE CA 92'07 
R\lt CAR.S 
2442 10\\A -\\ ~ 
Rl\ ERSIO!i. C.A 92~07 
RI\FR-\,()S(' -\R DA\ID 
I4'XI COCHITI OR 
\IORE.-.:0 VALL E.' CA 
92551 
DIAMONDBACK 
Jl DGMU•iT Rt:CO" ERY 
42496 CORTE C-\STANTE 
Ml RRIETA. CA Y2'bl 
CORAN.DARRYl 
FREDERICK 
42496CORTE CANTAI'.Tf 
MURRIETA. C.A 92'62 
QUALm· SCION 
16&5W 6THST 
CORONA, CA 92882 
GORDON AUTOMOTIVE 
GROUP, INC. 
1700W 6THST 
CORONA. CA 92882 
ONCE UPON A TYME 
ANTIQUE'S AND 
COLLECTIBLES 
3780 ELIZABETH ST 
RIVERSIDE. CA 92'06 
ESTR.ADA, GINA 
KRISTINE 
11505 INWOOD DR 
RIVERSlDE. CA 92503 
ISHOT PHOTOGRAPHY 
11429 SPRINGWOOO CT 
RIVERSlDE. CA 9"..505 
ALONSO,NEFTALISEAN 
11429 SPRINGWOOD CT 
RIVERSIDE. CA 92505 
FRESCA SPRING WATER 
546 INDIANA CIRCLE 
PERRIS. CA 92570 
AHMAD, HAZIM KAMAL 
49SN MAPLEAVE 
FONTANA, CA 92336 
ALPINE.AIIl 
CONDmONING AND 
HEATING 
21731 KUDER AVE. 
PERRIS, CA 92570 
VEilNJEIU. LADY ALAN 
21731 KUDER AVE. 
PERR.JS. CA 92570 
S-\fl R'- OF RIH RS!Dt 
SIOI -\UTO DR. 
Rl\ ERSIDE. C>. Y2'().l 
UTS T-\lK 1'\Sl R-\'-Ct 
srR\Jn:s 
29-IQ.I \1-\SHRS DR 
\ll RRIET·\. CA Q25o1 
Bt H'- & AS..~OCI 'n s rn 
& .\CCOl 'liTI'-G 
CO'IiSll.TI'IiG 
l4l190TA' \\·" 
l \H· EL~l'-ORE C \92532 
11\tR 
I! V\0 Rl\ ERSIOl OR 
\liRA L0\1 \ C \91 '>2 
PKIFIC RJD(;t; 
on t:LOP\tf:\T. I'\( 
40~US B-\LBO-\ DR I\ E 
TE\IECULA Co\ 92:\QI 
CREATI\'f 'IH UTI! 
\1.-\'liAGE\tt:'-T 
41 \ ISTA PALER\10 
lAKE ELSI:\ORE, CA 9:!512 
BAI,DRICH-MATl LA 
41 VISTA PALERMO 
L-\KE ELSISORE. Co\ 92532 
HMR Bl'llDING SYSTHIS 
11150 RI\'ERSIOF. DR 
\liRA L0\1A. CA 91752 
l-\NDSCAPE DE~<;IG'­
.-\0'\.'L'>OR 
40205 BALBOA DR I\ E 
TEMECULA, CA 9259 I 
MATU ENTERPRISE~<; 
570 CENTRAL AVE 
LAKE ELSINORE, C A 925.10 
JUHAS, MATHIAS 
HERNAN 
33 CORTE MADERA 
LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92S32 
MR. SHISH 
28120 JEFFERSON WE 
TEMECULA. CA 925'10 
MEDITTER.RANEAN 
VILLAGE FOOD. llC 
36810 GEMINA AVE 
MURRIETA. CA 92563 
OUT OF THE BlUE 
EVENTS 
40192 LOS OLIVOS CT. 
MURRIETA. CA 92562 
MOYER. SUSAN ANNETTE 
40192lOS OLIVOS CT 
MURRIETA. CA 92562 
CLADDAGH MUR.RIETA 
26499 JEFFERSON AVE 
MURRIETA, CA 92562 
SULLIVAN, KELLY IR.ENE 
26481 ARBORETUM WAY 
MURRIETA, CA 92563 
lM.SEWCUTE 
2145 HIGHPOINTE DR 
CORONA. CA 92879 
ALINEA-LANDAZ, MARY 
ANNE 
2145 HIGHPOINTE DR. 
CORONA. CA 92879 
J>tSIG\'Io.IRt'\t GHD 
2J~S fJI(,HI~JI'\ H DR 
l ORO' \ (' \ 92S74 
\ '\\ I Ill 'loG Bl I 
\\t I>IJI'IoGS t \ t'\T 
24<lil'l \1 \Ill SO' \\I 
'll RRIFT\. ( ·\ 9251>2 
CH \'l(t \, \1 \RK JOll' 
174S7 COL~ ( Rl EK CT 
\ll RIW I \ (' \ '1~.562 
ll \SKI'-S, I 1'\IJS n Bll f 
'4909 \I \DISO:\ \\ ~ 
\lLRRll I\ C\9:!'62 
\1. \tOORt f \\111' 
11\UHD P\Rf'l,t:R.~HIP 
19'87 ( \R \ \\ " 
TE\II·Cll \ l \ <1"\91 
\100Rt. LORt TT\ Jt -\ '-
Gt '-t.R \1. P\Rl '-t.R OF 
Tilt, \tOORt t'.\\111.\ 
Ll\IIH D PART 
2Q5S1 C·\R\ \\.-\\ 
fEMFCll·\ C\92591 
MORHW BFACII HO\tE 
Rt:P-\IR 
12246 H~ \C<X K ST 
\IORL"\0 \ -\LLF.Y, CA 
Q2S57 
Zl PPARDO JR .. CHARLES 
SA\1lH 
II (7<; 1"\DIAS ST 
\lOR~ SO \!All fl. CA 
92557 
SOLTHt:RNUNE SER\'ICE 
TRLCKING 
24718 MANTEE PL 
MORfNO VALLEY CA 
92553 
RODRIGUt:7~ BERNARDO 
24718 MANTEE PL. 
MORENO VALLEY, CA 
92553 
MAID IN AMERICA 
41890 ENTERPRISE 
TE\IECllA, CA 92.590 
CROWN CONCIERGE OF 
THE Dt:St:RT 
6887' TACHE"AH DR. 
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA 
92214 
BONit'ACt:, lESlEY 
CAROLYN 
68875 TACHEVAH DR 
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA 
922:\4 
PALM SPRINGS 
CELEBRITY VILLAS 
44690 VIA ALONDRA 
LA QllNTA. CA 922.53 
JOHANNSEN, THEMA 
KATHRYN 
44690 VIA AlONDRA 
LA QlliNTA. CA 92253 
KIM&T 
32.'42 NAVAJO 
CATHEDRAl CITY. CA 
92234 
I OPt I. t' \R\lt I \ 
12542 ' \\ \10 
C\HflDR\1 nn.< \ 
91:!~ 
K..\UOB/1'-L 
71~95 H\\ ' Ill 
PAL\1 DfSI-KI ( \ 9221'11 
P\1 \1 Ot St Rl LJF:\ 1\1 
Ct'-HR 
11 711 I Rl D I\ \RI'G DR 
P\L\IDFSI·Rl t \92260 
II. \Ol:\t.Slll.IJ5.1'\C 
240 S. 0 \KHLI ST DR 
Bf \ ERL \ IIILL S. C \ 'l0212 
-\-\-\U:G\1 St.R\10 
1 ~'is I \ I\ \ l "- I \'1, \ 
TIIOUS \SO P\1 \IS. ( \ 
92276 
OLSt~. A'\ I 110'-\ JOH'-
115XI \lA \E'\T-\1'<..\ 
TIIOUSA"iD P\1 MS.('\ 
92276 
DRAGON GATE CIIINf~W 
RFSTALRA"<'T 
44491 TO\\N CENTER IVW 
PALM DESERT, CA 92260 
CHF.'•, .-\:"<'Iii 
112 FRA"-CESCA C1 
PAL\1 DF-~ERT, C A 91211 
DRAGOS G . \TE CHI'-E.~t. 
RESTALR.\'-T 
44491 TO\\S CENTER \\AY 
PALM DESERT. CA 92260 
CHENG, HUNG-SHt:'liG 
74510 CORAL BELL CIR 
PALM DESERT, CA '12260 
HUANG. li-CHUAN 
74510 CORAL BELL CIR. 
PALM DESERT, CA 92260 
liN, MENG-Ht:NG 
112 FRA1'<CE~CA CT 
PALM DESERT, CA 92211 
HO\'ELY AliTO\tOTIH. 
74-KQ.I 42ND AVE. 
PAL!'.l DESERT, CA 92260 
JM &t H SERVICES, INC. 
74-8Q.I421'<D AVE. 
PAL\! DE~ERT, CA 92260 
ECLECTIC!\ 
78650AVE. 
BERMUDA DUNES. CA 
92203 
BARAJAS, JUAN CARLOS 
78650AVE. 
BERMUDA DUNF-~. CA 
92203 
PADillA, NOE 
68402 MADRID RD 
CATHEDRAL CITY. CA 
92234 
SENIOR LEAGUE 
48350 CRESTVIEW DR. 
PALM DESERT, CA 92260 
BENNETT, lEON DALE 
48350 CRESTVIEW DR 
PALM DESERT, CA 92260 
\ ( IIIlO'S 
In\ t I OP\It'\TCF~HR 
41616 BORI)[- \U'\ OR 
I \ Ql 1'-, .\ C \ 922'i 1 
LOt Kl t \R, IJ'Ioi)IT.\ 
R \KIP! 
41bl~ BORlll: \U'\ DR. 
I \ Ql IN r\ ( \ 92253 
I 0( Kl t \R, ROBfRf 
Sl'\'-1 F\ 
i1olb !lORD[ \LX OR. 
I \Qll'l\,(·\92251 
I OCKI t \R (,ROl P 
110\lt 1\IPRO\ f. \lt:'\T & 
Rt P\IRS 
4l6l6!101WE-\l'\ DR 
I·\ Qll'-T\. Co\ '12251 
II(, 110\U. I \I PRO\ f. 
\It 'loT & Rt:P-\IR.~ 
4lblo BORDE-\L'\ OR 
L\Qli'\T\.C-\Y2253 
Gl'C(I 
73-0ol EL PASEO 
PALM DESERT. CA Q22b0 
GRt:ATIIOlSE 
PROOlCTIO'IiS 
1''551: CALLE DE RICARDO 
PALM SPRISGS. CA 9226-1 
GRt:ATHOlSE, JOHS 
Wl'liGAH: 
:1755 E CALLE DE RIC-\ ROO 
PAL\1 SPRI'-GS. CA 9226-1 
STERLI'IiG CLUB, THE 
67-555 E PALM CANYO'-
CAHIEDRAL em·. CA 
92234 
U:HNER, lAWRENCE 
KAY 
36054 AVENIDA DE lAS 
MONTANAS 
CAl HEDRAL CITY, CA 
92234 
INTEGRATED TRIPOD 
MOTION PICTljRE 
IN'Tt:RNATIONAl 
7KK70 BAYBERRY 1..'< 
LA Ql'INTA. CA 92253 
BAT AllES, DANIEL 
ERNEST 
82178 COTA DR. 
ISDIO. CA 92203 
INTEGRATED TRIPOD 
MOTION PICTljRF 
INTERNATIONAl 
78K70 BAYBERRY LN 
LA QUINTA. CA 92253 
CRUZ, MICHAEl 
ANTHONY 
83050 EMRALD AVE 
INDIO. CA 92201 
MERABt:T, ABDEllAH 
ARSLANE 
54310 EISENHOWER DR 
LA QUINTA. CA 922.~3 
INTEGRATED TRIPOD 
MOTION PICTURE 
INTERNATIONAl 
78870 BAYBERRY L'l. 
LA QUINTA, CA 92253 
rR", BRI" ll \S 
&S 70 B \\ lli·RR\ I\ 
I \ Ql I'\ T \. ( \ 922'1 
(()\{lltll \\\1 Ll·\ 
110\11 St R\ I( f 
1 4X2 l OSSO\ 1-..1 S I 
I'DIO. ( ·\ '11201 
LO\\n, P\1 111 
1 ~X.' I OSSD\ 1-..l S I 
1:\DIO. < \ '1"01 
lSI IHH'\St 
1'-\ IS II(, \IIO'S 
s I'IIGH"I ( RD 
I'\ 010 ( \ Q>10l 
\1 \CKit, ll \'\It I .1011'\ 
S1315 ll(ol!l\1:0..(, RD 
1:\DIO C \ 92201 
JD \\ 1'-IXl\\ n • \'\I'Ii(, 
~1 91 l \\I :\IDA S \\ \RRO 
L\ Qt: I,,A, ( \92251 
t\RRI'-GTO.._, J ~Rt I> 
0.\VIO 
<;(931 AVI·'<IDA :O..A\'~RRO 
I ~ Ql INlA. (A 'I"S1 
C \MPLS MEDIC\! 
C~.-.Tt:R, 1 L( 
O'l'i INDIAN\ \\! 
Rl\ ERSil)[ , ('\ Q2506 
C\\1Pl'S \1t.OK'\L 
CE'-'TfR, U ( 
10'15 1'-DIA'\A -\\1-
RIVERSIDI C \ '1~50ti 
SAlt\ 'S F\SIIIO" '-.-\IL~ 
27109 JHFtRSON A\'F 
TE\IECL L\. C \ 92_<;90 
DIEP, KRISH'-t 
44496 KINGSTON DR. 
TEMECULA. CA 91S92 
QUACH, SO'I KIM 
44496 KINGSTON OR. 
TEMECL'LA. C \ 92.'92 
~1R Jl\1PER PART\ 
SIJPPI.\ 
5513 VAS Bt;RFS IlL\ D 
RIVERSID£- . C \ '1250l 
CASILl.AS,LIIHN.\ 
741-1 YSMAEL \!II LFGAS 
RIVERSIDE, C A 92.'<14 
t'R£D Cll.\'liDlt:R/MATCO 
TOOLS DISTRIBL!TOR 
10255 LIVE OAK A'>f 
CHERRY VALLI·\. CA 9222.1 
CIIANDU:R, FREOERICK 
WillARD 
10255 LIVE OAK AV!' 
CIIERRY VALLEY, C'A 92223 
WATCH VISION GROW 
ll03Yt;KO"i 
PERRIS. C \ 92571 
CAPITOL lASDSCAPE 
AND MAINTt:NA'et: 
21060 JEN'II'\GS CT 
MORENO VALLFY, CA 
92557 
MENDOZA. Bt:ATRIZ 
21060 JENNI'IGS CT 
MORENO VALEY, CA 92<;57 
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INLAND EMPIRE People and Events 
A $1 million grant was awarded to Olive Crest for 
its Coachella Valley Children's Center. The money will 
be used to build four homes for abused and at-risk 
teens. 
The project broke ground in April 2007, but vertical 
construction was delayed until June because of a fund-
ing shortfall. It should be completed by lateJanuar:h 
said Tesha Vann, associate development director for 
Olive Crest. The buildings will include a private school 
and a recreational area. 
For more info about Olive Crest or to donate, call 
{800) 550-2445 or go to www.OliveCrest.org. 
The St. Elizabeth of Hungary Food Pantry received a 
$13,800 grant by Stater Bros. Charities. T h e grant will be 
used to purchase food and help feed the hungry in D esert 
Hot Springs. 
The food pantry is located at 66-700 Pierson 
Boulevard. 
Emilio's Mexican 
Restaurant & Cantina was 
given the Demeter Award 
(Restaurant of the Year) 
presented by SanJacinto 
Chamber of Commerce. 
Emilio's is located at 2340 
So. San Jacinto Ave., in 
San Jacinto. For reserva-
tions or information call 
(951) 925-3721. 
Eisenhower Medical Center is expanding. The Eisenhower 
Schnitzer/Novack Breast Center is opening a ne-..-.· location at 
Rancho Mirage Medical Center, 72-780 Country Club Drive, 
Building A, Suite 105, in Rancho Mirage. For more informa-
tion, call (760) 773-4338. 
A special ribbon cutting for 
Goodwill in Cathedral City. 
A new Goodwill Southern 
California Retail Store is locat-
ed at 67-555 E. Palm Canyon 
Drive. 
"We just felt like there \'\.·as 
an opportunity to open a store," •••• 
Christianne Ray, the community 
relations manager for Goodwill 
Southern California, said. 
T h e n ew location has 7,500 
feet of selling space and 1,500 
feet of b ack space. 
P roceeds from th e stor e w ill 
s uppor t Goodwill p r ograms that h elp p eople with disabilities 
and th os e with vocation al d isadvantages to getting jobs. 
A great turn out for a wonderful cause-The Camp of 
Champions A&M Golf Tournament was held at the Indian 
Wells Golf Resort to benefit the Coachella Valley's youth. 
Camp of Champions A&M Inc., is a nonprofit organiza-
tion, that works with Coachella Valley public and private 
schools to offer free after-school soccer clinics for elementary 
and middle school children. 
Plann1ng a get.ma) to 
l\1ontere) or San h ancisco? 
Thin!.. ')onoma Coast and the 
Ru-,Sian Rl\er reg.wn tor a 
serendipitous .tlh L'lllUI\' 111to 
relax<tl1on. he,lllt) \11111 great 
food .md \1 111e 
fhe Rt.ssl.lll R•\cr Reg1on 
mclude-; the Russi.!!' R 'er 
\,life). the Sonoma Coa,l. and 
the -,urroundmg \\inc count!) 
\bout .111 hour and I" minutes 
dn\ •ng time !rom the Golden 
Gate Bndge leads to a "qu1et" 
place ,, placo.: to till\\ in d. let go 
,md JUst '"npl) ro.:la\. !"he 'il-
lages are in' iting and they so.:o.:m 
to "dare" ;ou not to rcla\. 
Heald,hurg 1s a po.:rkct O.:\ampio.: 
of a small crossroad's commum-
t) that ha' that quailt;. 
amed for a Qua!..er 
Hcaldsberg was named after 
Harmon Heald one of eight 
Quaker children \vho came 
overland wllh his famil; 1n I X49 
from Jackson Count}. \1~Ssouri. 
The} were in search of gold hut. 
as the fates would have it, 
Hannon instead founded what ts 
now known as Healdsburg. Thts 
place was once the best kept 
secret in the area. hut the tra,cl-
er that ts looking for so mo.:'' here 
to simp!) rehl\ and enjo) good 
wine and good food has more or 
less let the cat out of the hag. 
lh:aldsbcrg is attracting the 
vacationer while sttll maintain-
ing its relaxing. laid hack aura. 
Everything Within Walking 
Qjstancc 
One of the most amazing 
thtngs about Hcaldsberg is thctr 
restaurant\. Most arc excel-
lent from Italian. Thai. 
Ch1nese. Amencan and so 
g.ood that you m•ght need a 
reservation some evenings. 
II ere is a city with over I I .000 
mhahlling the cit) ltmtts. Just 
about ever; thing including 
o.,hopping. bakcncs. a hrcwpub. 
wineries and tastmg rooms and 
Healdsburg 
A Place to Relax - This Side of Eden 
Bv Cmnille Bounds 
spas arc w ithtn '' alkmg dtstancc 
from the delightful hotel\ or 
conscwus c,m: 111 a tranquil 'ur-
roundtng. Wcll-tramcd thera 
Hcald1hur~ Inn on the Pla:a 
1nno., on or near the lllo.,tortL 
PI ani. 
Sample the area 
The foliO\\ mg is just a sam-
ple of the area and barely touch 
cs what 1s available: 
Start out by booking a 
delightful room at the 
Healdsburg Inn on the Plaza. (A 
Four S1stcrs Inn.) The Inn mer-
looks the Historic Plaza ''here 
ever) thing 111 tO\~ n happens. 
Step out the front door and you 
arc in the mtdst of the fcsll\ ltlC'> 
of the moment. If you wi'>h to 
a\ oid any acti\ltics or fest!\ t-
tics. go around the corner and 
hop in your car and driYc to any 
adventure you choose. Rooms 
arc comfortable with gas It re-
places. private baths with JClted 
tuhs. showers. plush terry cloth 
robes. balconies. T\. and. of 
course. breakfast (you can also 
order breakfast in bed). and 
afternoon wme and snacks. The 
stall is sincerely warm and 
friend!). 
To hook a room at the 
Healdsburg Inn on the Ph11a call 
Jcnmfcr at 1-!\00-752-3046-
rates arc seasonal and It ts locat-
ed at 12 Matheson Street in 
Healdsburg. 
Round your tnp out with a 
\'lSI( to rhc Spa at the l lotcl 
llcaldshurg It is a full-sen icc 
spa that offers complete and 
pists and aesthctic1ans arc 
-,elected tor thctr credentials ,md 
cxpcncncc \1..tn) treatment\ arc 
a\ ai lahlo.: ,md includes choices 
from massage. facials. mani 
cures. and pcd1curcs. Go he 
pampered and enjoy. 
For appointments call 
707/41,3-4747 
The Spa ts at 327 
Healdsburg A\cnuc. 
A variet> of eateries to test 
your gounnet tastes 
Great food abounds. Sake ·o 
is the ulttmatc m Japanese food. 
A comfortable spot otTer' the 
best susht and sashimt on the 
planet: the Mart1111 Pnm ns arc 
\~hat trytng to steal a recipe is all 
about. The Spanish Fly ts scared 
Ahi Tuna topped with avocado. 
tomato and red onion in olive oil 
and soy with Jalapeno on top. 
One wonders hm' they can get 
all of this on one little piece of 
Aht but the) do and the combt-
nauon is wonderful. The Utah 
Roll is a Tcmpura Prawn inside 
a snO\\ crah \\ lth a spot of tuna 
and a spcc1al sauce The delicate 
tla\ ors in all of these blend into 
a sallsl\ ing gounnet 's delight. 
and that IS only a small samplo.: 
of what is "' atlablc in this 
delightful littlo.: hit of Japan. 
Sake ·o " located at 505 
Healdsburg 
Healdsburg. 
in 
ror hours and rcscn allons 
call 707/411 266lJ. 
For menus ,tnd prices go to 
Sake ·o at \\\\ \\.garychus.com. 
A Dtvmc \II<~ r IS J ch,u:n-
mg tiP) lmle spot tl',lt serve 
g•c,tt Russ1,111 and l kramc ood 
Inc horsht. to u~c " wdl u~cd 
cltchc. '' to d1e f01 and the 
Pcorgio.:., tall 1nto the <;,uno: c.nc-
gory Thts till) place h.ts a h.m-
ljUCt-st/(~d 111Clll, that IS the Ultt-
ll',I(C m I me tood. 
Be o,urc .md tr) \ Di1 inc 
Affair .lt l\0 He<tldshurg 
A\cnuc 111 Hcaltbhurg. 
For hours .md rcscn allons 
call 707!433-1015 
For menus and rcsen at ions 
go to \\ '' '' .dl\ m~allatr.nct. 
A really fun "\\Car )OUr T-
shirt and shorts" place to go to 1s 
the Bear Republic Brcwmg 
Company 1 ou 'rc greeted by a 
happy. amiable staff and food 
keeps on coming. Steaks. burg 
crs. salads and. of course. beer 
COIIfl/llle£1 Of! [IO~l' JY 
